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Welsh golfer Ian Woosnam
wins Masters' tournament

'Four' score...
MHS speech teams wins
fourth-straight state tourney
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U.S. ends occupation;
troops heading home

50-CENTS

Animal Health Day

By GEORGE ESPER
AP Special Correspondent

MURRAY. KY

MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WOIZLI)
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia —
Hundreds of joyful U.S. troops
in armored columns rolled
across the desert today, homeward bound in a swift pullout
from southern Iraq.

STATE
Republican U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell has defended the
Bush administration's handling
of the Kurdish uprising in Iraq
and subsequent flight of thousands of Kurd refugees.

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia — Hundreds of joyful U.S.
troops in armored
columns rolled across the desert today, homew
ard bound in a swift pullout from southern Iraq.
U.S. officers said the troops were moving into
assembly areas in Saudi
Arabia for transfer home. Their withdrawal left
in doubt the future of the
more than 40,000 refugees who found Ameri
can and Saudi protection
there.
Nearly half of the 540,000 American troops
in
have left the theater, the U.S. Central Comm the Persian Gulf War
and said.
In announcing on Sunday its intention to withd
raw from southern Iraqi
in a matter of days, the command urged the
refugees to move into the
demilitarized zone being established along the
120-mile-long border
between Iraq and Kuwait.
The zone is to be monitored by 1,440 lightly armed
U.N. peacekeeping
troops, who are to be in place in the next week
or two, and many refugees
fear that will mean their abandonment to the retrib
ution of Saddam Hussein's forces.
Kuwait, to the south, refuses to admit any unless
a
to take them. So far, there have been virtually third country offers
no
Nearly 30,000 Iraqi refugees are in U.S.-occup offers.
Another 13.000 live in a Saudi -run camp three miles ied southern Iraq..
inside Iraq along the
Saudi border.
The Saudis have not commented on what will
become of the refugees
in their care.
Many refugees fled south after a failed anti-Sadda
m rebellion. Rebel
fighters and sympathizers say returning to Saddam-con
trolled Iraq will
mean certain death for them.
After an international outcry, the White House
last week committed
8,000 U.S. servicemen to the temporary aid of
the estimated 2 million
Kurdish refugees fleeing Saddam's troops after their
failed uprising in
(Cont'd on page 2)

SPORTS

Katie was among the many animals that were given
by Murray State University's Department of Animaphysicals at the annual Animal Health Day, sponsored
their pets to the Animal Health Technology Cente l Health Technology Club. Area residents brought
r Saturday to get physicals, fecals, heartworm
baths and dins Pictured above are Animal
checks,
Heglth Technokgy students ionie O'Rourke !left)
and Brigitte
Biles, inspecting Katie's ears.
Staff photo
by Mary T. Layton

AUGUSTA, Ga. — The Masters
is still under the grip of a foreign player. Only the overseas
address has changed. Ian Woosnam of Wales was the American
killer in the 55th Masters.

BUSINESS
Consumer prices dropped 0.1
percent in March, the first
decline in five years, as energy
rates continued to retreat and
costs of clothing, cars and alcoholic beverages showed new
moderation.

FORECAST
Mostly clear and cooler tonight.
Lows 45 to 50. Light west wind.
Mostly sunny Tuesday. Highs in
the mid-70s.

LAKE LEVELS

No new reciprocal water agreement forthcoming as deadli
ne nears
Lake near the Cypress Springs area
of the county, according to Sen.
Greg Hidgon, who said he has been
unsuccessful in forging a new pact.
The current agreement, which
allows holders of either Kentucky
or Tennessee fishing licenses to
fish in a certain area of the lake on
either side of the state line —

By MARK COOPER

Murray Ledger & Times Asst. Editor

The Kentucky bivision of Fish
& Wildlife Resources apparently
has no intention of delaying the
dissolvcment of a reciprocal fishing
license agreement between Kentucky and Tennessee on Kentucky

under the laws of the state of
license — will be discontinued
April 17.
Under the new deal, anglers
must fish on their side of the line
or purchase licences in both SLUM
The loss of the agreement will
mean a loss in tourism revenue for
Cypress Springs dock owners who

By JIM LUTHER

(Cont'd on page 2)

That date last year was May 5. The three-day lengthening In
other places, the enterprising attempted to
turn the unpleaswas the largest since 1976 and could get worse, the found
a- ant chore into a: social event.
tion predicted.
A brass quintet was ready to serenade late
filers at the main
"The combined pressures of a persistent federal budge
post office in Cincinnati. A radio station
t
promised free stamps
deficit, demands to expand funding for new and existing
in
progfront of the main post office in Houston. In
rams, budget crises in numerous states and the slowd
own in the Postal Service offered longer hours and New York City,
income growth could easily make Tax Freedom Day even
painkillers and antacids would be available announced that
in front of the big
later on our calendars in future years," the foundation said. James
A. Farley post office.
Meantime, the Postal Service and Internal Revenue Servic
e
Free postage and pizza were on the bill
prepared to receive as many as 27 million returns this week
at the West End
post
office in Richmond, Va. IRS volunteers
— many of them being dropped into collection boxes close
moved into the
to lobby of the main Milwaukee post office
tonight's midnight deadline.
, offering to fill out
the simple returns and give advice on
In many areas, the IRS' toll-free telephone lines were open
others.
The IRS expects a record 113 million return
extra hours to handle last-minute questions. Many post
s to be filed
office
stationed clerks at curbside to receive returns from motori s this year. and 80 percent of them will qualify for refunds.
sts. Almost 67 million had been received
by April 5.

AP Tax Wrii•r

WASHINGTON — Attention dawdlers. laggards, procra
stinators and everyone else who has a very good reason
for not
yet filing a tax return: your time's about up.
If you don't intend to burn the evening oil tonight, better
ask for an extension. But take comfort. Those smug early
ers will have to work just as many days this year as you filwill
to pay all your taxes — a record 128.
Tax Freedom Day will come May 8, the private Tax Found
ation announced today. That is the latest date on record for
;he mythical point in the year at which the average worke
r is
estimated to have earned enough to settle accounts with federal, state and local tax collectors.

Testing reflexes

Ex-aide says Iran worked
deal with Reagan campaign
NEW YORK (AP) — A Carter
administration official says he has
heard reliable reports that Ronald
Reagan's 1980 presidential campaign negotiated a secret deal to
prevent the release of American
hostages until after the election.
In an article published today in
The New York Times, Gary Sick
told of hearing that a secret deal
involving the hostages was discussed by Reagan aide William
Casey and an Iranian religious
leader in Madrid in July 1980.
Sick, a Middle East specialist
who helped handle the Iranian hostage crisis as an aide to Jimmy
Carter, said that he was initially
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Subscribers who have not
receired their home•delirered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Higdon, who promised to try to
work out a deal for a continued
agreement with Tennessee before
the deadline.
So far, however, resources commissioner Don R. McCormick has
refused to continue the agreement,

If you haven't filed by now,better ask for an ex
tension

Kentucky Lake
358.1, +0.2, below 312.1, +0.9
Barkley Lake
358.1, +0.2; below 319.4, +0.6

One Section
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Comics
Crosswords
Dear Abby
Dr. Gott
Horoscope
Murray Today
Obituaries
Perspective
Sports

said anglers will travel elsewhere
instead of crossing the state line
where most of the good fishing
spots in the Cypress Springs area
are located.
Those dock owners were encouraged at a meeting April 5 with
Kentucky Division of Fish and
Wildlife Resources officials and

skeptical of such reports, which
have circulated for years. But he
said he became convinced of their
validity while researching a book
on the Reagan administration's
Middle East policy.
"In the course of hundreds of
interviews, in the U.S., Europe and
the Middle East, I have been told
repeatedly that individuals associated with the Reagan-Bush campaign of 1980 met secretly with
Iranian officials to delay the
release of the Iranian hostages until
after the presidential election,"
wrote Sick, who now teaches at
Columbia University.

UN to investigate war crimes
LUXEMBOURG (AP) — The 12 foreign ministers of the Europ
ean
Community agreed today to ask the United Nations to determine if Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein can be prosecuted for war crimes.
They instructed Jacques Poos, the Luxembourg foreign minister who
now holds the EC presidency, to race the issue with U.N. SecretaryGeneral Javier Perez de Cuellar at, i meeting Tuesday in Strasbourg.
France.
The decision came at a meeting of the foreign ministers today.
The two U.N. Security Council resolutions setting conditions for a permanent cease-fire of the Persian Gulf War did not delve into the war
crimes issue.

Brandon Sharp (right) conducts a test with the help
of a friend, Robert Taylor, to see if Nintendo players
have better reflexes. Sharp, a fifth grader at East
Calloway Elementary, was among about 500 elementary
and middle school students who participated in a regio
nal science fair Saturday at the Expo Center. Sharp
won second place for his science project in the
East Calloway Elementary Science Fair held last month.
Sponsord by the Murray State University College of
Science, Saturday's regional science fair for elementary and middle school students was preceded by
the regonal science fair for secondary students, held the
previous day on the MSU campus. Winners of these
science fairs will compete in the International Engineering & Science Fair in Orlando, Fla.
Staff photo by Mary T. Layton
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McConnell defends Bush administration on Kurd ques
tion

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
Mitch McConnell defended the
Bush administration against everincreasing questioning about its
handling of the Kurdish uprisings
in Iraq.
McConnell. R-Ky.. along with
Rep. Tom Lantos, D-Calif., were
featured on CNN "Newsmaker
Sunday." which aired Sunday
morning.

Hundreds of Kurds are believed
dead. Others are refugees squatting
on the Turkish and Iranian borders
in squalor "miserable like that I've
never seen," not even in trips to
Cambodia, Lebanon and Afghanistan, said Dr. Marcel Roux, another
participant on the show.
Lantos, co-chairman of the Congressional Human Rights Caucus,
said the administration "totally

U.S. ends occupation...
iCont'd from page Ii
northern Iraq.
But the United States has remained vague about any lasting commitment to providing for and guaranteeing the safety of Iraqi refugees —
especially those in the south.
The command on Sunday offered to move refugees in U.S.-occupied
Iraq to the dem4itarized zone. Those in the Saudi camp "will remain
under the care and protection of the coalition forces until the refugees are
moved to a more suitable location." it said.
The refugees are so desperate that they have been trying to surrender to.
U.S. forces as prisoners of war and have threatened to sit in front of
American tanks to block them from leaving.
Meanwhile, the U.S. withdrawal is continuing apace.
American troop strength in the region is now about 290.000. down from
a peak of 540.000. It continues to diminish at the rate of 5.000 a day.
Most of the 3.600-member U.S. Army task force that restored basic services to Kuwait City flew out over the weekend, reduced now to a few
hundred after I
months of work.
The final withdrawal of U.S. combat troops from southern Iraq began
Sunday. 88 days after the United States launched a massive air offensive
that obliterated much of Saddam's war machine.
U.S. officers said at least 40.000 American troops, perhaps more. ar-,
inYolved in the withdrawal from southern Iraq and that all but a division sized force of 10.(M0 to 15.000 soldiers will return home as quickly as
possible. Exact details were unavailable.
The disision-sized unit will remain in the demilitarized zone until the
U.N. peacekeeping. force is in place.
casuarties in the Persian Gulf War numbered 139 killed in action.
357 wounded in action: six missing in action and 117 killed in noncombat circumstances. Iraqi war dead were estimated by U.S. officers to
number as many as '00.000 but there is no official figure or independent
confirmation.

misjudged the unfolding of events
since the cessation of hostilities."
McConnell, a member of the
Senate Foreign-Relations Committee, said the United States was
shipping food and medicine to aid
the refugees, "preventing a genocide now."
Kurdish uprisings have occurred
'since the seventh century and havt
become increasingly prevalent
since 1931, McConnell said.
He insisted that the Bush administration had acted as soon the crisis became apparent.
"No one could have predicted a
refugee problem of this magnitude
because it's never happened before
in history.- he said.

"I think the senator is dead
wrong in saying that no one predicted this," countered the
Hungarian-born Lantos.
"It was obvious when the administration called for the Iraqi people to get rid of Saddam Hussein
that they would respond, just as the
Hungarian people responded to
6eeretary of State) John Foster
Dulles in '56, and they had the
uprising and we let them down."
McConnell also defended the
decision to begin removing U.S.
troops in southern Iraq Sunday to a
newly established demilitarized
zone along the Iraq -Kuwait border.
Fleeing refugees would find a safe
haven
that /one. he said.

No new agreement..
ICont'd from page Ii
Higdon said.
McCormick elected to discontinue the agreement to help save
Kentucky's fish resources — especially crappie — which are
depleted by the taking of small fish
by Tennessee anglers who are
allowed to take fish under 10

Murray man charged
with property theft
Darren Moore. 27. of Murra
was charged with theft of property
over S100. a class
felony.
according to a published report.
Moore was arrested at about 10
a.m. Saturday after he wrecked his
automobile on Reidland Road.
When deputies arrived to investigate the accident. they found the
property reported stolen from
Edwards Automotive and Performance Center Friday night.
Moore remained in McCracken
County Jail without bond Sunday
D

Thank You For
Acknowledging
How Much
We Care.

But the fourth participant on the
accused Lantos of favoring.
news show, Dr. Najimaldeem KarBut Lantos replied, "I think it's
im of the Kurdish National Con- a hypocri
tical and phony argument
gress. called current refugee efforts to state
a "shambles" and said such troop involve us that anyone wants to
in a civil war in Iraq....
withdrawals would exacerbate the There's a
differe
nce between being
situation.
involving in a civil war in Iraq,
"The United States is not doing which
we certainly oppose. and
enough," Karim said. "The United doing
nothing, which is what the
States could use its influence in the administrati
on did in the early perUnited Nations and at least, at iod of the
refugee crisis."
least, back the British proposal"
establishing "a protective area for
Lantos said President Bush was
the Kurds and the refugees in the only now responding to the plight
south."
of the Kurds and only as a result of
McConnell said the only alterna- congressional pressure.
tive to cdrrent efforts would be to
Lantos.
commit U.S. troops to intervening authorize like McConnell, voted to
in an Iraqi civil war, which he force in President Bush to use
driving Iraq from Kuwait.

NEWS OF THE WORLD

inches under cir licens& Kentucky crappie artglers are limited to
By The Associated Press
fish no smaller than 10 inches.
"I gathered from my conversaOPE
attracted hundreds of gawking tourists to
tion with McCormick) that Ken- EUR
LONDON, England — The leaders of
the area But residents fear that when the
tucky is really going to hold the about 30 nations joined today to help lay
excitement dies, tar and oil on the sea
line." Higdon said. "McCormick the foundation for one Europe with the coast may keep them away Celle Ligure
inauguration of the European Bank for
is along the 20 mile swath of coastline
feels that only. through the license Reconstruction and Develo
After
that was dotted Sunday with globs of
process can this problem be 18 months of planning. thepment
bank can
thick tar formed by burning crude from
begin lending money to rebuild the eco
avoided."
the tanker, which held nearly 42 million
nomies of Eastern European countries
gallons of crude when it caught tire
Higdon said, however, that committed to democr
acy President FranThursday Authorities estimate 15 million
McCormick will remain "open- cois Mitterrand of France, speakin
g at
gallons may have burned with most of
the
inaugur
ation ceremonies. hailed the
minded" and will initiate talks with
the rest remaining in tanker when it sank
as "the first institution of the new
on Sunday
Tennessee officials about adopting bank
Europe In assisting in the creation of
the 10-inch crappie limit as well as market economies, Mitterrand said, the
R.
bank 'would help secure "still fragile
Georgia has moved ahead of
other ideas that would please resort democra
tic institutions in Eastern Eurthe other independence-minded Soviet
owners in the Cypress Springs ope Prime Minister John Major of Britain
republics by creating a presidency with
area.
said that even dunng the euphoria of
sweeping powers that its leader says will
political
change that swept Eastern Eurstrengthen its international standing The
Higdon had proposed either conope, "we all recognized that political
parliament of the southern republic voted
tinuing - the existing agreement or reform
would not be enough
Sunday to create the post and it elected
Without
established a new one whereby- economic reforms there could be no lastZviad Gamsakhurdia, its current leader.
to serve as president until a May 26 elec
anglers from either state could fish ing prosperity " Jacques
the
bank's 47-year-old presidentAllah.
bon It was the first concrete step taken
under either license but follow the bank was the first institution of said the
since Georgia declared its independence
the
size and creel (total number) limits international order " Also attending new
from
the Soviet
the
on Tuesday The
ceremony were Soviet Prime Minister
bold step moves Georgia further along
of the state in which they fish.
Valentin Pavlov, European Commission
the road away from Moscow Unl.ke leadMcCormick. hov.ever. (ell that President Jacque
ers in the Baltics or Russia. the Georgian
s Delors, President
there would be a "enforcement Vaclay Havel of Czechoslovakia
leader
was given the power to declare
and
to institute 'martial law and presiden
problem" with - his proposal. Hig- Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir of Israel
The United Stales, which is the bank's
tie'
rule, and to revoke or grant
don said.
single largest shareholder with 10 percitizenship
Since the April 5 meeting, warn- cent slake, was represented by aTreasur
y
ings about the upcoming deadline Secretary Nicholas Brady
ISRAEL
JERUSALEM — One-third of the gas
have been issued by Tennessee and NORTH KOR
EA
masks distributed to Israelis during the
Kentucky water patrol officers.
TOKYO. Japan — The Soviet Union has
Persian Gulf War did not provide suffiwarned
North
Korea
nuclear
"Four of rny. guests out of Nash to open its
cient protection against chemical attack.
reactors to international inspection or
a state comptrollers report says Among
y We were given warning citations lose
Soviet support in building them, a
the inadequate masks, which were defecthis v.eck.- according to Cypress Soviet official said today Communist
tive or improperly lit were many issued
Springs Resort owner Louie North Korea has two nuclear reactors,
to infants and children the report says
union

war
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Police investigate
theft from vehicle

:hirty -two.
niays

ord Motor Company's 1990
Chairman's Award honors those
dealers whose customers rank
them highest in customer satisfaction.

nu" -

and intelligence reports from the rival
South Korean government have said the
North will have the capacity to manufacture nuclear weapons by the mid-1990s
The Soviets long have been a main ally
of North Korea and agreed several years
ago to help it build four commercial
nuclear power plants, each with a
440,000-kilowatt capacity None has
been built yet
.North Korea today celebrates the 79th
birthday of President Kim II Sung. the
Communist hard-liner who has been his
nation's only leader since its formation 46
years ago North Koreans are enjoying
boundless happiness and pride in the
independent country of the people, a true
Qarad.se for them which Was founded by.
our leader. ' Vice President Pak Sung
Chul said at a birthday eve banquet Sunday in Pyongyang

ar.rirg

piggly wiggly

N1,,rr4y 1)..c Dep.:TIT:lent
th...ft of a parse.
fror-. .‘ eh: iC
%d by Stacy
Lynn Banks. of White Hall:
Marray.
-The
as- •.,;(i'ierl sometime
Saturday morning from the
.h.;;:
- it was parked on Stadium
fir'Ye. police )aid.

State Comptroller M,riam Ben Porat crin
cized both the army and government for
their failure to protect the population and
called for an independent inqu,ry into
the
nation's gas mask supply

BRAZIL
Ri0 DE JANEIRO — Brazil s most prominent political activists have joined for the
first time to denounce the government,
saying it has failed to end violence
against children and the poor and enact
land reforms "The government - has;
shown no interest in resolving the land
question said °smarm° Amancio Rodrigues who heads a rubber-tappers
union in Brasilea 2 600 miles northwest
Of Rio de Janeiro .Currently. about'2 per
cent of farmers own about halt all arable
land while an estimated 15 million landless peasants struggle to survive
"What's' lacking is political will '; said
Rodrigues whose predecessor in the
union post was Chico Mendes, a noted
labor activist and environmentalist whose
1988 slaying in the remote Amazon drew
global attention ,

IRAQ

When you're out shopping for a car, half
the challenge is finding a car you like. The
other half is finding a dealership you want
to
f do
l busi
d ness with. Someone you
about.
That's why we are proud to
have received the 1990 Chairman's
Award. You gave us high marks for
things that really matter to you. That is
how we earned this award...by satisfying
our customers.
But to us, the Chairman's Award is
much more
a reward. It tells us we're
doing ou4"ób. And it's a sign to you that
you've come to the right place.

g\

NICOSIA, Cyprus — Iraq is renewing
production at a large oil refinery near the
northern city of Kirkuk. the complex s
director was quoted as saying today It
would be the first Iraqi refinery to reopen
since the Gulf War During the war. intensive allied bombing! targeted 'military,
communications and industrial targets.
including refineries The allies said at the
time they had eliminated Iraq s oil producing ability

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

GERMANY
BERLIN' — Ousted East German leader
Erich Honecker underwent surgery for a
'dangerocs intestinal diease'. shortly
after being whisked to Moscow last
month a published report said Sunday
Other reports have previously said that
Honecker -8 had kidney cancer He has
long bee- - ill health

CHINA

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

BEIJING — Former President Jimmy
Carter today said 'Chinese officials
brushed oft his appeal to grant amnesty
to jailed pro democracy activists Carter,
who has strongly condemned Chinese
human rights policies during a three-day
private visit, said the Communist officials
were not being • completely true" by
explaining that they carried little weight
with the judges who jailed the dissidents
Carters comments came during a news
conference at the end of his visit, which
included meetings with Communist Party
chief Jiang Zemin and Premier Li Peng
He had urged Chinese officials to issue a
-blanket forgiveness • for people jailed for
their involvement in the 1989 democracy
movement who were innocent of violent
or subversive acts He also urged that no
more trials be held in connection with the
movement and that people still jailed
without charge be released

PHILIPPINES
CAPAS
No sooner nail the U S Navy
left a communications station here than'
Filipinos stormed the site with picks
shovels and chain saws looting everything from manhole covers to under
ground cables You won't see ancone
here now because there is nothing left to
steal • said the stations former security
chief Capt Jose Edwin Sabijon The loo
ters tie said numbered in the hundreds
and were "people from 8 to 80 years Old.
men women children
They practical
ly lived here---Aitany.f..kprno. otticials tear
that what happened at the communica;
bons station at Capas about 60 miles
north of Manila will be repeated elsewhere unless President Corazon
Aquino s government draws up workable
plans for taking over U S military sites
As part of the Pentagon s plan to reduce
the U S military presence in the Far
East the United Stales also plans to turn
over facilities at Camp John Hay near
Baguio. about 200 miles north of Manila
on July 1 It may surrender its five other
installations to the Philippine government
if no agreement is reached before the
current lease expires in September

ITALY
CELLE LIGURE — Two summers ago
pollution ruined the tourist season on Italy s east coast Now, an oil spill is painting beaches black and spreading fear in
the western resorts that are its Riviera
The burning and sinking of the tanker
Haven oft the coast west of Genoa has
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WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPL
IANCES •

30" SELF-CLEANING
ELECTRIC RANGE-TOP
•or aca.www•ww=•••••

• Electron

c ciucok
thermostat

• Black giass oven door
and lower panel
• Litt-up spiii-catching
cook top
• Lighted oven windoke

"The Area's Most Experienced Dealer"
Two Servicemen 'Available

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
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'90 Chrysler 5th
Ave.: Loaded.
14,000 miles. Clean.

'90 Honda Civic
Wagon:5 speed,

Membership society helps
preserve scouting tradition
The National Scouting Museum,in
and Bridges & Trails, the museum's
Murray, Ky., offers a significant quart
erly newsletter.
opi,ortunity for individuals and famiAs the official repository for hislies to help preserve Scouting heritage
torical material of the Boy Scouts of
and tradition through its Membership
America, the museum houses the
Society.
most extensive collection of Scouting ,
Membership is open to anyone
artifacts, art and library holdings in
interested in the past, present and
the world. Its interactive, state-offuture of Scouting. There are seven
the-art exhibits, participatory dislevels of support ranging from a S25
plays and Norman Rockwell oil paintyearly donation to a one time gift of
ings make it one of the most unique
S5,000. Members may choose the
museums in the country.
level that matches their budget and
degree of interest.
Scouting teaches values, and helps
Each level comes with correspondbuild the character of tomorrow's
ing benefits for one full year from the
leaders, today. For additional infordate of enrollment. All members
mation about joining the National
receive an embroidered commemora- Scouting Muse Memb
um
ership Soctive patch. a museum card, com- iety. contact the
museum at Murray
plimentary museum admission, a 10 State University, Murr
ay,Ky.,42071,
percent discount on gift shop items (502) 762-3383
.
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Murray Human Rights Commission
meets Tuesday at Douglas Center
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The Murray Human Rights Commission will meet Tuesday, April
16, at 7 p.m. at the Douglas Center,
227 North L.P. Miller Street in
Murray. The public is invited to
attend.
The Murray Human Rights Corn-.
mission is composed of volunteers
appointed by the Mayor and serves
in the areas of human rights advocacy:, education, awareness and •
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Cutting
Social Security taxes would sharply
reduce the nation's already-low
rate of saving, boost interest rates
and generally slow the economy,
the Congressional Budget Office
said today.
CBO economists, in a report to
the Senate Finance Committee, said
various Social Security tax-cut
proposals being considered by
Congress would 'weaken savings
well into the 21st Century.
"The most important effect ...
during this period of reduced
national saving is to reduce the
growth of Gross National Product," the broadest measure of the
U.S. economy, CBO said. "The
reduction comes about because the
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'89 Plymouth
Voyager: 7 pass.,
A/C, running boards.
NEW MEMBERS— New members of Alpha
Sigma Lambda,the continuing education hono
r society at Murray
State University, were introduced at the third
annual honors banquet sponsored by the Cent
Education and Academic Outreach at Murr
er for Continuing
ay State. Members are:(seated, from left) Sond
ra Lawton, Hardin;
Linda Ward, Renton; Carol Wright,!Murray;
and Cynthia Hornbeak, Paducah; (standing, from
Smith, adviser; Janice Moore, Paducah;
left) Marcia
Deborah Qualls, Renton; Jan Parker, Murr
ay; Can McClure,
Farmington; Colleen Ramsey,!Mayfield;
Valorie Thompson-Hunt, Hardin; and Dr. Vi Mille
r, Dean Continuing
Education and Academic Outreach.

Annual spring meetin of WKAHSST set

Representatives of several progDr. Dannic Harrison. Center for
rams at Murray State University will Econ
omic Educationi Dr. James
make presentations at the annual Hamm
ack. Forrest Pogue Oral Hisspring meeting of the Western Ken- tory
Program: Dr. Kit Wesler. Wicktucky Association of History and liffe Moun
ds Research Center: and
Social
Studies
Teachers Dr. Neil Weber,Geographic Allia
nce.
(WKAHSST) at Lone Oak High
A workshop titled "Successful
School Thursday. April 18.
Models of Academic Alliances- by
Scheduled to begin at 4 p.m.. the Dr. Lewis
S. Albert. vice president of
meeting will include a discussion of 'the Amer
ican
Association of Higher
activities for teachers by the follow - Educa
tion in Washington. D.C., is
ing:
also on the program. along with a

By MARK R. CHELLGREN

Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The second strategic plan for higher education in Kentucky finds a much different atmosphere than when the
first one was drafted, the document
claims.
"For the 1991-1996 cycle, the
council is planning in a higher edubigger federal deficit uses up more cation environment radicall
y
of the available supply of saving, changed — for the better — from
forcing interest rates upward and
the environment of 10 years ago."
reducing productive investment.
the plan says.
"The decline in investment
The Council on Higher Educaeventually reduces the growth of tion's first plan emphasized making
GNP by making less machinery, college available to more Kentucfactories, infrastructure and other kians. The .new effort aims
to
productive capital available," the improve the product that is offer
ed.
report said.
The draft of the five-year outline
The study suggested interest received its final read Thursday by
rates could rise by as much as one- the council's executive committee
half point and the savings rate before it is distributed and the
could drop by as much as six- public gets a chance to comment
tenths of a percentage point.
on it at a hearing scheduled for
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas, May 1.
chairman of the Finance CommitCouncil member Terry McBrayer
tee, used the report to restate his said the document provides imporopposition to a Social Security tax tant guidance and is more than just
talk.
cut.
"Planning is important. You're
spending vast dollars and planning
provides a more efficient and effective way of spending those dollars," McBrayer said.
The first
In its severe stages, patients have on acces five-year plan focused
s to higher education —
marked memory loss and impaired more
places to go, more programs
thought process that lead to incapa- to atten
d at reasonable costs. In
citation and death.
numbers alone, the strategy seems
No effective treatment has been to have worked.
found.
Enrollment at the eight state uni-

Laurel County deputy shot
as partner-husband looks on
LONDON, Ky. (AP) — A
Laurel County Sheriff's deputy is
hospitalized in stable condition
today after being shot in the stomach during a weekend arrest.
Deputy Sandra Brummett underwent surgery Saturday night at
London's Marymount Hospital and
has been moved out of intensive
care, according to Detective Gene
Holton.
Holton said James Nelson Jr.,
29, was in the Laurel County Jail.
He is charged with one count of
first-degree criminal attempt to
commit murder for allegedly shooting Brummett.
Holton said Brummett was patrolling with her husband, Sheriff's
Deputy Anthony Brummett, around
11:30 p.m. EST Saturday when
they attempted_ to stop Nelson for
reckless driving. Neligi led them

on a chase, stopped at a home and
tried to break in, Hollon said.
Nelson allegedly pulled a .38
caliber revolver and fired three
times, hitting Sandra Brummett
once. Nelson got into the house,
and Anthony Brummett took his
wife to the cruiser and called for
help. Nelson was later arrested
without incident.
Holton said Nelson also was
charged with first-degree burglary,
three counts of first-degree wanton
endangerment, reckless driving and
attempting to elude a police officer.
Police did a background check
and found that Nelson has a previous manslaughter conviction in
Laurel County. Additional warrants
were sworn out today charging him
with possession of a handgun by a
convicted felon and being a persi5tent felony offender.

Ross Insurance Agency

versities and the community college system grew from 131,383
in
1985 to 171,206 in 1990, according
to council figures. And the collegegoing rate for Kentucky high
schoolers rose from 46 percent in
1980 to .58 percent in 1990.
"The first one was, we reached
out to each child and adult that we
could reach," McBrayer said. "It's
no departure. It's a new emphasis
on quality."
.•
McBrayer said the plan. also
imposed a sort of discipline on the
universities.
"Up until the last several years.
the universities competed with each
other," McBrayer said.
The general goals in the new'
plan emphasize the abstract items
of better planning and cooperation
among the institutions and more

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

6th & Main

753-0489
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13,000 miles.

'89 Dodge D-50: 5
speed, AM,FM
19,000 miles.

'89 Ford Escort
Wagon:5 speed,
'89 Eagle Medallion:
Auto., AC.Low, low
payments

'88 Jeep Wrangler: 6
cyl., auto., hardtop.
26.000 miles.
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'88 Dodge Dakota: 6
cyl., auto., A/C.
14,000 rni.es

'88 Pontiac Sunbird
S.E.: Auto., A/C,
AM FM. Sharp.

'88 Pontiac Grand
Am: Quad 4, 5
speed, AC, wheels.

'88 Plymouth
Sundance: 4 door,
auto., A/C.

4 dr., auto., A/C,
AM/FM.

'87 Dodge Dakota: 4
cyl.. 5 speed.

Rhodes, Owner .7534558
*******

WHEN YOU NEED
ROOM FOR YOUR

STUFF!

'87 Nissan Sentra: 4
dr., auto., A/C,
Michelin tires.
'86 Cadillac
Fleetwood: 4 dr.,
leather. 1 -owner.
Clean.

Lofted
Barns

'86 Oldsmobile Delta
88: 4 dr. Loaded.
Cassette.

Workshops*

Portable Storage Bidgs. - Offi
ces - Cabins If You Find Any Bid. Offering
All Cook Features At A Low
er Price
Cook Will Beat It

50%
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'86 Nissan 4x4: 5
speed, AM/FM,
wheels.
"Whatever It Takes. We Want
to be Your Car end Truck
Company"
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'89 Plymouth
Reliant: Auto., A/C.

'87 Pontiac Sunbird:

******************

portabfe
Garages

auto AC. Nice.

Loaded. 4x4.

Accessories: Bug Shields, Luggag
e Racks, Sun Roofs
10% Off Installation I Car
Wash Wax, $35 base price
With this Ad
Vociaini A Clean Windows

615 S. 3rd 04.Bea, w.d.) Eddie

'89 Dakota 4x4: V-6,

'87 Jeep Cherokee
Laredo: 4 dr.

SrfOM CAR
Automotive
Accessories & Installation

4
St.

•

Check the new everyday low
menu prices at
Murray's only Mobile Travel Guid
e Rated (2
Star) Restaurant.

. 641 N.

...
*

SUPER COLOSSAL

Farm Raised Catfish Sandwich
With Slaw

;
•

Turbo. 5 speed
Loaded

AC. 15,000 miles.

concrete topics such as easing
transfers of credits, improving the
quality of teaching and adopting
more advanced technology.
The plan does little to change the
missions of the individual
institutions.
One - of the stickiest areas 'is
coordinating he role of the universities in education reform at the
elementary and secondary school
level. As with many Items in the
world of higher education, much of
that discussion has boiled down to
money.
Some university leaders believe
the schools should get additional.
separate money for their role in
education reform. .Others believe
helping the public schools is an
essential part of the mission of the
universities anyway.

Gotta See It To Believe It!

utettme
warrantY
'
,gams%
poesy or
Termites

11077

:
1

WKAHSST business meeting.
Teachers of historv and social
studies in grades K-12 in West Kentucky who are not members of the
organization hut would like to attend
the meeting can make a reservation hy
calling:
Don C. Baker. WKAHSST president. at Lone Oak High School
(5.54-1820) or Pam Rafferty in the
Department of History at. Murril
State (762-2231i. .

New education plan emphasizes quality

Researchers report discovery of
clue to Alzheimer's memory loss
DUARTE, Calif. (AP) —
Researchers say they found a clue
to the cause of debilitating memory
loss,- connected with Alzheimer's
disease, a science journal reported
today.
Biochemist Eugene Roberts and
researchers at the City of Hope
medical center discovered that
injt.ttiiii fragments of a brain protein called beta-amyloid into the
brains of mice cause the mammals
to forget chores they have just been
taught.
The findings are published in the
Washington, D.C.-based Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences.
Beta-amyloid is present in protein deposits in Alzheimer's victims' brains, but it was unclear
whether the protein causes the disease or if memory loss is caused by
some other disease process.
"This is really the first correlation betWeen the presence of the
(protein) in the brain and the loss
of memory," said Rachael Neve,
molecular biologist at the University of California, Irvine.
Neve was part of a research team
that discovered fragments of the
beta-amyloid protein can cause
degeneration of brain cells both in
test tubes and in rodents.
In February searchers at London's St. Maffs Hospital Medical
School said they identified a genetic mutation affecting control of the
body's production of amyloid.
In research involving one family,
doctors discovered all the individuals who suffered from Alzheimer's
disease had the mutation, and those
who were free of the disease did
not.
Alzheimer's is a progressive
brain disorder affecting at least 2
million Americans, most over 65.

'89 Daytona E.S.:

—Mcl photo by Anita McDowell

Cutting Social Security taxes
would reduce nation's rate-of-saving
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mediation of discrimination complaints in housing and employment.
The commission also functions as a
liasion with the Kentucky Human
Rights Commission.
The Murray Human Rights Commission meets monthly on the third
Tuesday evening. For more information, contact Dr. Yushin Yoo,
Coinmission Chair, at 762-4420 or
753-6291.
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Letter to the editor

ICWW takes measures
to promote tourism

Americans are great ones for
saying. "Don't just sit there! DO
something!" But the uncomfoFtable
-truth remains that often it is .better
just to sit there. From the Oval
Office the president has a.clear
Dear Editor:
view of Iraq. What should he do?
Spring is popping out all over Western Kentucky and so are
the tourThe wisest answer is: just sit there.
ists. Kentucky's Western Waterland, a non-profit organization
devoted to
It is not a wholly' satisfactory
promoting the area, is responsible for attracting many of those
visitors
answe
r. It would take a heart of
and their pocketbooks to Western Kentucky.
stone
not to he moved by the plight
KWW promotes the 15-county region which extends from the
Missisof the Kurds. Certainly the United
sippi River over to Todd County. With the help of a matching
state funds
States should provide humanitarian
program operated by the Kentucky Department of Tourism,
K'\•‘' has
aid
to the refugees fleeing into
been able to advertise the region's many attractions in national
magaTurkey and Iran. Every device of
zines, selected television markets and at eleven travel. outdo
or. sport
diplomacy should he invoked in
shows in major cities.
their
behalf. There is much that the
More than one thousand people have responded so far to ads placed
in
world'
s civilized . nations may do to
"Better Homes and Gardens," and "Midwest Living" in March
. Ads were
expos
e
the barbarian leadership of
tno placed in "Michigan Living." "Readers' Digest," "Golden Years
."
Iraq
and
to comfort the victims of
and "Midwest Motorist."
Saddam Hussein.
TV commercials began airing April 1st in St. Louis, Mo.. Peoria
But there the line must he drawn.
and
Springfield, Ill., and in Indianapolis and Evansville. Ind. So far. they have
No greater folly could he imagined
prompted nearly 400 people to call and request information about Western
than the blundering course of
Kentucky and nearly all indicate they plan a trip to the area this year.
action urged by the president's criKWW's 48-page vacation guide and area map. which lists lodgin
tics.. In demanding that the presig.
marinas, campgrounds, restaurants, retail and outlet stores
along with. dent DO something --- specifically.
other attractions. was put into thousands of hands during
that he actively, militarily back the
the travel shows
this year. More than 38,000 of the guides were distributed
Kurds n their civil ‘X — they are
Cincinnati, Indianapolis. Chicago. St. Louis, Detroit. Cleve in Louisville.
wron.;, dead wrong.
land, Milwaukee, Carbondale. Owensboro and Evansville.
The president is supported by
Add those numbers to the hundreds of travelers who stop
sound
reasons that go hack to Aug.
at the KWW
Welcome and Information Center on 1-24 in Livingston
2. whcn Iraq invaded its defenseCount
and
y
the
result is that thousands of opportunities the area has
less ric;,41-ior Kuwait. The Security
to offer.
The area is a popular destination for gipse living in the North
Coun.
:: of ,he United Nations at
ern
states.
They love our early spring, friendly folk-s- and moderately
once adopted Resolution 660.
-priced accomodations. The great crappie and bass fishing on Barkley:
dc'nndnc the :mmed:ate and
and Kentucky.
Lakes. waterfowl and deer hunting bring in the sport
smen while houseboat and camping vacations are popular with families.
So many of the
people I talked with love Western Kentucky for its variety of
things to do
from shopping and sightseeing to outdoor recreation. They
often cite how
friendly and helpful the people are here as one of the reaso
ns they plan to
visit again. Plus there's so much to see and do here that
one vacation is
just not enough for them.
Heavy emphasis is placed on attracting tourists located within
drive of the area. Sixty-five million people live within an eight- a day's
from here. Talk of a recession will likely bring more vacati hoar drive
oners to our
area because we're close and very affordable when compa
red to some of
the other major tourist spots around the nation.
There is a need to expand efforts to promote the region
as a v•nole.
rather than individual county. I hope to increase membership
in the
nization and sponsor more fund-raising efforts that will
allow KWW to
reach an even-wider audience of potential visitors.
Our members range from large companies to very. small busine
sses. The
larger companies pay their annual dues to help promote
economic development while the smaller businesses benefit from the cooper
ative pro7.7(ilions .we do that they would not be able to afford on
their o'An..
For more'information about KWW and its efforts to promo
te WC•IL.771.
Kentucky, contact me by phoning 928-4411 or by writin
g to Rt. 1.
28A, Grand Rivers. KY 42045.
Desiree Owen
KWW Executive Director
Rt 1 Box 28A. Grand Rivers KY

A timejust to sit there

unconditional withdrawal of Iraqi
forces.
A whole series of U.N. resolutions followed, leading to Resolution 678 on Nov. 29. It authorized
member states. in cooperation with
Kuwait, to use "all necessary
means- to uphold the U.N.
demands.
This was our warrant. In the
pejorative phrase, this was our cover. Ostensibly. the president marshaled a force of 600,000 troops and
formed a coalition of 28 nations for
one reason only: This was to enforce the 12 resolutions of the Security Council. As a good and loyal
member of the United Nations, We
would take on a costly and difficult
task. Someone had to do it.
The ostensible goal was explicitly understood: We were there to
restore the lawful government of
Kuwait. That objective has now
been achieved. The mission has
beer. accomplished. The emir has

returned to his gold-plated faucets.
A U.N. force is to patrol the border
between Iraq and Kuwait. This war
is over. Our license has expired.
In the world of international
affairs, appearances often count for
more than substance. The hardwood of reality gets covered by a
veneer of legality. Everyone knows
that the United States had no real
interest in restoring the emir of
Kuwait. Apart from the gentleman's luxury-loving family, who
cares?
We plunged into this war for two
reasons that were clearly in our
national interest. It would have
been unseemly to cite them openly.
The first was oil. The second was
Saddam Hussein.
The Western world must have
access. under fair terms, to the oil
resources of the Middle East. This
access plainly was imperiled by the
character of'Saddam Hussein. The
compelling argument that won over
a reluctant Senate in January: had to
do with Saddam's prospects for
developing atomic weapons. If the
snake were not defanged now, the
job would, have to be done later -and "later" would be, worse.,
Last Week Saddam accepted the
harsh terms of the United Nations'
resolution for a cease-fire. His military units have been cut to pieces:
he must surrender chemical and

biological weapons; his pledge to
abandon a nuclear adventure will
be strictly monitored. With his
capitulation the last justification for
a massive U.S. military presence
disappears. We arc police without a
lawful warrant for anyone's arrest.
If the eager advocates of "DO
something" were to prevail, the
carefully-erected facade would collapse. The coalition would dissolve: it already has dissolved. The
United States. going alone, would
have to accept responsibility. for
the government of Iraq or some
indefinite time to come. What puppet would we impose upon Baghdad? What possible gain lies in
armed intervention? Public policy
would sink in the swamps of
ancient ethnic hatreds. This is none
of our business.
Well. it is said, honor demands
intervention. In some way. President Bush has "betrayed" the Kurdish people. This is nonsense. Yes.
Bush exhorted the Iraqi people to
cast off their dictator, but his rhetoric never amounted to a pledge to
send airborne divisions to their aid.
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Old rules of foreign policy are
sound rules. We should carry a big
stick, said Theodore Roosevelt.
Exactly. But we should also walk
softly. It is time to come quiet1
home.
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Respects Forgy even more
Dear Editor
Larry Forgy never filed for the Kentucky Gubern
atoria
True he was urged to run. True he certainly considered l race 7
running. Fic,•.c‘L.r.
you can't back out of'something you never signe
d
you can come back from where you "ain't neverup for anymore than
" been.
In fact. I respect Larry Forgy even more now
due to the fact :na:
decided not to run for the coveted office of gover
nor of our Co"—'1,7'. wealth rather than compromise his principles:
he couldn't lie about 7.1:s.7.0
taxes and he couldn't buckle under to the control
that hig rnorey ,am
paign contributions seem to expect.
Barbara F. Vance
1114 Choctaw Trail. George:•:, A KY

ANYONE FOR TENNIS?

'

Parades, heroes: enough, already
- II vels ha.

Today In History
Today is Monday, April 15, the 105th day
of 1991. There are 264) d;:\
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in fiistory:
In the early morning hours of April 15.
1912. the British luxury :.nr
Titanic sank in the North Atlantic off
Newfoundland. less than three
after striking an iceberg. About 1.500
of the more than 2.200 peope
aboard died in the disaster.
On this date:
In 1861, President Lincoln declared a state
of insurrection and cal.ed
out Union troops.
In 1865. at 7:22 a.m., President Lincoln died,
several hours after he Was
wounded at Ford's Theater in Washington by John
Wilkes.`Bootn. Andrew
Johnson became the nation's 17th president.
In 1980, existentialist philosopher Jean
-Paul Sartre died r.Par ,
age of 74.
In 1989. students in Beijing launched a series
of
tests upon the death of former Communist Party leader
Hu Ia.
had been forced from power for refusing to crack
down on
Ten years ago: The Washington Post relinquished
a PIllitt, h".i
".cn
to one of its reporters after the reporter admitted
she had la7icated her
award -winning feature story. Fifteen workers were
killed in a coal mine
explosion in Redstone, Colo.
•
Five years ago: The United States launched an
air
response to the bombing of a discotheque in Berlin raid against Libya in
on April 5: Libya says
37 people, mostly civilians, died in the raid. Frenc
h dramatist Jeln Genet
died in Paris at age 75.
Thought for Today: "If Patrick Henry thought
thatlitaxation without
representation was bad. he should see how bad
it is with representation.-— The Farmer's Almanac.
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Ten years ago
Lady Bird Johnson, wife of the
late President Lyndon_Baines. Johnson, inaugurated Murray's downtown renovation project yesterday
morning with tree plantings, sign
unveilings and a walking tour of
the downtown business area.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Gallimore.
March 19, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Tyler, March 21.

34:4•700,

•-•-•
•
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mom made me
N • A a to 7
near where 1 .
•
a big
parade for one
boys
who was in tne desert. Ik was
there mrec r:-.,•n•h. and they sent
him home bc.ause nc has a kidney
infection. Hc. come or.'"
A physician. David Berner. of
Condon. .110-' took • note of a
proposal by a congressman that all
Gulf War troops "be given a
S10.000 bonus. Berner fred off a
letter to the COnjeS,Mar. and sent
me a copy.
"As a combat infantryman (New
Guinea. Solomon INlards. Luzon).
I've decided to jo:n
:n the orgy
of euphoria engulfir. :he nation.
Admittedly. this w ar wd• a pushover and most of me :r ps saw no
combat, experienced
danger.
and weren't 'over there' very long.
as! wars go. but that shouldn't
detract from their all being 'heroes'
in the eyes of the multitudes. Some
may feel that the genuine heroes of
the world are belittled hs such a
mass anointment. but they're obviously soreheads.
"Anyway. your idea to break the
bank on behalf of the Gulf vets
should logically apply to us who
served before — generally longer.
bloodier, and with less media and
public adoration. Your idea of a

Looking back

The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afterno
on except Sundaykiuly 4,Christmas
Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray
Newspapers Inc., 1001 Whancli Dr
Murray, Ky. 42071 Second Class Postage Paid
at Murray, Ky. 42071
SUBSCRIVITON RATES In areas served by Garners
$500 per roonth, payable in achancc
By mail in Calloway and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and
Farmington, Ky . and Paris.
Buchanan and Puryear, Tn, $57 00 pa year By Tall
to other destinations $64 50 per year
To reach all departments of the newspaper, phone 753-1916
The Murray Ledger & limes is a rnember of the Associa
ted Press, Kentucky PTc st
Assocuklion and Southern Newspaper Publishers Associ
auon
The Associated Nei{ IS exclusively entitled to news originated
by The Murray Ledger &
Times.

2'. ".

:he

•

Pecer.t.y 1
of
com”-g.
ahrapt
They were gene7a
•the:. compared
a.rpor: re -.
thie:r own qaiet
The .Loi-••-•-•
•
mai: from other WWII
mg their mernoriel None -..egrudge
the Gulf War troop,
soric arc •iiCT.',;i
waving pol::,cian,.
:hink the
word "hero- is he;ng tossed aroand
too freely. and most 1;ave vvrv.
amused memories of tr.e:r own
homecomings.
So I thought I'd share some of
their views.
Ah `Indiana man. wno preferrcd
that his name not be used: siiid•
was in the Pacific, for three
Took part in the fight for 1..,) and
some other islands. Came home on
a stinking ship and hot bus. My.

Mirrray Ledger & Times
WALTER L. APPERSON. Publisher
TED DELANEY, General Manager
MARY ANN ORR, Advertising Manager
DAVID STOM, Circulation Manager
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager

Retire

Twenty years ago
J. Albert Tracy. director of
Speech Division and Debate
Coach, has been presented the first
"Distinguished Service Award" by
United Society of Delta Sigma Rho
Tau Kappa Alpha at convention at
Terre Haute, Ind.
Gary Key, Daniel C. Winters and
Carves Paschall arc °fliers of
Young Adult Farmer Clisf with
W.U. Brooks as teacher.

Retirees
spouses w
munity Ce

510.000 bonus sounds swell. and I
Another homecoming memory.
would like mine in a lump sum
from David Dander, of Tiffin,
with interest, of course. dating Ohio: "Had four
and a half years.
from December 1945. Furthermore, most of it in
the Pacific. Coming
though I witnessed ample gore and
back, it v. as 21
brutality. in my two years overseas. •ship. Then five days on a troop
days on a troop
I haven't yet needed 'teadjustment train to New
Jersey:. Then a train to
counseling': which I know' is obli- Pittsburgh. My
older brother. who
gatory for all inconveniences. But' survived his
destroyer being blown
I'd like Congress to send me a lot up on D-Day, picked
melup at the
of money for the counseling I'll train station at 2
a.m. But that was
doptless need in my old age.
OK. I hate parades, anyway."
"I confess that
Ken Morris, of Council Bluffs.
would be
embarrassed to accept this money. Iowa: "Thank goodness the
desert
You see. I never really thought of war was over quickly and
with few
myself as a hero. I did think of lasses. But all this eupho
ria has a
myself as just another in tnat end- movie atmosphere. I vias
in WWII
iess series of poor slobs paying the and Korea. Two of
illy' brothers
repetitive penalty for failure of were killed in WWII and
buried at
national or • tribal leaders.
sea. They called it shark feeding. I
"However. I heartily join the
don't think some of the people putbandwagon. I will accept your pay- ting up yellow:
ribbons and waving
ola. I'm practicing a hero'is swag- flags could tell
you much about the
ger. and I'm eagerly looking forBataan Death March or Iwo Jima. I
ward to some sort o:
don't think they know about the
maladjustment."
reality of war and how' bad it can
Agree or disagree. you nave to
be."
concede that Doc Berner knows
Maybe Jim Hill. of Arionsas,
haw to write a zinger.
sums up the feelings of his genera'Jacquelyn Jefferson, of Hinsdale.
tion best. "I was attached to PatIll., says of her husband: "He
ton's Third Army. I seldom talk
remembers only one conversation
about the war, the freezing day's
after his return from the war. He
met a close friend in a neighborand nights, the fatigue, the fear, the
hood bar and 4sked him where he'd
dirt, mud and the smell of dead
served. The friend told him and
bodies. There v:as no big witicome
asked the same question. adding: for us guys. The welcome was in
'Did you see any s---? My husour hearts. our thankfulness for
band said: 'Yeah, some. How about
being back anealive. Our welcome
you?' The friend said. 'Yeah. me
was seen in the smiling, joyous
too.' And that was the total extent
faces of our parents, brothers, sisof his discussion of the war
ters and sweethearts or wives. We
Aperiences.didn't need parades."
That's another quality. I've seen
Maybe Jim Hill didn't need paraof the WWII generation. They were
des. But today's politicians surely
doers, not talkers.
do.

Thirty years ago
Forty years ago
Otis Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Max Churchill was reelected as
Everett Jones, received his Eagle secretary-treasurer of
West KenRank at a Court of Honor held by tucky District Funeral
Boy Scout Troop 77 at Carter Association at a meeti Directors
ng held at
Paducah.
School.
"Frank Sykes says that the conA tour of dairy farms was held
stant
rain makes it difficult to get
April 13 on the fams of Floyd
logs out of their woods with their
Usry, Baron Palmer, W.D. McCuistrucks," from column, "Seen &
ton, Bill Ed Hendon, and Paul BlaHeard Around Murray" by James
lock and Otley White.
C. Williams.

Revivc
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MURRAY TODAY
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Babb and Staples wedding planned

CALENDAR

Dr. and Mrs. Rooald Babb oi
Murray announce the engagement
Jo Burkeen
and approaching marriage of their
daugh
ter. Lee Ann, to Carlie
Murray Today editor
Staples. son of Mrs. Corine Staples
and the. late Bronie Staples of
Murray-Calloway County Minis
Morgantown.
vice of Prayer and Thanksgivingterial Association will sponsor a "SerFor
Peac
e,
The bride-elect is the grandStabi
lity
and Persons Still
Serving" on Tuesday, April 16,
at 12:05 p.m. at First Baptist
daugh
ter of Alton Henderson and
Church,
Murray. This service was resch
eduled after April 9. This will be
the late Mrs. Pauline Henderson
when the community can come
a time
toget
and of Armon Babb and the late
Gulf cease-fire and for those who her and give thanks for the Persian
have returned home. Several
Mrs. Lorraine Babb, all of
county
ministers and lay persons will be
Mayfield.
is invited to join in this time of participating in the service and everyone
celeb
Miss Babb is a graduate of Murlast about 30 minutes to give ever ration and concern. The service will
yone an opportunity to have lunch
ray High School and attended
return to work.
and
Western Kentucky University.
Bowling Green. She is employed at
the Family Vision Center. Bowling
Murray Art Guild meetin
g
Green.
Mr. Staples is a graduate of ButMurray Art Guild will have its
monthly business meeting on
16, at 1 p.m. at the guild at
ler County High School and
103 North Sixth St. A discussion Tuesday, April
Art Show will be held, accor
ofthe Mayfield
attended Racine Wisconsin Techniding
interested persons to attend. to Patricia Clark, president, who invites all
cal College where he received a
degree in Business Management.
He is employed as a supervisor
Coles Camp Ground reviva
l
with Foodland, Inc.. Morgantown.
Coles Camp Ground United
The wedding vows will be
tonight and Tuesday at 7 p.m. Methodist Church is holding revival services.
exch
anged at 3 p.m. on Saturday.
The
chur
ch
pasto
r,
the Rev.
is the evangelist. The publi
c is invited to attend these Kendrick Lewis,
June I. at Fountain Square Park.
special services_
Bowling Green.
A reteption will follow at the
Calloway Boosters will mee
t
Greenwood Executive Inn, ScottsCalloway County Athletic Boos
ville Road, Bowling Green.
Tuesday, April 16, at 7:30 p.m. ters will have their monthly meeting on
All friends and relatives arc
in the new meeting room at
way County Board of Educa
office of Callotion. Everyone interested in
invit
ed to attend the wedding and
promoting the athletic programs at Calloway Coun
ty
the reception.
attend, a booster spokesperson Middle and High Schools is encouraged to
s said.

Monday, April 15
Prepared Childbirth Clas
s/7
p.m./Education Unit, Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Maasons/7 . 3 0
p.m./Masonic Hall.
The
Department/Murray
Woman's Club/7 p.m./club hous
e.
Weight Control Group/
6
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.
Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m./First Christian Church.
(Cont'd on page 7i

Hello
Stranger!

Lee Ann Babb and
,Carlie E. Staples to marim

Robbie Key is transferred
Mrs. Robbie Key has now been transferre
d from Presbyterian University
Hospital, Pittsburgh, Pa., where she
has
Family Housing. Her husband, Reggie, undergone a liver transplant, to
is
may call her now at 1-412-578-3640, or sendin Pittsburgh with her. Persons
her cards and letters to Family
Housing. 514 North Neville, Room 26,
Pittsburgh, PA. 15213.

Patton named or honor

The Ladies Golf Tee -Off Coffee at
Murray Country Club will be Wedn
day, April 17. at 10 a.m. at the
club house. All lady golfers and other esmembers of the club are invited
lady
Peggy Shoemaker, golf day spok and encouraged to attend, according to
eswo
be served at 12 noon on Wednesda man. Also a ladies day luncheon will
y, April 17. The menu will include
nach salad, California chicken,
sherbert and cookies at a cost of spi$s.sa
each. Luncheon reservations shou
ld
ing Debbie at 753-8116 or 753- be made by noon on Tuesday by call6113.

Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tues
day, April 16, at 6 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. The lesson topic
hanging challenge of quick piecing trianwill be Tine Tree Challenge." A wall
by Lou Ann Philpot. Interested personsgles of various sizes will be taught
should bring to the meeting 11/2
yards of background fabric, 3/4 yard of
fabric for trees, piencil and basic
sewing kit. There will be a follow up/fi
nish
day, April 17, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. All up day at the library on Wednesmembers and visitors are encouraged to attend this imformative lesson.

Retirees meet Tuesday
Retirees of Local 1068 and other locals
of UAW-AFL-CIO and their
spouses will have a potluck luncheon on
Tues
munity Center on Ellis Drive off Sycamore day, April 16, at Ellis ComStreet.

Mt. Sinai Baptist Church is holding revival
through Friday, April 19. The Rev. Billy Joe services at 7 p.m. each night
Patterson is the evangelist. Special music will be presented. The pastor, the
Rev. Perry Hardin, invites the
publit to attend.

Murray-Calloway County Girls' Softball for
with the deadline to be Tuesday, April 16. Theages 7 to 19 is now in progress
registration fee will be $30 for
first child and $15 for each child. Persons may
sign up for this special summer play from 4 to 6 p.m. at Calloway County
Middle School. Games will be
played at Murray-Calloway County Park. For
more information call Beverly
Turner at 753-3231, ext. 241, days, or 7531636 nights.

Free checks Tuesday

The Singles Organizational Society will meet
Tuesday, April 16, at 7 p.m.
at isip.ay-Calloway Chamber
of Commerce building. Wally Brine. Woodlands Nature Center, Land Between the Lake
s, will discuss *LBL — 1991.
This is a nonprofit support and social group
for all single adults whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed.
Pamela. 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, Mary For more information call
, 1-527-0115, or Margaret,
1-247-2249.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel Unite
Tuesday, April 16, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly even d Methodist Church on
t is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refre
shments.

(Cent'd on page 6)

!THEATRES

Out For Justice
(R)

If Looks
Could Kill
(PG13)

Career
Opportunities
(PG13)
Teenage Mutant
Nirna Turtles II
/00

Bargain Matinee's
Sat. 8 Sun. ONLY
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

Pieriimporls

• Rtnt
annies•at the mot les!
• 1008 Chestnut • 753-3311
Open 11:am
•
10:pm

120511 Chectnut • 753-P451

Couple accepts positions
Michael Wilkins and his wife.
Dr. Paige Fields, have each
accepted positions at the University
of Arizona in Tucson.
Wilkins was granted an assistantship to pursue his doctorate in
accounting while Dr. Fields will
serve as a visiting professor of
finance.
Wilkins, son of Tommy and
Margaret Wilkins, is a 1985 graduate of Murray High School and
received his Bachelor's degree in
Finance from the University of
Kentucky in 1989. He will received
his Masters in Accounting UK in
May.
Dr. Fields, an assistant professor
of finance at UK, is the daughter of
Mrs. Joanne Mullins of Odessa.
Texas, and Dr. Kent Fields of
Opelika, Ala. She received her
Bachelor and Master's degrees
from Louisiana State University
and her Ph.D from the University

Guilty By
Suspicion ,PG13)

Jamie Hay
bride-elect of
Dwayne Driskill
has made her
gift selections from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Evan Collier Patton was recently name
d 1091 Little Mr. Tater
He was also voted fherall Nlost Handsome
in the boys' division. Ile
received a banner, two crowns, a trop
hy and a S50 savings bond.
Evan is the two-year-old son of Jim and
Vicki
Benton. His grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Weatherford Patton of
Harry Patton of Benton
and Mr. and Mrs. Jess Weatherford of Almo
. His great-grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Patton of Homer,
Ill., NIrs. %iola Swinford
of Benton and Mr. and Mrs. Rotchie
Brown of %lurray.

Girls Softball registration

Singles' meeting Tuesday

•

•

Revival at Mt. Sinai

Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus
, will be Tuesday. April
16, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C building on Squir
e Hale Road, between Johnny
Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The door
s will open at 6 p.m.

Hostess Kathryn Outiano 753 3079
• Hostess Inge:tory K.ny 192 8348

Wadesboro ,Homemakers Club
held its March meeting at Sirloin
Stockade with Pawnee Bedwell,
-presiding.
Elaine Collins presented a lesson
on "Self Defense for Women."
Members answered the roll call
with states they would-like to visit.
The annual meeting in October was
announced.
Dixie Palmer directed the remtion'al period.
Also present were Betty Palmer,
Imogene Palmer, LaVema Hardie
and Ruby Butchett.
The club will meet Tuesday,
April 16, at 11 a.m.' at Sirloin
Stockade.

,Quilt Lovers will meet

Bingo games Tuesday

ve(wnei 91

Wadesboro
Club meets

Ladies Golf Tee-Off Wednesda
y

Free blood pressure checks will be given Tues
to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Chur day. April 16, from 12 noon
ch. 'this is a free service of
the church, located on Sycamore Street
at South 15th Street.

Searching for answers to all
those who what where questions
about your new city
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative it s my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

of South Carolina.
The co4le plans to move to
Tucson in May and begin work
there June 1.

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
"Where your ideas turn to gold.
Dixieland Center

IMMO

759-1141

REVIVAL
Sunday 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Weekdays 10 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Evangelist
Rev. Robert Johnson

Michael Wilkins and
Dr. Paige Fields

Music Director
Gene Orr Miller

it422A
$5
99
'8 - $999
PP
15
eperoni
.
.
Ta r

Parr,

Tar

Special Music Nightly

"Home of the
Largest Pizza in Town"

759-1551
CLASSIC DINERS

Everyone Welcome

Hazel Baptist Church

FREE Delivery ANY Time!
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-Midnight
Central Center (Nut le Big 8 New
s)
Fri. & Sat. 11 am.-1 a.m.

Hazel, Ky.
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DE
AR ABBY
by Abigail Van Buren
'

GARLAND'S
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING
Phone 753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES

•
rv

DEAR ABBY A few years ago, as altIUSt•
' -lilt.
part of a group of about 100 tourists. any transl.c. •
I found myself in Kiev. Russia, in a song to a
large dining hall One member ofour
A group ot
I.iri- I.
:
group. Gene. svho was a wonderful lostils with .1
Organizer. initiated group singing in song Then
the spirit()lints-mational friendship. doubt some ot ttieni
C1111lie circulated between the long tables
tt. h.' -lilt
t.• :II) 1\Vc
and asked for suggestions as to which
lIntit'L-' 111.l kr
songs could be sung by the largest lilt' spirit ot
.\
number of our group.
Ident in ei •
e,
We began,with TIve Been Workin'
%Viten
. ii
on the Railroad... and I've been -America th.
others. is hi. I: has in.
Of
t h.1,•:k
h,I
ot It'll 1it
H. • 1 \C..
ire
the nto.t
k-,,
_
.111tH.
April 20, 1991
PEG NIC/It
t: \ I t!':-

N

•aver 15 yrs Experience
.ir.r?eno & Ertence

Parham-Sullivan vows planned June 1

r

fl GOSPEL CONCERT )
Sat. 7:30 p.m.

George Weaks Community Center
7th & Poplar
i.

— Murray, KY

DEAR 1)1•:(:: A fits' that come
to mind are: "Nruhing Could Be
Finer Than to Be in Carolina in
the Morning,""My Blue lleas en."
-Row. Row. Ross Your Boat."
"White Christmas." "Jingle
Bells" and -Silent Night." And
for those who can't remember
all the words. "1 a. la, la" is perfectly acceptable.,

it,IT1llt

James Jarrett and the
Marty Cobb Trio of Dresden. TN.

Sponsored by the LAKE -LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH of Murray.
James H. Cain, Pastor
For information. call (502) 759-1602

Fill Anniversary Special!

•

.!?' $25 07GIF

Any complete pair
of prescription eyeglasses
See the clifferen,e IlorrzetoKn Qtrulzr maker Compare Q... prr ec& SAVE

\I. and Mrs Charles Parham oi
A
announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
!....i.thter. Teresa Carol. to Thomas
\7,irew Stilivan. son of James H.
s„
Mayfield and the late
Mrs
Sullivan.
The hrlde-elect is the granddauzthter of Jessie McClain of
\\Mgt) and the late Bryan McClain
and ot 'Johnnie Parham of Dresden.
Tenn.. and the late H.M. (Buster)
hcParharh.
'1
coorn-elect is the grandson
Letus and Irene Sullivan of
11,v;:ield and the late Roy and Gra,.:e England. formerly of Murray.
Miss Parham is a 1987 graduate
of Graves County. High School and
currently a senior majoring in
;,hvsical education..at Murray State
Lniversity. She is employed by
Wal-Nlart of Murray-.
Mr Sullivan is a 1986 graduate
of Craves County High School and
graduate of Murray State
A.th a bachelor's degree
advertis:r:g. He is the assistant
Holiday Inn of
M
17.i aed.i.ng will be Saturday.
\Ls Is. at 1 p.m. at Northside
Church. Mayfield.
:.r:criL!, and relatives are
lcd :0 attend.

Teresa Carol Parham and
Thomas Andrew Sullivan to marry

Summers fOigical
Olyaep.c Plaza ..4farray
Jeff Summers, Liscensed Optician

753-7063

Christian Women's Club plans luncheon

-Offer gutmtl thru April 30. 1991

'men's Club of Mur..‘c a "White Elephant. oh Taesday. April 16.
7007 to 2 p.m. at Seven
The cost of the
he 54.75 per person.
I ..scil if Cookeville.
^c. pest speaker. _She -is
7.-tage consultant and
•7,. social work. She
:. Jesse. have three
member of the
Association.

4

HEARING AID SALE
slOr OFF RETAIL
1 DAY TRIAL
'FREE HEARING TEST
OFFER ENDS
APRIL 30, 199/
VICKI L. OLIVER
HEARING AID SPECIALIST
KY -LIC. 1602

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING AID CENTER
206 South 4th, Murray. PH. 753-8055

•iii
DEAR JUDI: I ..gree. Following a marriage ceremony the appropriate pron..uneement wonid
he. "I now pronounce you hus•
hand and wife "
"I now pronoun, e you man
and woman" is .oild b. appropriate only is hen .p,i1..••ri bs ii surgeon follow ink; a ..•v hang.- operation.

%tn.( It.• n ag•
about drug..
uno antriri pr.

•

lien ••••11,i... kr
ntp.ints••••11.• e'.• • • I,
fl (
I)
I t',"
\1

j

Introducing Mr. Gatti's New
Pan Perfect Pizza
with a Pan Perfect Crust!

11

2

Liter 190 H P
Automatic
Air Conditioning
Hoar Detroste•
' Steering
F il Size Spare
Sled Steel
Hoot Rack
Hear Wiper Wa',er
At.tflA Stereo

•:141u• prewn, coupon when
othert
ter
Inc Not gnod 'nth •ny
pe
nal Good thru Thurs. April 18.
1991
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thought an
lose and h
V, fl oser
TALK!
escellent
ss oh loyal
mesiic
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,once named New Amsterdam, and
many other American cities, originally' had different names. San
Francisco was first called Yerba
Buena, Boston was once Trimoun12C. Chattanooga was Ross Landing and Denver's early name was
St. Charles.
Columbus. Ohio. was first called
Franklinton. Reno, Nev., was
Lake's Crossing and Kansas City,
Mo.. began as Westport Landing.
In Georgia, a place called Tr.rminus became Marthasville in 1843,
and was finally renamed Atlanta in
1845. Some U.S. cities once had
fort / names. Pittsburgh was Fort
Duquesne; Chicago was Fort Dearborn; Miami, Fla., was Fort Dallas
and Memphis was Fort Adams.
The original name of Los
Angeles was El Pueblo de Nuestra
Senora La Reina de Los Angeles.

16,376'

Paris, TN
Legal ?Amon Jur-bo All prices are plus tax title, license and doe fee after rebate
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Cll. Good dir.. P.
1991

Chestnut Street • 753-6656

List Price
$19.211 00
Peppers Price 17.376.26
Fact. Rebate - 1.000.00

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company '
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12" 3-Topping
Pan Perfect Pizza
On' $799

All-You-Can Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti
Buffet
Lunch 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
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e.:2-.esday For information ca-: 7512259
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- Baptist Student Union, Murray
State University. Miss Mahoney is
originally,' from Portland. Ore., and
has lived in Paris, Tenn. She has a
degree in music -from Murray State
University.
.Reservations for the luncheon
should have been made by Sunday
evening. April 14, by calling Freda
Lovett. 753-3999. or Marilyn
Pritchard. 753-9930.
A 'nursery for preschoolers will
he provided at Memorial Baptist
Church. Nursery reservations may
he made by calling Sharon
McConnell-Worster. 759-4421.
,All interested
en are - welcome to attend. There are no dues,
no membership fees or any obligation,- said Jill Courtney, chairman.
Christian Women's Club is a
worldwide organization and is not
affiliated with any church or
denomination.
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Introductory
Offer...

rr.-as:;: it: ,he presented
Maureen Mahortev. an intern at

.

lipdAt•qi. 4.1p.srid•

Light and crispy with less oil than compcto
deep dish pizzas. Seasoned with just a hint
garlic, parmesan and Italian .spices.

DATEBOOK....
Story

r••• tt

The Npcciai feature will be -Tips
For A Successful Yard Sale- presented hv Katherine Ray, a NIurray
native. She lived in the Detroit area
for 40 \,ea N and retired from
Michigan Bell Telephone to Murrav 15 scars ago She has one
daeghter two g_randdaughters and
three great-grandchildren. Her hobhies in.,;ude sew
;rafts and do',1
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12058 Chestnut • 753-1851
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Nance and Jaco wedding to be June 1
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Kristi Caryl
Nance of Rt. 1, Kirksey, and Stephen Wayne Jaco of Rt. 8, Murray.
have been announced.
Miss Nance is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carroll of Rt.
1, Kirksey. and of Bobby Nance of
90 Martin Circle, Paducah.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Clifford White of Rt. 2.
Hazel, and of the late Mrs. Lamora
Nance of Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Jaco is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. One Jaco of Lexa, Ark., and
of Ms. Shirley Killett of Paris,
Tenn.
He is the grandson of MTS. Mary
Edna Jaco and the late George
Jaco, and the late Mrs. Thelma
Newsom, all of West Helena, Ark.
The bride-elect is a 1986 graduate of Graves County High School
and a 1991 graduate of Murray
State University. She is employed
at Briggs & Stratton.
The groom-elect, a 1984 graduate of Marvell Academy, Marvell,
Ark., is a 1990 graduate of Office
Candidate School from Tennessee
Militiary Academy and a 1991 graduate of Murray State University.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YE‘R OF YOUR LIFE:
The business outlook is esptkiall.k
promising for those ho are selleinplo ed. Members id. small husr
nes,concerns must he sure to do their
fair share. Cultural_ acti nies could
help .kou in wider public recognition in Septemher.1 hose In% 01%,ed in
the entertainment c1Igld are lutist
likeir to sell a hook or land a plum
role in \member. An ink eistment
portfolio leads to a si/able \\ mdtall
in earl\ I992.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE:aviator Wilbur Wrtg.hi.
actress Ellen Bark in. basketball great
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar. actor Peter
stino\ .
ARIES i \larch 21 -April I r The
promise of financial gam rk strong •
toda. Remember.k 4rur
in both
thought and deed. An outpouring of
Joke and bt-nes olcnce kk ill help tiir
5 Ifl oker tonner enemies,
TAURUS April 2ft
20r: An
ekcellent da\ to discuss .k our goals
lok al to-Bucker.. Guard wur domestic pri\ at:\ hut maintain a high
profile at kkor. You has call the data
tru need to make a business decision.
GEMIN11\la.k 2 I -June 20i: Keep
a clear head during business hours.
Drinking alcohol at lunch can dull
our Judgment. \ e r our associates
the encouragement the\ need. An
afternoon re\ elation could triinstorrn
wur
CANCER dune 21 -ink 22:
our con,idence in soineime is re Ile%k ed. Yt rulotrk ahead to more ph titi ising da\ s. Lots ot changes are In the
kkor'ks. Financial considerations \k ill
determine certain strcTil choices.
I.E0 JuIr 23- Aug. 22 t: Slake a
Ile NA professional start it
. Look to
.k our los ed ones for support and guidance. I.ong-tenn business pri rspe,is

He is also employed at Briggs &
Stratton.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, June 1, at

Remote VCR with on
sceen $80° per wk.
Remote 19" TV
$1.0"1 per wk.
Quasar
Entertainment Center
$2000 per wk.
-With this ad-

753-7670

the American Medical Association.
Kitzmiller said diabetic women
who begin getting care before they
become pregnant have no greater
risk of having babies with birth
defects than do women without
diabetes. But waiting only until the
sixth week of pregnancy to start
getting care begins increasing the
risk, the study said.
From 10,000 to 14,000 infants
are born to women with diabetes
each year, said Michele Kling,
spokeswoman for the March of
are ekcellent. Hobbies and research
Dimes. The most common defects
proiects enlor higlk f akin-able
they suffer are incomplete brain,
Huences.
spine or heart formation, she said.
VIRf
t Aug. 23-Sept. 22m: Pro.
The study compared the rate of
fessit[nal concern. are in the spotbirth defects in children born to
light. An authornk I igure pia\ s
women participating in a preconmaior role. Be prepared to make
ception education program with the
adjustments. on hake a better idea
rate in women who did not begin
mit kk here a romance is heading. Be
care until they were between six
and 32 weeks pregnant.
LIBR
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 Your
The program consisted of a
creati\ c iroces are tlokk irii.s.elk
friends and an action -packed social
refresher course on how to monitor
schedule keep \ ou on the run.
blood sugar levels and how to
professional make-o\ er mar he necmaintain the levels using insulin,
essar
scant to change . orir
diet, and exercise. It also eniphaimage Wear hold cohirs.
that if the women don't conSCORPIO(TX:t. 23-NII-\ .21 1: An sized
trol their blood sugar levels their
influential person seeks rout tnt. Sew
babies could suffer.
the opprinunit\ tt[ yes cal rAim ambiIn the study, 12 of 110 infants of
tions. Special iak ors V. Ill he granted.
mothers who did not receive the
including a 111.11111,. Banish an \ fearot
education program before becomfailure: ,k on aft' 011 m tiff ss;.1r tip
ing pregnant were born with major
SAGITTARIUS
22-Dec.
challenging ssiirkdar lie'defects. Of those, two died. Of the
ahead. Watch .k our step ‘k hell talking
84 women treated before concepith competitors. A social occasion
tion, only one gave birth to an
holds special appeal It seniors. Keep
infant with a serious defect.
in touch \1/4 Ith \ OUT- Older 111\ ed ones.
Pregnant women with diabetes
CAPRICORNIDec.22-Jan.
"have to be managed in the very
Seek proics.itinal ads ice heft ire enearly stages ... because that's when
tering into a, nekk agreement. Your
the organs are formed," Kling said.
conscience helps .k01.1 Make the right/
Eleven million Americans have
decision in .1 difficult personal matdiabetes,
but only 6.5 million have
ter.
not It irget that r on arc part ot
been diagnosed and treated, the
a ICaIll.
American Diabetes Association
.AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 1ST
estimated in 1989. Symptoms of
Slental pursuits are fa\ tired It
.
untreated diabetes include
ork conditions impro\ e I ollokk mg
constrilch \ e cons Cfsal1011 ss ith an
increased thirst and hunger, blurred
authorit t igure. A sensinke counvision, fatigue and irritablity.
selorcouldhjlpyoudeal ss oh a trOuhKitzmiller said too many preling situation.
gnancies are unplanned, so diabe'PIS(.
}.;5I-eh. I 9-Slarch 201.
tics are not getting the kind of care
Stick to projects :dread> under \ka.k .
they need before conception and in
You are on the right track. Emphathe early weeks of pregnancy.
si/e sinc ern \ (ACT- arm -misting ma"The big problem is trying to
nell\ Qrs. Put k our tmancial?house in
orderi. Slaking intelligent*compro- I reach diabetic women and convincing them to come in for care." he
nnses pas big di% idends.
said.
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Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Cancer Support Group/private
dining room/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/3 p.m.

Pauly Shore Concert/Lovett Auditorium at MSU/7:30 p.m. Admission free.

Singles Organizational Society/7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
building. Info/Pamela, 753-7638,
or Jeanne, 753-0224.

West Kentucky Oncology Nursing Society/6 p.m./Board Room at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Quilt Lovers/6 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.

By NANCY BYAL
Better Horne* Magazine Food Editor

Today, Americans are as likely
to know their blood Cholesterol
count as they are their shoe size. In
order to control their cholesterol
intake, many people have resigned
themselves to doing without eggs.
With store-bought or homemade
egg substitutes you can enjoy your
favorite egg dishes guilt-free.
Commercial substitutes
— Look for frozen and refrigerated egg substitutes in your supermarket. These products are based
mostly on egg whites and contain
less fat than whole eggs and no
cholesterol. Both plain and flavored versions are available.
— Check package directions
before using any egg substitute.
Although none contain cholesterol.
the number of calories and grams
of fat they contain vary.
° Homemade substitute
— You also can reduce fat and
cholesterol in your recipes by using
2 egg whites for each whole large
egg called for.
— If the recipe needs a little
richness and more color, next time
try'using 2 egg whites plus 1 whole
egg for every 2 whole eggs.
— Depending on egg prices, it
may be less expensive to buy
whole eggs and use only the whites
than to purchase commercial egg
substitutes.
Check the numbers
— One large whole egg contains
75 calories, 5 grams fat and 213
milligrams cholesterol.
— Two large egg whites contain
34 calories, 0 grams fat and 0 milligrams cholesterol.
— Two egg whites plus one
whole egg contain 114 calories, 6
grams fat and 274 milligrams
cholesterol.
— Two ounces of egg substitute
contain 25 to 60 calories, depending on the brand, and 0 to 3 grams
fat. None contain cholesterol.
Using substitutes
— You easily can use substitutes
in most recipes for yeast breads,
muffins,, cakes, cookies, egg casseroles, sauces, puddings and
custards.
— Egg substitutes are not
recommended for use in cream
puffs or popovers — they won't
puff or pop.
— Use /
1
4 cup egg substitute in
place of I large whole egg; 2
tablespoons instead of 1 large egg
yolk.
Uncooked or slightly cooked
recipes
— Egg substitutes are pasteurized. This makes them a perfect
alternative in recipes that traditionally are made with uncooked eggs,
such as mayonnaise, Caesar salad
dressing and eggnog.

SPRING
EXTERIOR HOUSE
PAINT SALE
OFF

Murray State University Symphonic Band concert/8
p.m./Lovett Auditorium. Admission
free
Administration of GED test/8
a.m./Counscling and Testing Center, Ordway Hall, MSU.
Info/762-6851.
•••

Ladies' Bible Class/9:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

BRIDAL
REGISTRY,

Free blood pressure checks/12
noon-2 p.m./Murray Seventh-day
Adventist Church.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club/7:30 p.m./club
house.

•

4

We are pleased to announce that .tfonica Satterwhite, bride-elect of Chad
Lawson, has made her
domestic and household
selections through our bridal
registry.
Monica and Chad will he
married May 24, 1991.

Mothers' Day Out/9:30 a.m./First
Baptist Church.
National
Scouting
Museum/open/9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850/LBL.

WAL-MART

Murray Christian Women's Club
luncheon/12 noon/Seven Seas.

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Ladies of Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church/meet at Sirloin
Stockade. Info/436-2214.

Hours:

Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

COMPAREOnMY RATES
•Life -Health -Annuities
•Nursing Home •Cancer Policies
•Medicare Supplements

Dan
McNutt, AAI
753-4451

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt
407 Maple St.

CHECK OUT OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF
PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWERS
AND GARDEN TILLERS
—Prices To Fit Any Budget—

•

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110

PROM '91
Over 150 Tuxedos in stock to choose front

Select Early!
Also Formal Dresses & Accessories

Mr.r,f1

tabu

111.Men's Wear & Tuxedos

Jr. & Mlssle Apparel

nismpu Plaia. S1urra?: Southgate Pla/a,
Kanlon: Ma,fleld Plais. S1avfirld

M
am.-" p.m
sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.

No

um
.
You are cordially invited to a

Gospel Meeting
with

W.L. Wharton
San Antonio, Texas

0003 Mazda Value Days

April 14-19

through April 30th

Weeknight Services: 7:30 p.m.
Sunday Services: 10:00 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

929-'2000 Factory Cash Back Plus'1000 Dealer Cash Back Total '3000
626- MX6-'1500 Factory Cash Back - Up To'1000 Savings LX
and DX Value Packages Plus'500 Dealer Cash Back = Total
Savings Up To '3000

For information or transportation

MPV -8800 Factory Cash Back - Value Package Savings Up To
'780 Plus'500 Dealer Cash Back = Total Savings Up To'2080
•r
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Athiea
306 Main St.
759-4979

.411,

call 753-0047 or 753-6273

West Murray
Church of Christ

Mazda Trucks 01 In Customer Satisfaction C.D. Powers Year
After Year - LE Value Pkg. Savings'904 -'500 Factory Rebate
Plus '500 Dealer Cash Back Total Savings Up To "2000

Carroll Mazda
Nissan - VW 00
"
13
Murray, Ky.

800 Chestnut St.

753-8850

Doran Road and Holiday Drive
Murray, Kentucky
MI
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Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./
for activities by senior citizens.

of

PAINTS

Central Shopping Center
------

United Way

It brings out the best
in all of us."'

t•••nn.%loon

R & B Rentalsae

Desert Storm Support Group/7
p.m./Apple Tree Sc.hool.
Info/753-9356.

Americans are
more cholesterol
conscious today

6:30 p.m. at Whitehaven Mansion,
Paducah. In case of rain, the wedding will be at Mt. Hebron United
Methodist Church, Kirksey.

study's principal author, Dr. John
L. Kitzmiller, a professor at the
University of California, San
Francisco.
Pregnant diabetics who don't get
early treatment are about five times
more likely to bear defective
babies, the researchers said in the
study published in the Journal of

f. 1 •

Specials

Tuesday, April 16

Ladies' Bible Class/9:30
a.m./University Church of Christ.

Kristi Caryl Nance and
Stephen Wayne Jaco to marry

>.-/—t"-:••-•••es

'RENT-TO-OWN'

Tuesday, April 16

Tuesday, April 16
Dexter Center/open at 9:30
a.m./for senior citizens' activities.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are tenacious. hard-kkorking and k err attectionate. Praise rkorks
\\ ith these eager-to-please \ oungsters. Artisticall,k
and musitallk inclined. timer could gro\1/4 up to he designers or composers.
.Although cunt ident mif their abilities. these Aries mar balk at being pushed
into the limelight. Colors .irc; \ cr\ important to them. Let them choose their
tr\kif clothe. as much as pt )..1111i

•ii
\I \I

Monday, April 15

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.

YOUR HOROSCOPE
'It ESHAN, ‘PRIL 16. 1991
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Study says diabetic women can reduce risk of birth defects
CHICAGO (AP) — Diabetic
women who receive a refresher
course on how to manage their disease before they become pregnant
can dramatically reduce their likelihood of bearing defective babies.
said a study released today.
"Diabetes care has to begin
before pregnancy," said the

MONDAY, APRIL 15, 1991
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Woosnam wins Masters title
s.

1

AUGUSTA, Ga.(AP)- The Masters is still under
Woosnam, a former amateur boxer. got mad and
the grip of a foreign player. Only the overs
eas
came out swinging on the 14th tee.
address has changed.
"A few people were trying to give me a hard time.
Ian Woosnam of Wales, who stands slightly taller
get
to,me,'• Woosnam said. "A European player has
than his golf bag at 5-foot-41
/
2, was the American
won
the last four Masters. At the moment Europe is
killer in the 55th Masters.
better. I guess you've got to expect that (behavior)
For the fourth consecutive year, the firstplace
from the crowa."
crystal M ill travel back across the Atlantic
to the
Watson said "the crowd was very partisan in my
British Isles.
favor
. I told Woosie a little story to try to cool him
Nick Faldo of England failed in his hid to
win a
down."
third consecutive Masters, instead putting the green
Woosnam said the story v.as about how Don Janu-jacket on Woosnam. In 1988, Sandy Lyle of Scotl
and
ary
used to razz Watson and Watson would sav back
birdied the last hole to win,
to him: "Thank you very much."
Woosnam withstood challenges Sunday. by Amen
"So I hit my drive down the middle. then turned
cans Tom Watson, Lanny Wadkins, Jodie Mudd
. Ben
and said. 'Thank you very Much." Woosnam said.
Crenshaw and Steve Pate, and a fellow Ryder
Cup
"The more aggressive I get, the better I play.
teammate. 25-year-old Jose-Maria Olazabal of Spain
"
.
Woosnam was so mad at the treatment he had
to earn his first major championship.
received from the pro-Watson fans that he told them
Faldo made a brief run with an early eagle
and
after he hooked his tee shot in Rae's Creek on
three consecutive back-nine birdies, but was
13: "I
too far
hope you're all happy I hit it in there
back, shooting a 70 to finish five shots
."
behind
The 33-year-old Woosnam. v.ho finished secon
Woosnam.
d in
the 1989 U.S. Open. shot a final-round even-pa
"It just wasn't to be," Faldo
r 72
said. "I shot myself
for a 72-hole total of 277 for the S243.000 firstout of it in the first two rounds."
place
money.
Woosnam won it the hard way. making
a putt
Olazabal made it a 1-2 finish for Europe w ith
about as long as his body for a par on the 72nd
a
green
bogey on the last hole for a 70 and 278.
after Watson and Olazabal had fallen victi
m to the
Watson. 41. double-bogeyed the last hole for a 73
uphill 405-yard, par-4 18th.
and
a four-way tie with Wadkins CI). Crenshaw
Woosnam. ranked the No. 1 player in the world
(67.
,
and Pate (65).
battled two-time Masters champion Watson and
an
Watson. who hasn't won a major since the
unruly crowd around "Amen Corner" on
1983
Augusta'
British Open. gave it a gallant try v.ith two eagle
National Golf Club's tricky and treacherou
: or,
s back
the homeward par-5s.
nine.
But Watson double-bogeyed the 155-yard. par-3
A spectator yelled at Woosnam: "This isn't a links
No. 12. then pushed hi: tee shot on 18 into
course. this is 'Amen Corner' at Augusta Natio
the trees
nal."
vCont'd on page 9)
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iar, Woosnam $243000
72-6647-72-277

Murray Ledger 8 Times. Spoils

The Murray State Racer golf
team showed a lot of balance in
their final tuneup for the Ohio Valley Conference championships.
The Racers finshed tied for 12th
with Kentucky at the Marshall
Invitational at the Gunyan Golf and
Country Club in Huntington. West
Virginia.
The Racers shot a 922 over the
54-hole tournmanet on the par 71
course. Ohio State won the event
with a 872. besting Kent State by
071C cisoke.

'MO RAIN EVENTS & TOP RANK. INC
PRESEKT

'We played very steadily.- Racer .golf eoich Buddy -Hewitt said.
"We had just one round over 80.
Our balance was very good. but
we'll have to play a little stronger
next week at the OVO't
tournament.Jeff Sanders led the Racers 'in 1
a 229 (78-76-76), good for 37:n
overalll. Price Coakley Was one
stroke back with a 230 (79-75-76).
in a tie for 40th.
Chris Wilson fired a 232
(79-75-78), v.hile Nlurray. native
Todd Sims shot a 233 (79-77-77 f
and Dirk Brinker shot a 234
(81-75-78.1.
The five Racers were all ithin
five strokes of each other. and
Hewitt hopes that kind of balance
pays off next Monday and Tuesday

THE
BATTLE
OF
THE Jer7x:

at the Bluegrass Country Club in
Hendersonville. Tenn., the 'site of
the OVC Championship.
"I hope we can get a good week
of practice in. and make a strong
:bowing in the OVC.- Hewitt said.
•
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and

was

teammates

Maurice

Morris

Carlos Turner.
think if
on a team by myself.
I think

I

go tip."
Fairdale coach Stan Hardin said
Brown's unselfish play was important to the team's success this year.
"Jeripaine had to go to the
'-,ards and get rebounds and that
7C.::ly cut down on his open-court
my

points

would

ay, is only

15.

By contrast. the youngest.
American

to put a real scare
into Woosnarn

during Sunday's
final round was 39-year-old1 Ben
Crenshaw, who wdund up third
They will wear No
on their
at 9-unclzr.
jerseys when the Ken; .c .p.y
AllSure. Steve Pate (age 29) finStars face the Ind:ana Al: .i.lars in a
ished with the same total and
to-garne series h
177,C7 in
fellow Americans Jodie, Mudd
Louisville and Indian();'- 01,
game...' he said. "But he did for us
(30) and Andrew' Magee (28)
Brown led Fa.rda.e
state : to win what we had to have done.
finished just another stroke
championships the pas:
•••:, sea Bowen. a 6- 1 center. averaged
farthe
r back; but who from that
sons. The 6-1oot-3 .-1 .
,ard has 22 -lints 11 rebounds and block
ed
trio would you have backed
signed to play for
ne.\: four shots a game in leading Shelagainst Wooram in' a playoff?
season.
don Clark to a 27-5 record. She
And just .about every other
'My two vais
wcrc to ;
will play for Western 'Kentucky
American who mounted a crediwin Mr. Baskclha.:
:he state'
next fall.
ble threat at one point or
tournament i and i
"Basketball has been a vital part
another during this year's tourthat.** Brown
a
,onof my life for many years," said
nament is already pushing 40 or
ference. "Yo,;
ho
Bowen. "It taught me to think
on
the long side of it: Nicklaus
Brown finis:
Lareer with
ciearly and fast. It taught me selfis 51; Raymond Floyd, 48; Hale
2.005 points.
a
confidence and self-discipline.**
Irwin. who tied for fifth, is 45:
record 62 percent Of
.H.;lie
Bowen led Sheldon Clark to the
Lann
y Wadkins and Tom Watalso set carcer-ss.n.
'with
state tournainent. only' to lose to
son, who shared third place
1.121 rebounds a7
eventual champion Laurel County
with Crenshaw and Pate, are
"You can't be
Veu: piacr
in the first round.
both 41.
Without a great
d7..!: I Lhnk I
Bowen thought Laurel County's
A couple of other Americans
had a great team fipr my fo.z
Stace
y Reed. the .state tourney who might have met
years." said the 17-year-old senior.
the chalMVP. would win the, award.
lenge - Fuzzy' Zoeller, Larry'
a two-time all-stater and most valu"1 hat's understandable." said Mize arid Mark NIcCumbe
able player of the state tournament.;
rSheld
on Clark .coach Robin Har- were heard from, but
Tollesboro's Chris Harrison. the
only'
mon-. "1 he candidates they had for briefly, and faintl
•:ate's leading scorer with 39
y at that. Curthis. any one of them would have tis Strange.
probably the best
been a good choice to represent -the this country
can muster for a
state of Kentucky because tlIq're major on
any given day,
all great players and I'm sure remained
mired in his slump.
they're great kids. I'm sure they
After Sunday's round was in
would have all done Kentucky. the books
, Watson. who clung
proud.
(Coned on page 9)
Pch.ke ahd

°\1414°:k $7,495
•
'89 Ford

Apr power steering, styled steel
wheels.
body side moldings reclining cloth
bucket seats mist cycle wipers
rear
window defogger

Late sit
be Tue
from 4
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"Give me golf clubs, fresh air and
a beautiful partner and Jou can
keep the golf clubs and the fresh
air." - Jack Benny.
AUGUSTA, Ga. - In a
roundabout way, that immortal
line from Mr. Benny tells you
why American golfers don't win
the Masters any more. Simply'
put, their minds are elsewhere.
A major like the Masters is
report.
to tournament golf what cutting
"The speculation involving him
a diamond is to cutting your
ilt be put to rest at the press conlawn. Unlike the stops on the
ference." he said.
PGA Tour, you don't win a
Heisler denied he knew if Phelps
major ;just because it's there.
has plans to quit. "He'll answer
No, winning the Masters
those questions tomorrow," he
demands precision, patience and
said. .
imaginative flair. and, most
The latest rumor on Phelps'
important of all, the kind of
future was generated by the New
stubborn pride that refuses to
York Daily News, which reported
settle for second-best.
in its Sunday editions that Phelps
Unfortunately, precious few'
would officially' announce his resAmerican golfers today fit that
ignation sometime today.
bill of particulars. Those that do
Efforts to reach Phelps Sunday - Jack Nicklaus, Lee Trevino
night were unsuccessful.
and Tom Watson come
Phelps has been the subject of
immediately to mind - are
resignation rumors since the Irish
reaching an age where their
completed a 12-20 season, its worst
skills or the nerves, or both,
since a 6-20 campaign in Phelps'
will desert them spmewhere
first year at Notre Dame 20 years
over the course of four grueling
ago.
rounds.
He was regularly' booed at home
And few' in the generation
games this season, vvhich increased
behind them, distracted by the
speculation that his job might be in
easy money' that makes millionjeopardy.. Most speculation has had
aires out of even mediocre
Phelps leaving Notre Dame to work
players. seem prepared to
in television.
succeed them.
Associate athletic director Roger
And so for chauvinists who
Valdiserri also said he had no
still believe the only good golf
knovvIedge of Phelps leaving.
being played today' is in Cali"I have not seen Digger since
fornia or Florida and a few
Wednesday," Valdiserri said. "I
poinLs in between, the news
just came back from Europe TuesSunday from Augusta National
day night. I saw him briefly' walkwas all bad.
ing through the hall. He told me he
Adding in Welshman Ian
was going out of. town. I don't
Woosnam's victory. Europeans
know his plans."
have now' won seven of the last
dozen Masters, including the last
four. And the end is hardly in
sight.
Woosnam is only 33. as are
two other members of the socalled European "Big Six" England's Nick Faldo and Germany's Bernhard Langer - and
points a game and Kentucky sig'the oldest of the bunch is
rICC. was considered by some as a
36-year-old Greg Norman.
slight favorite for the award.
Granted, Seve Ballestcros seems
Brown averaged 17.4 poinLs.
(and recently' has been playing)
'I think people realized the fact
much older than 34. but Josethat I got two other players averagMaria Olazabal. another brilliant
ing' the. same' amount
of points as
Spaniard who was runner-up to
me." said Brown, referring to allWoosnam on 'Sund
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Brown, Bowen win
Mr. and Miss titles

1991 Corolla

GEORGE

took fifth and Chris Ca:n finisned

thorw of 139-5.'s- . htli.
Both the Racer and Lady Racer
:Is
fifth. ALtriait
.as
track teams competed in the Magic
We triple jurrp.
City Vulcan Relays in BirmingLustae lsd. h
ham. Ala. over the veek.
iCont
'd
on
pare
9.
The Racers finished with 63
points, good for .sixth place
in the
event.' while the Lay Racers had
52 points, good for fifth in the
meet hosted by Samford
University.
In men's action. the Racers did
most of their scoring'
in fietd
LF.XINt) .;\
evenLs. Greg Deaves finished third
P
• jermaine
Bryn ar. s •
...••••••

. 14.11Im
• -4
- °4

Per
Mo

in the shot put. with a throw of
46-11, as the Racers had four scorers in that event. Brian Chruch f, inished fourth. Nelson Williamson

TRACK

1991 Tercel

THE UNDISPUTED
HEAVYWEIGHT
CHAMPIONSHIP
OF THE WORLD!
EANDE
HOLYFI
ELD
CHAMPION

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Notre
Dame officials once again are
denying a report that Irish head
basketball coach Digger Phelps is
on the verge of ending his 20-year
career at the school.
"This has come up a dozen
times in different ways," sports
information director John Heisler
said Sunday'.
He said Phelps would hold a
press conference at 2 p.m. EST
today to discuss the resignation

Jose Mana Cita/ate, $145,800
68-7141-70-2711

Golfers post balanced effort at Marshall
Staff Report

Report says
Digger is out

Masters scores
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Actions & Reactions
••••

GIRLS SOFTBALL
Late signups for all divisions of girls softball will
be Tuesday. April 16a1 Calloway Middle School
from 4 to 6 p nI All girls apes seven to 19 are
encouraged to signup

KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Any 9 or 10 year curl who IS interested in
play
irig summer baseball but has not yet
registered
Should contact Jim Baurer at 753 '719

nd
:an
•sh

HOCKEY
The Minnesota North Stars have turned
a
forgettable season into a memorable first-round
victory in the NHL playoffs ''l feel real proud
of
the guys who have hung around and gone
through the worst," Brian Bellows said after
leading the North Stars to a 3-1 victory over the
Chicago Biackhawks Sunday night, completing
a stunning first-round knockout of the NHL's top
team "There have been a lot of hard times arid
a lot of changes here, that's for sure I lust hope
this puts us over the lop" Just a few months
ago, the North Stars were near the bottom.
drawing about 5,000 tans a game to Met Center
and apparently headed nowhere Norman
Green was wondering if he should have ever
bought the club and the players were having
trouble adiusting to new coach Bob Gainey and
to each other. But the North Stars improved
after the All-Star break and came into the playoffs with confidence, even though they only fin,
ished fourth in the Norris Division, 38 points
behind the Backhawks Sunday night's victory,
before a standing -room -only crowd of 15,274 at
the Met Center. was easily their biggest of the
season Its great for the ownership, great for
the city," said Bellows, who had two goals and
an assist in the clincher He thanked 'lhe 5.000
people who came out when we were the worst
earn" Along with the North Stars, the Los
Angeies Kings also advanced with a 4-1 victory
over the Vancouver Canucks in the Smythe
Division semifinals. Meanwhile, the St. Louis
Blues and Calgary Flames stayed alive with
clutch victories in their respective senes The
Blues defeated Detroit 3-0 to 14 their Norris
semifinal at 3-3 and send the series back to St
Louis for a deciding seventh game on Tuesday
night. The Flames nipped the Edmonton Oilers
2-1 in overtime, forcing a Game 7 in Calgary in
their Smythe series
.The playoffs continue !Wight with a decid.ng
Patrick Division game between New Jersey and
Pittsburgh, who are tied 3-3. The winner wil.
play Washington in the Patrick finals Boston
and Montreal, who wrapped up their respective
series on Saturday night, will begin the Adams
Division final starting Wednesday

in

do

ng

AUTO RACING
LONG BEACH, Calif - Al Unser Jr
overpowered the Indy -car field and the downtown
street
circuit to capture his fourth straight Grand
Prix of
Long Beach title Sunday Under
trailed polewinner Michael Anclretti twice dunng the
95-lap.
158 65-mile event - on the first
lap and when he
pitted for the first time on lap 37
Otherwise, it
was almost no contest for Unser. who
recorded
his 16th CART victory.
LONG BEACH, Calif - Eric BaChelal of
Belgum led wire-to-wire Sunday and
the inaugural Firestone Indy Lights race, a won
support event
for Sunday's Grand Pnx of Long Beach
Indy-cat
race in which each competitor
drove Buickpowered Wildcat racers
LONG BEACH, Calif - Steve Millen
took
advantage of a late bumping incident
involving
Robby Gordon and Pete Halsmer to
capture
Saturday's Long Beach GTO-GTU IMSA sports

PHILADELPHIA (AP) --- The game was baseball, but Bryn Smith
car race The New Zealander, driving a Nissan
used
golf
300ZX, took the GTO division lead in the
to describe his 11-7 victory over the Philadelphia
onePhillies.
hour race just throe laps from the end on
the
Smith (2-0) pitched seven innings and outfielder Felix Jose knocke
1 67-mile, 11 -turn downtown street circuit
d in
Miller
four runs with a bases-loaded double and his first homer
won by 29 823 seconds, averaging 77 125 Mph
of the season as
BRISTOL, Tenn - In a race featuring a track
the St. Louis Cardinals defeated the Phillies Sunday.
record 40 lead changes. Rusty Wallace made the
"I didn't hit too near the greens." Smith said. "I had
last one Count, riding n to victory in the NASCAR
to get up and
Vaileydale 500 at Bristol International Raceway
down
and make 20 foot putts for par."
on Sunday Wallace benefited from nirvt pit road
Smith allowed six hits and six runs in seven innings, but
rules that designate odd , and even-numbered
two of the
cars, based on qualifying position, for the inside
runs were unearned because of two St. Louis errors. Lee
arid outside lanes on restans After 458 laps and
Smith, who has
saved the Cardinals' three victories, got the final four
a ran delay of 1 hour and 12 minutes, Wailace
outs.
moved his Pornac from seventh place
to second
Cardinals manager Joe Torre described Smith's victory as "a
when Davey Allison, who was leading
very gutwhen rain
sy performance."
slopped the race, pitted for tires Allison was
the
only odd-numbered qualifier ahead of Wallace
"He came out knowing where the strike zone was. We
on
the restart Watlace quickly moved past
got some guys
outside
who can't find the strike zone. And we didn't catch the ball,"
pole sitter Ernie trvaris Chevrolet for the lead on
Torre said,
lap 463 and held him Off by Just inches in a doorreferring to the Cardinals' errors.
to-door
Jose. a switch-hitter, walked and hit his bases-loaded double
hander Dave LaPoint, doubled off right-hander Tommy Greene off leftTENNIS
first homer of the season and walked against right-hander and hit his
Joe Boever.
AMELIA ISLAND. Fla
- Second-seedeC
"I struggled the last two games," Jose said. ''1'm always a
Gabnela Sabatini continued her dominati
good hitter
on of ttie
women's tour by beating lop-seeded Steffi
with men on base and I left them on in the last two
Graf
games. I try to do
7-5. 7-6 (7.3) in the final of the
Bausch & Lomb
what I'm supposed to do. I'm a free swinger."
Championships, her fourth title this
year Sabain
appearing in her fifth consecutive final,
Torre said the difference from losses in the first two games agains
assured
t Phiherself of passing Martina Navratilo
va and movladelphia was hitting with players on bases.
ing into the No 3 spot in the
world rankings
She's beaten Graf four consecutive times
"We
kept coming at them. They had every right to be frustrated
in 199,
the
and has won six of their last eight
meetings
last couple of days. But they battled back," he said.
TOKYO - Top-seeded Stefan Edberg
routed
second -seeded Ivan Lendl 6-1, 7-5,
LaPoint, signed by Philadelphia in spring training after the
6-0 in the
New York
final of the Japan Open on
Sunday Edberg
Yankees released him, made his first start for the Phillies and
earned $137.000 for his fourth Japan
was
Open title
and improved his career record
tive. He allowed six runs and five hits and walked three before ineffecagainst Lendl to
he was
10-12
removed with one out in the second.
BARCELONA, Spain - Emilio Sanchez
Vicar°
beat Sergi Bruguera 6-4, 7-6
"LaPoint is normally a control pitcher and he hasn't been out
(9-7), 6-2 in the 1,na
of the Count de Godo tournament
Sunday
awhile." Phillies manager Nick Leyva said. "He just couldn there for
't keep the
ball down. It's too had to waste seven runs. It was just
GOLF
one of those
days."
HATTIESBURG, hisS.S - Larry Slivera
and
LaPoint confirmed his manager's observation.
Russ Cochran each made up five shots to reach
a playoff, then Silveira birdied the first hole
"Every—pitch was up. Maybe I was trying to be too fine,"
of
he
sudden death Sunday to win the Deposit Guaran.
Todd Zeile had an RBI single in the first and a two-run double said.
ty Golf Classic, his first PGA Tour victory
in the
Silveira, who won $54,000, and Cothran each
eighth as St. Louis ended Philadelphia's three-game winnin
shot
g
streak.
7-under-par 63s to catch Mike
Nicolette
John Kruk hit a two-run homer for the Phillies, his second home run
72-hole totals of 14-under 266 The (68) with
of
trio then
moved to the par-4 10th hole, where
the
season, and had an RBI groundout to raise his RBI total
Silveita
to 11.
second shot stopped eight feet from the pin s
- Pedro Guerrero and Zeile hit run-scoring singles and Tom
Pagnozzi
added a -sacrifice fly as the Cardinals took a 3-0 lead
in the first.
TRANSACTIONS
Dale Murphy's RBI groundout and Kruk's homer tied the score
BASEBALL
Amender League
bottom of the inning off Smith, who allowed first-inning runs in in the
GI-ICAGO WHITE SOX-Acsvated Charts Hough pitcher
24 of 25
horn the 15-day disabled Sat Placed Steve Lyons
starts last season. But the Cardinals went ahead 6-3 in the
infielder •
second on
cjtfiebder 041 uncondhonal release ranters
Jose's three-run double.
NEW YORK YANKEES-Optioned Toney Lovullo infieider
to Columbus of the International League Purchased the
Jose Oquendo added a sacrifice fly in the third and Guerrero's
contract of Rch lazoleleone catcher from COVINA
RBI
TEXAS RANGERS-Signed Brian Downing, oulekter to a
double in the fourth made it 8-3.
ore-year contract Placed Denny Waling, inkier on tr.
15-day sabed Sc
Oquendo's error at shortstop, Zeile's error at third and Kruk's
BASKETBALL
scoring groundout closed the Phillies to 8-6 in the fifth. Jose homererunNetkinal Basketball Association
d in
NEW JERSEY NETS-Placed Sam Bowe_ center on ire
the sixth and Zeile hit a two-run double in the eighth. Catche
insured 1st Activated Chris Dudley canter
r Tony
Continental Basketball Aseacistion
Pena's error in the eighth allowed in another Philadelphia
GOA-Named Teftlefna L Ussery ,1 oahenseohef
run.
FOOTBALL
National Football Lesgue
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS-Signed Sieve Siiacnar
badi to a oneyear contract
HOCKEY
Notional Hockey League
HARTFORD WHALERS-Sent Terry Yaks center Todd
Richards delenseman. and Kay Whitmore goanender to
SOnogketl of the Arrencan Hockey League
COLLEGE
FURIAAN-Annconced that -army Mason guard *IN trans
ler horn Clemson nett season

Golfers post ...
(Cont'd from page 8)
sixth.
David Stonc was sixth in the
high jump (6-5), while Scott was
fifth in the long jump (23-9).
In relays, the Racers were third
in the 4x400 and the distance medley and fifth in the 4x800.
In women's action. a pair of
relays were the best Lady Racer
performances, along with shot putter Dedre Jackson and triple jumper
Natasha Brown,
The Lady Racer quartets in both
thethe 4x200 and the 4x400 finished second, while Murray took
fourth in the 4x100 and 4x800
relays.
Jackson finished second in the
shot with a 43-7, while teammate
Wendy Atkinson was fifth with a
40-3 Vr. Brown took second in the
triple jump, with a leap of 38 1 1/4,
and was third in the long jump.
with a leap of 18 9 'A .

Smith's up to par for Cards

In running events, Alicia Glover
was fourth in the 400 hurldes in
1:03.45.
•

•

•

•

relaxed when I play in them."
Woosnam built up his arm
strength by driving tractors when
he was young. He honed his game
by playing on the African tour.
"I gave it five years, then
would get a club job," he said. "I
finished second in the 1982 Italian
Open and that got me going."
Woosnam said he has never felt
such pressure at Augusta.
"I was wishing that the day
would get over with because 1
wanted to know the result," Woosnam said. "It felt like we were out
there 10 hours."
Olazabal, fast becoming the successor to Seve Ballesteros as
Spain's best player, got into two
bunkers on 18 to fall a stroke short.
"It's the biggest pressure of any
tournament I have been in," Olazabal said. "I just wish I had my
tee shot back. It caught the fairway
bunker."
Woosnam, who slipped on a size
40 short green jacket, said he had
admiration for Watson after their
36-hole duel the last two days.
"He never gives up, and he
showed that," Woosnam said. "He
played great, but he didn't putt
well."

Phoenix blocked the way for San
Antonio to keep sole possession of
first place in the Midwest Division.
The short-handed Suns, however,
didn't have the points or rebounds
to complete the job.
Playing without Kevin Johnson
and Dan Majcrle because of injuries and with Tom Chambers still
slowed by back spasms, Phoenix
set a franchise record with 16
blocked shots on Sunday, but it
wasn't enough as the Spurs
defeated the Suns 109-101.
The victory' put San Antonio one
game ahead of idle Utah in the
Midwest standings and
games
ahead of third-place Houston.
"We needed this one pretty
bad," said Spurs center David
Robinson, who had 23 points and
15 rebounds. "The loss to Seattle
the other night really hurt us. We
had a little cushion before that.
Now our backs are against the
wall. I think we were a lot more
focused in this game and a lot more

011/

Dan McNutt, AAI
Stare /ie..,
/ anseeens•
Compares.

J

State Auto Insurance
A

hind you car 040.141.1 an

Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Feet Division
W
L Pet
GB
Toronto
714 —
2
Ceveiand
ir
3
500 1 4
he!week Se
3
3
50C •
Bellmore
2
3
400 2
Dainot
2
3
400 2
Boston
2
4
333 2,
New Yon(
2
4
333 2.
Wart ()moon
W
L Pct
GB
Chicago
4
0 • 00c
Caffornia
E ' 833 Oakland
n
5
833 Kansas C.n.
4
2
667 1
lAnnescoa
2
4
333 3
Texas
1
4
201) 1 •
SAMS4
3
6
000 t:
Saturday• Games
Boston 4 C.4e4041 1,0
Chicago 4 Devon 1
Mtwauties 7 Toronto 3
New York 9 Kansas City I
Oakland 4 Seattle 2
California 15 Mnnesota 9
Baltimore
'eras 4
Sundays Games
Cleveland 6 Boston 0
190 at Detroit poe
o 9 Milwaukee 0
C 'forma 9. lannesoia 4
Kansas City 5 New York 3
Texas •5 Baltimore 3
Oakland 7 Seattle 6
MondayI Games
Cieveiand (Nagy ' a*
am
Chicago iktibait*
'.". • -..
1-0) noon
Baltimore iMesa
a. V
.•
1 35 p m
Toronto iStottiernyre CC a* 7.--e.'-r•
635 pm
Oak Lard tWeicn 3 • at C.i.f.,pm
lAnnesola 'A Anderson • 7 a'
e
0-1) 905 pm
Only games scheduied
Tuesday's Games
Kansas City at Boston '2 35 oIssas at Coveand 12 15 ri re,
Chicago at Nevi York 630 p
Toronto at De••oi1 635 Dm
lannesota at Seams g 35 ;
Oakland at Caifornia 9 35 D
Only games scneduled
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pct.
GB
Nam Yoe*
5
2
714
Chicago
3
3
50C •
Philadepha
1
3
500 •
_Pittsburgh
3
3
500 • ,
St Louis
3
3
500
Montreal
2
5
286 3
West Division
W L
Pct
GB
San Diego
*
833
HOLdlOr
3
1
50C 2
Atlanta
2
2
500 2
CirKiinnati
2
3
404 2
LOS Angeies
2
3
400
San Franosco
2
4
131 3
Saturday* Comes
Philadelphia 4 S' LOUS 2
New York 5 Montrea 3
Atlanta 7 C.hahhah 5
Chicago 7 Pittsburgh 3
San FranOsco 16 Houston 2
San Diego 6 Los Arrier 3
Sundays Games
St Louis ti. Plicadelphia 7
New York 7 Montreat
Atlanta 12 C'ronrati
Chicago 6 Pinsok.i;h 4
Houston 7 San •arcisr.c 2
San Diego 5 Los Argees 1

Cp

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
407 Maple
St.

753-4451

State Farm frisurance Companw
,,orne Offices Bloomington thin_

Houston IDestiams 0-01 at Atlanta (Smolt/ 0-1),
640 pm
Ononnat iRia3 0-0) at San Diego (Hurst 1-0). 905
m
Loa Angeles 'Belcher 1-0) at San Franosco /Biwa
0-1) 905 pm
Tueedey's Games
Philadelphia at Chicago 120 pm
St Louis at Montreal 6 35 p m
New York at Pittsburgh, 6 35 p m
Houston at Atlanta 6 40 p m
Ononnal at San Diego. 935 pm
Los Angeles at San cianabe
,935
STATS
AM Robinson on Sunday became the SOOth player to
Cilay tor the Bathrnore Orioles in the cLib'a 36-year
history
Cleveland's Torn Candloal is 7.1 reams in
)40,411oh has eon no
AlkOr.1
Of its last it from San
Pranoscoan In* Astrodome
STREAKS
/term Reimers three-nun horror in the drat inning
;Sunday gave Texas a lead for the OE srns in nine
games mcliding the final hire games of song Iran.59
PlIstkegn pitcher Bob Was, honored in the
second nnng at Wrigley Field Oh Sunday hie firm
t'cmer n 372 career at-bats

Hockey
DnriSION SEMIFINALS
(8eet-of-7)
Wedneaday, April 3
Harnord 5 ROSIOh 2
Montreal 7. Butfaio 5
New .4,sioy 3 Pmsturgh
NY Rangers 2 Washington I
Thursday, April 4
Minnesota 4 Chicago 3 OT
Ostroff 6 St Louis 3
Edmonton 3. Calgary 1
Vancouver 6 Los Angeles 5
Friday. April 5
Boston 4 Hartford 3
Montreal 5 Buffalo 4
Pittsburgh 5, New Jersey 4, OT
Wastvngton 3 N
Rangers 0
Saturday, April 6
Calgary' 3. Edmonton I
Chicago 5. Mnsesola 2
St LCIVE 4 Detroit 2
Los Angeles 3 Vancouver 2. OT
Sunday, April 7
Buffalo 5. Montreal 4
Boston 6 Ha mord 3
N ••• Rangers 6 Washington 0
Pinspu rgh 4 New jersey 3
Monday, April I
Detron 5 St Louis 2
Chicago 6. Mnrwaaota 5
Edmonton 4. Calgary 3
vancouver Z Los Angeles r OT
Tuesday, April 9
Buffalo 6 Montreal 4
Hardond 4 130411011 3
Washington 3 N Y Rangers 2
New ..iefSey 4 Prhsbufgh 1
Wednesday, April 10
Detroit 4 St L01.116
lAnnesota 3 Chicago
Edmonton 5, Calgary 2
-oe Angeles 6. Vancouver 1
Thursday, April 11
Boston 6 Hartford 1
Montreal 4. Buffalo 3, OT
New Jersey 4 Pittsburgh 2
Washington 5 NY Rangers 4. OT
Friday, Aprd 12
tAnnesota 6 Chicago 0
St Lours 6 Detroit 1
Calgary 5 Edmonton 3
Los Angeles 7 Vancouver 4
Saturday, April 13
Montreal 5. Buffalo I Molina& wins series 4-2
Boston 3 Hartford 1 Boston wins series 4-2
Washington 4 N V Rangers 2. Weshopion ems
sense 4-2
Pittsburgh 4 New Jersey 3. Senn tied 3-3
Sunday, Arxrd 14
St Louis 3, Detroit 0_ knee hod 3-3
Calgary 2 Edmonton 1 OT was tied 3-3
kannesora
Chicago n. Minnesota wins series 4-2
Los Angees 4. V4OCOUVIN 1 . Los Angeles ions lanes
4-2
Mondsy, Apr* 15
New Jersey at Fintsbutph. 635 pm
Tuesday, April 16
Detroit at St Louis 735 pm
Edmonton al Calgary 8 35

(Next to McDonald's)
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•
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IF Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food
TJ'
& Burgers
ph ChestnutsSt.Bar B-Q
Murray
753-0045 gi

1991
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
MEN'S BASKETBALL BANQUET
April 20, 1991
7 p.m.
Curris Center Ballroom
Celebrate this championship season with the Racers.
This is an event you won't want to miss!

Tickets are $12 per person and are
available until Wednesday, April 17,
by calling 762-6804

1991 OVC CHAMPIONS
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
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Friday Ni.ght Buffet

4 .' •

.

"4

759-9888

Or'
6

is there

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
Food Bar, Salad Bar
Dessert Bar, includes Drink $ 95

('750 Dealer Cash Back On
Sentra XE Models With F09 Pkg.
'1000 Dealer Cash Back On All Maxima's
'1500 Dealer Cash Back Path Finder 4x4's

800 Chestnut Murray, Ky. 753-8850

State Farm

Special Good
thru April 20

Free Air Conditioning On All The Following Models:
•Hard Body Trucks
•Stanzas
•Sentra E MoAels
•240 SX's

Carroll Nissan

Like a good neighbor

This Week's Special:
Large Bar-B-0
Sandwich & Fries

Nissan Value Days

and we try *Ned to give them the very best
insurance protection and service we can
provide - the kind they expect and deserve. If
you'd like to be one of our V I P 's give us a
call

PAGE 9

Larry Krouse Insurance
/05 N. 12th

Complete Auto Repair
of Murray, Inc.

Customers lire Very Important People

Haprosergrc

That's
'State Farm
insurance."

€ 15

Spurs down Suns
By The Associated Press

Good service.
good(-overage.
good price-

Monday a Games
St LOUIS ilDeLsor
at Montreal 'Bove '
t235 pm
Pmadetilva tGnirawy 0-01 at Chicago •GMaddi...
1-0). 605 pm
New YOO• 'Cone C-0, at Pktsburgn i2 Sin*** I 0.

SPRING SCENE
Local spring sports teams hope
the weather will permit some
action this afternoon.
In baseball action, the Murray
State Thoroughbreds are scheduled
to face Southeast Missouri at 3
p.m. The Murray High Tigers hosts
Reidland at 4:30 p.m., while the
Calloway County Lakers travel to
Mayfield at 4 p.m.
In tennis, the Tigers and the
Lakers face each other with the
boys action at Murray High and the
girls action at Calloway County.
In softball, the Lady Tigers
travel to Fulton County, while the
Lady Lakers visit Hickman County.
In track, the Lakers have a (Conrcl from page 8)
•
to Woosnam until the 72nd hole
freshman-sophomore meet at Masbefore falling back, was asked
sac County.
to explain the European
domination at the Masters in
recent years.
"I guess," he said simply.
"they're :better players."
ready to play."
But Watson was not guessing.
Phoenix played its fifth straiOt
The Big Six already have six
game without Johnson and Majerle, green jackets betwee
n
"Exhaust Work
while Chambers, who sat out the (seven if you expand them
the group
"Brak
es
previous three Suns games, was
to include enigmatic Scot Sandy
held to just four points on 2-for-15
"Tune
-ups
Lyle) and most of the members
shooting.
of that group arc just hitting
-Tire
Rotati
on
and Balance
"My team played as hard as it
their stride.
"Air-C
could play. We just didn't have
onditi
oning
And none of their American
enough weapons to. beat them,"
-Oil
Changes and More.
contemporaries appear prepared
Phoenix coach Cotton Fitzsimmons
to get in their way. Not when
"Kee
ping your car
said. "For some reason, we've
the man who filled the 50th
or trUck maintained,
always had people hurt whenever
spot on the PGA money list
we've played the Spurs the last two could bankroll nearly S300,0
helps keep major
00
years. Maybe we'll face them in
without winning a single tournarepair costs down."
the playoffs this year and everyment. Consider: Wayne Levi,
body will be healthy and we'll
Payne Stewart. Paul Azinger,
Put Your Trust in...
have better luck against them."
Mudd, Mark Calcavecchia and
"They were hurting, which wal Fred Couliles all finished in the
obvious," San Antonio coach Lar- Top 10 money-winners, each
ry Brown said. "But they have the
made at least three-quarters of a
Saes. ihre4
Cis" Cara fle0w
Fen
character that they're not going to
million dollars, and they have
514
So.
12th
St.
753-88
•
68
give up. It was a really sensational
all of two majors between them.
game."
Elsewhere in the NBA, it was
Boston 115, New Ydrk 102; Minnesota 96, Philadelphia 88;
Washington 101, Miami 96; IndiaNISSAN
na 125, Detroit 107; and Portland
139, Orlando 119.
through April 30th

Writer ...
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l< SCOREBOARD

Woosnam wins ...
(Coned from page 8)
setting up a second shot that ran
into the front bunker. He sandwedged long and three-putted.
"It was a great disappointment," Watson said. "In 1978 I
lost the Masters to Gary Player
with a bad tee shot at 18."
Watson said \k'oosnam "is a
winner, a tough competitor, young
and strong."
Asked for his explanation of four
consecutive foreign winners at
Augusta. Watson said, "1 guess
they are better players."
Although Woosnam had the
world No.
ranking, he felt he
wouldn't truly deserve it unless he
won a major.
—11ran'aid I felt I was the best
player in the world," Woosnam
said. "I felt I had to prove what I
said. I tended to get myself worked
up under the pressure in the
majors. Now, maybe I will be more
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Researchers busy developing new
soybeans that could taste better
University of Kentucky researchers are _busy developing new soybeans trial will taste better, and soy
oils that have better shelf life and
that iil have reduced saturated fat.
Separate projects involving
genetic engineering techniques may
produce that better bean, said
David Hildebrand. a researcher at
UK's College of Agriculture.
Hildcbrand's research results,
along w ith that of colleagues,
Glenn Collins, Todd Pfeiffer and
others. will he offered to those parpaling in this year's Agronomy
Field Day on July 18 at Spindletop
.7. Lexington.
-We have worked on genetically
,rgneering a better flavored soy
which could be important for
in certain food products," Hil• brand said. "That could mean
• need markets for use in new
7

Soy protein is a good quality
protein, he said, and research suggests that it may actually reduce
cholesterol. Increased consumption
could be desirable from a health
standpoint
"We think we have identified
one particular compound associated
with the undesirable flavor." he
said. "We're now working to see if
we tan genetically remove that
compound."
Other research seeks to engineer
a soybean that requires reduced
"hydrogenation." When soybeans
are refined for oil, the hydrogenation process is required to give it
greater shelf life.
"It also gives it greater processing costs," Hildebrand said. "If we
can reduce that cost by producing a
bean that doesn't need as much
hydrogenation. savings could be
passed on to producers and
CoTlumers.-

'The Best of
the Best"
The Karate
Superstars

National Cutting
Horse Association
to sponsor event

Display at

Owners urged to have pets
vaccinated against rabies
As Kentucky enters its peak animal rabies season, the Calloway
County Health Center is reminding
Calloway Countians to make sure
their dogs and cats are vaccinated
and to take precautions around wild
animals.
Jim Erwin, administrator of the
Calloway County Health Department, said that although rabies in
humans is rare. Kentuckians
reported 3,442 animal bites last
year, putting these people at risk.
"Humans.can catch rabies if bitten or scratched by a rabid animal,"
Erwin said. "That's why it is
extremely important that all dogs
and cats have the proper shots and
that people avoid contact with wild
animals.
In 1990, the state Department for
Health Services laboratory reported
that 56 animals tested positive for
rabies. Skunks (35) accounted for
63 percent of the positives. Other
animals testing positive were nine
dogs. four foxes, four bats, three
cows and one cat.
The requested tests performed by
the state. detect only a fraction of
actual cases statewide.
Erwin offers the following
guidelines for protecting your family and yourself from potential
rabies.
• Avoid contact with wild animals, especially skunks, foxes. bats
and raccoons. Wild animals, such
as raccoons and ferrets. should not
be kept as pets.
• Vaccinate your dogs and cats'
against rabies. Pets can be vacci-

nated by a private veterinarian, or
at the annual rabies clinic held in
June and sponsored by the veterinarians of Calloway County.
• Avoid contact with obviously
ill animals and report such animals
to animal control officials. The
signs of a rabid are nervousness,
aggressiveness, excessive drooling
or salivation and abnormal behavior, such as a wild animal's lack
of fear of humans or a nighttime
active animal out during the day.
However, an animal can appear
perfectly normal and still have
rabies, too.
• Report stray animals to animal
control officials.
• Erwin says that if a person is
bitten or scratched by any animal,
domestic or wild that certain
actions are imperative.
• "First, wash the wound thoroughly with soap and water as soon
as possible." he said, "then contact
your physician immediately."
• "All animal bites should be
reported to the health department
so that the animals can be quarantined or submitted for testing,"
Erwin said. "The physician than
can make the determination about
whether the bite victim should
undergo treatment for rabies. Treatment usually involves five inoculations in the upper arm, and one in
the buttocks. Erwin said.
For more information about
rabies prevention, or to report an
animal bite, contact the Calloway
County Health Department at
753-3.381.

Approximately 100 entries will
participate in a cutting horse competition to be held April 20 at the
32-6 Trophies.
West Kentucky Expo Center at
championship Belts
Murray State University located on
College Farm Road. Murray.
The event is approved by the
National Cutting Horse Association
and will feature cutters varying in
BETTER
nine divisions for a share of more
BUILT
than S5.000 in prize money.
GARAGE CO.
Catagories for competition
includ
e open. non-professional and
NEED A
arnatue
r. The public is invited to
GARAGE?
attend free of charge.
f-1 2 : Car Vinyl ONLY
,Xwia,c
t
iy j
/eiedweei
Cutting horse competition is the
—1 Level Lot
true • test of the western working
horse. During a 2.5 minute time
Other Sizes Available
tee Estimates
;.xeriod. a horse and rider must
serarate a calf from the herd and
CALL (502) 674-5530
it from , returning.
Ea.t
- e2ntry is judged on how
ac.1:sely a horse was challenged by
tr.c calf cut. who the horse handled
If you identify with the folklore of again affected, others
become persisand ‘A hat mistakes were the American West. you'd be inclined
tent excreters of the virus, which is
either the horse or the first to think of the Mexican border
in body fluids.
hen the name "border disease' " is
most likely source of infection
\CHA. base in Fort Worth. mentioned. And you'd be wrong.
u'irect transmission from an excrenas a membership over
It is a congenital condition of sheep ter. Not only
are sheep excreters, but
7epresenting 49 states and
that was first reported in the border goats.
cattle
and
deer can transmit the
countr
ies. Over 16 mil- 'region between England and Wales in
Daily & Weekly
:ars' in phze money Was :he late 1940s. and has since spread to, disease as well.
Rates
One method of disease control is to
at more.than 1.500 NCHA
or, been discovered in all ,sheep- :prevent exposu
re of susceptible ,pre
East Main St. 753-4461
ed cutting competitions dur- rearing countries throughout
the gnant ewes to carrier animals. though
:990.
world.
this may not be easily done or ecoThe disease may also affect cows., nomically
feasible.
swine, goats. but does not usually do
Anothe
r
method, more commonly
SO.
used, is to expose ewes to carriers at
AGENCY
. Border disease is caused by infecleast two months before breeding.
tion of the fetus in early pregnancy by
thereb
y infecting them at a time when
Autk ' rr •
Life
a
virus
closely related to or identical
t-rm
Home
Jr_____
Health
with the virus that causes bovine there is no damage done. Close
herding practices, preferably' indoors,
Business
Annuities
diarrhea.muscosal disease. we well as
will often accomplish this.
A fradatn in senice
closely related to the virus that causes
since IWO
There is some experimentation behog cholera.
ing - done with vaccination with a
The 'results of the disease seen al killed BVD vaccine, but
Jim Fain
results are
Tracy D. McKinney
T75
73-0621
'arnbing inlcude abortions. stillbirths, not yet verified.
d small, weak lambs witn domed I Your veterinarian can
614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.
explain to
skulls. short ;limbs . and abnormal you the way in which
the
disease is
brown pigmentation.'Tremors are fre- transmitted and
—
does its damage, as
uuentiy present and an increased
well as help you devise a method of
number of primary hair follicles managing your herd
which will assure
causes an abnormally heavy coat. that most ewes are
immune to the
Frequently, losses are low at lambing disease because they
have been intime but a high lamb mortality shows fected when they
were riot pregnant
up later.
and built up antibodies.
Clinically affected lambs have a
Natural methods of disease control
low chance of surviv :al, and if they do are within the
scope of training of
survive they have a poor growth rate today's veterinananS
, as well as the
and increased susceptibility to other more dramatic method
s. Your veterdiseases. Some animals develop anti- inarian will recom
mend the method
bodies to the disease and are never which most fits the
client's needs.

Body Elite

1

$4325

Border disease

Auto Rental

FAIN INSURANCE

sei

1991
Plymouth Colt

OA.
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ihn HUTSON AG
SERVICE

#100028
List Price
$8325.00
Peppers Price 8,084.73
Fact. Rebate
-400.00
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National winner
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Steve Carraway of Murray, Ky., was a national and state
winner in
the national Corn Yield Contest, sponsored by the Nation
al Corn
Growers Association. Carraway is shown accepting his award
from
NCGA President Jack Kintzle at the organization's annua
l Corn
Classic, held this year in Kansas City. Carraway placed first
in Kentucky and second nationally in the No-Till Non -Irrigated
Division
with a yield of 246.9722 bushels per acre. Northrup King
S7759 was
used in the winning entry.

To spray or not to spray crops for insects,
diseases requiring thought on many factors

•Custom Applied
Fertilizer

PEPPERS

Garst
•DeKalb

204 W. Railroad Ave.

.• .

Hazel, Ky. 498-8142
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We at Hutson Ag would like to give you the
best possible
service durillig this busy season
-

-

204

HUTSON AG
SERVICE
N. Railroad Ave.

753-1933

Hazel, Ky
498-8142
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High yield profits start
with a good fertilizer program.

0
z

753-1933

642-5661
2400 East Wood
1-800-748-8816
Paris, TN
Legll Mumbo Jumbo All prices are plus tax, title license and doc fee
after rebate
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For All Your Agricultural
Needs...

Whatever if takes, we want to be your car
& truck company
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Cplodes:

When a farmer spots insects develop strategies to help
farmers
chewing on his crop. or sees symp- further reduce pesticide
applicatoms of a disease outbreak, -he tions for apples.
sprays with a pesticide. Right?
Extension specialists are using a
Not always. The farmers must computerized "pest predic
tor,"
consider many factors before pheromone (sex attract
ant) traps
deciding whether to spray and.
equally as important, which pesti- and the time-honored concept of
scouting fields to determine when
cide to use. These factors have a
diseas
e and insect outbreaks are
tremendous impact on the effeclikely to take place. Using these
tiveness of his spraying decision.
predic
"Farmers will look at many fac- when tions, farmers can determine
pests' activities have reached
tors, some they cannot control, to
the
econo
mic threshold for their
develop a spray schedule.- said
crops:
then
schedule pesticide
John Hartman, an Extension plant
applications for maximum
pathologist with the University of
effectiveness.
Kentucky College .of Agriculture.
The research is geared toward
"For instance." he said, "the far:he
three predominant apple pests
mer considers the level of infecin
Kentu
cky — apple scab, codling
tion, extent of damage and the
moths
and
fire blight.
crop's economic threshold for each
pest. as well as the biology' and
Apple scab is a disease, resulting
growth stages of the! crop and pest from fungal infection, that reduces
organisms. Other considerations are tree vigor and yields and damages
the residual effect and harvest fruit to the extent that it may not be
interval of the pesticide. its effect marketable. Codling moths are the
on beneficial organisms and the worms in apples. Fire blight is a
cost effectiveness of dach pesticide bacterial infection ttiat reduces viglabeled for the crop."
or and can kill trees.
High :school students in the DayDuring the field day, Hartman
iess County area can learn more
said,
'vocational education and sciabout what influence farmers'
spray decisions during a field day ence students will see a demonstraApril 9 at the Billy Reid Orchard tion of the pest projection system.
Extension specialists will discuss
near Owensboro.
"The field day will give students factors affecting disease and insect
a first-hand look at the application development, monitoring techof high technology science. and a niques, such as pheromone traps
greater appreciation of its impor- and scouting and control measures.
tance. in production agriculture,"
In addition to the
Hartman added. "A practical under- man said a compu field day, Hartter pest Managestanding of food production and the ment game
may be included in the
part science plays in this process curriculum for
a field biology and
will help students make informed ecology course
at Daviess County
decisions about the many factors of High School.
agricultural production."
The computer game simulates
The field day is in conjunction the development
and control of
with a pilot research project to apple scab in
an orchard.

Custom Application of Liquid
Nitrogen & Herbicide
with our Spray Equipment
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Murray, Calloway score well at KNFL tourney
Local high school speech teams
dominated in last week's Kentucky
National Forensic League tournament at Transylvania University in
Lexington.

Murray High School won the
state title for the fourth consecutive

year with 61 cumulative points,
while Calloway County High
School took fourth place humorous interpretation, Danie
l
sweepstakes.
Cohen, first place, Rob Carpenter,
Individuals who place either first second place and Andy Vaughan,
or second in a category qualify to third place; Lincoln-Doug
las
represent the state of Kentucky at debate, Kelsey Christopher, secon
d
the National Forensic League place and Alexis Royalty, fourth
(NFL).
place; foreign extemporaneous
Individual placements for the speaking, Peter Johnson,
third
Murray team were: congress place and Andrea Rose, fourth
(house), Kelsey Christopher, first place; U.S. extemporaneous speak
-

Suspect carrying
grenade killed
by police Sunday
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) —
Police shot to death a man who,
after a standoff of more than two
• hours, approached them with a
hand grenade that was later found
to be non-functional.
The man, who was in his 40s,
as pronounced dead at the scene
Lear downtown Sam Jose late Sunday, said Sgt. Greg Trapp.
The man's name was withheld
nail his family could be notified,
officials said.
The standoff with about a dozen
•fr olice began 21/2 hours earlier
Ve hen officers were invest
igating
Lomplaints about a fight involving
te man.
Officers tried to question the
an in his apartment, but retreated
,:fter seeing the grenade, Trapp
said. The man agreed to come into
street after talking by telephone
.ith negotiators.
Several police shot at the man
hen he refused to stop walking
loward them with the grenade in
"and. Trapp said.
Police later discovered the greimde lacked an explosive charge
and non-functional.
it was, in the officers' estimajon, a realistic looking hand ,grelade," Trapp said. "There is only
one way to determine whether it
xplodes or not, and that is when it
xplodes."
Trapp said officers saw a copper
'ire running between the grenade
rid the man's clothing.
"It appeared to the officers that
o matter what happened to him, it
ould still pull the pin and dis,.'iarge," Trapp said.
He told officers to back off,
-therwise it would go off," Trapp

place and Christopher Fuhrmann,
fourth place; dramatic interpretation, Karen Mikulcik, first place
and Ginger Crouch, fifth place:

DR
. GOTT
by Peter Gott,
M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT Please discuss
irritable bowel, and advise if there is
an information group available to the
public.
DEAR READER Irritable bowel is
a harmless, annoying intestinal disturbance caused by anxiety and
stress. Most patients experience diarrhea. bloating. gas. erratic evacuation, nausea, headache and fatigue
On occasion, patients may suffer
from constipation and a sensation of
incomplete evacuation
Although the precise mechanism
that triggers bowel symptoms is unknown,experts believe that periods of
emotional upset stimulate intestinal
contractions This increased paristalsis moves food too rapidly through the
gut. less water is absorbed and diarrhea results In some instances,
"spastic constipation" appears. when
portions of the over-stimulated bowel
seem to become partially paralyzed
and fecal matter is trapped in the
colon

count and blood-chemistry analysis
and a barium enema special intestinal X-ravsl Also, flexible sigmoidoscopy. during which the doctor examines the lower colon with a fiberoptic
tube is used to discover growths or
areas of infection that could cause
symptoms
Once the patient has been judged
free of any physical disease, the doctor can suggest treatment This includes educating the patient about the
benign nature of irritable bowel syndrome altering the diet to avoid food
such as spices that may aggravate the
situation). suggesting a stool-bulking
agent Isuch as Metamucili. considering stress counseling and prescribing
medicine )such as chlordiazepoxidei
to reduce bov.el conttactions and
nervousness

ing, Shannon Farley, fifth

place;

4

Murray-Calloway Co.
Softball Association
Tuesday, April 16
4-6 p.m.
at
Calloway Co. Middle School
Ages 7-19

Fee $30.
Ea. Additional child

Pigg, Michael Dale, Mike Arnett,
Katy Hokans and Tina Murphy.

$15.

For more information call Beverly
Turner.
Day - 753-3231 Ext. 241
Evenings - 753-1636

The local stuidents will continue
to compete in the national tournament held in Illinois.

WE'RE PROUD TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

Before reassuring patients with irFurther. I am sending you a free
ritable bowel that their symptoms are copy of my
Health Report -Irritable
merely stress-related and will disap- Bowel Syndr
ome Other readers who
pear, doctors have to make sure the would like a
copy should send $1.25
altered bowel pattern is not caused by with their
names and addresses to
a disease, such as colitis or infection PO Box 91369.
Cleveland, 011 44101Thus, physicians will often order a 3369 Be sure
to mention the title
stool analysis and culture, a blood
!4•1
A•PAPF.Ii I...sell-141'RM: ASS%
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Final Sign-Up

oratory, Alison Ward, fifth place
and Andy Vaughan, sixth place.
Placements for the national tournament among the Calloway County High School team were: Josh
Roberts, third place in student congress, house, and fourth place in
foreign extemp: Michael Haney
,
second place in domestic extemp
and Tracy Ross, first place in foreign extemp and first place in student congress, senate. Ross along
with Lori England, tied for Harlan
Hamm Commemorative Scholarship for Continued Excellence in
Forensics.
England also competed in semifinals of oratory and quarter-finals
of humorous interpretation. Laura
Luciano was selected as Outstanding Presiding Officer in student
congress, senate, and competed in
semi-finals of domestic extemp.
Misty Ernstberger competed in
quarter-finals of humurous interpretation, Melissa Parker in oratory
and Richard Wilson in dramatic
interpretation. Those assisting the
team were Jennifer Bland, Jaime

For further information, write to
the Intestinal Disease Foundation,
1323 Forbes Ave , Suite 200, Pittsburgh. PA 15219 Or call 1412i 2615888
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BLONDIE
OH NO!THEY TRADED NW
FAVORITE PLAYER !.

By GARY LARSON

,r

Newborn abducted
from Rhode Island
hospital still lost

CALVIN

and HOBOES

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) — A
mother whose newborn girl was
•bducted from her hospital room
released from the hospital as
rolice continued their search for
-le baby.
The baby's parents, Keith Rose,
8. avid Patricia Cullen, 19, told
•uthorities a young woman dressed
s a nurse walked into Cullen's
,:ospital room Friday afternoon,
'I A hours after their daughter,
%lichayla, was born. They said the
oman took the infant for what she
aidwas a blood test but never
“:turned.
Cullen was discharged from
Women & Infants Hospital on SunJay, a day after being questioned
for three hours by police and FBI
agents. The FBI questioned Rose
for seven hours Saturday.
Police also set up a hotline for
people who had information about
the abduction.
Dennis M. O'Callaghan, assistant special agent in charge of the
FBI's Boston office, said that questions raising the possibility of the
parents' involvement are "routine
to cover all the bases."
But Rose and Cullen angrily
denied any role in their daughter's
disappearance.
"They were asking a lot of hideous questions about the baby and
the disappearance," Cullen said.
"They were nice at first, then he
kept pushing and pushing.... They
said the emotion wasn't there."
Dr. William J. Cashore, the hospital's associate chief of pediatrics,
said the baby was normal and

healthy Friday when she was born
at 4:15 a.m. but could be in danger
if she is not kept warm and fed
properly.

CATHY
"Got him, Byron! It's something in the
Vespula
genus, all right — and 0000weeeee
does he look mad!"

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

19 Saved
wedding
expenses
21 Imitates
22 Criticizes
sharply
24 Concerning
25 "You There'
26 Finish
27 Hold back
29 Ryan's
daughter
inits
31 Dawn
I

2

3

12

TOKYO (AP) — Experts are
investigating why a tiny Japanese
island close to Taiwan has been
shaken by nearly 1,000 earthquakes
in less than three months.
The svongest of the series of
943 quals to strike Iriomote
Island hit on Saturday, said an official from the Central Meteorological Agency. No injuries were
reported and no Richter scale reading was available.
About 600 of the quakes have
been felt by the island's 1,703 residents, said the official, who refused
to be named.
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Island has whole
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3 intimates
4 Narr4tes
5 Exists
6 Sesame
7 Conduct
8 River in
Germany
9 Rublic

1 Mr Lowe
2 Time gone by
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DIAL-A-WORDTM
Clues for today's crossword puzzle.

a

TODAY IS A P.EW DIN! rIf YOU'VE EVEN MADE IT TO
EVERY MOMENT YOU , R:00 THIS MORNING WITHOUT
DON'T SLOW IT AS BADLY ANY OF YOUR USUAL WINDERS,
AS SOU BLEW IT BESCORED A RICH, PERFORE IS A 1.1(CTOR4!
SONAL TRIUMPH! A BUILDING
BLOCK TOWARD THE NEW YOU!

HUH?

voirvE

storehouse
10 Tree trunk
11 Foreman
16 ()Connor ID
18 Pasteboerd
20 Iron
22 Pare
23 Ox of
Celebes
25 Dry
27 Long loose
garment
28 Month
29 Baked clay
30 Eye
amorously
34 Karyn of
Fresh
Prince of Bel
Air
36 Son of Adam
37 If not
39 Alaskan
highway
41 Brief
42 Arabian
seaport
43 Second of a
series
44 Region
45 That thing
47 Devoured
49 Spigot
50 Secret agent
53 TelluriuM
symbol
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THINK YOU 514OULD LET THIS
P06 COME OVER EVERY
NIGHT FOR ROOT BEER?
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THAT WAS A
MULTIPLE-CHOICE
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If 15 WEARS Of
DIETING HAVE
TAUGHT AIE A
THING, IT'S HOW
TO START OVER.
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ACCEPT THE FACT
THAT %Ern WALLOWING IN THE
WASTELAND Of
YOUR OWN WM%
AND fAOVE ON,
RR.PtNkLE'I!

Answer to Previous Puzzle

goddess
32 Bone
33 Greek letter
34 Hog
35 Note of scale
36 Preposterous
38 Everyone
39 Lincoln to
some
40 Nickel
symbol
41 Woody plant
42 COmpetent
44 Partners
46 Say
48 Jogs
51 Airline info
52 Trial
54 Ginger 55 Girl's
nickname
56 Comfort
57 Catch sight
of

1 Float
5 Man or Wight
9 Recede
12 Fairy-tale
monster
13 Champagne
glass feature
14 Also
15 Cooks in hot
water
17 The Little

A14 TAXES
WIPED ME
OUT!
wHAT AM
I GOING
TO DO??
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

1

I Sealed bids are desired for removal of asbestoscontaining materials at Calloway County High
School, Murray, Kentucky. Bids will be received by Mr. John Bohannon. Assistant Superintendent. in the offices of the Calloway County
Board of Education. P.O. Box 800, 2110
College Farm Road, Murrey, Kentucky 12071
until 200 p.m., CDT, on April 25, 1991
2 Contract documents may be examined at
Analyucal Management. Inc. at 2285 Executive
Drive, Suite 200. Lexington. KY 40505,1606)
299-6556, or 1800 Kentucky AY enue, Paducah.
KY 4200:. -5021 444-6547
3 A Pre Bid Conference will be held on April 20,
1991 at 10-00 a m CDT Contractors are to
assemble at the Calloway County Board of
Education office

Help
Wanted
MAIDS wanted part time
Daily and weekends
Teens welcomed
474-2241 Early American
Motel Aurora Ky
MEDICAL TECHNOLO
GIST PHLEBOTOMIST
Community Hospital has an
immediate opening for a full
time 3-11 shift Medical
Technologist Applicants
must be MT(ASCP)or MLT
(ASCP) or equivalent A
part-time 3-1 shift phlebotomy position is also available Applicants with eaper
ience are preferred however we will train This
Position is ideal for an MSU
student For details con
tact Gene Klaus Lab Man
ager Community Hospital
206 West South St. May
field KY 42066 (502)
247-5211 (Ext 174) EEO
Employer MwF

?AO

MAG S Errand Service of
ters housesitting grocery
shopping postal and bank
mg needs etc 753-9630
Mon Fri 8 5 References
OPERATIONS director for
100,000 watt NPR affiliate
in western Ky Total responsibility for daily operations of station including.
traffic and taping supervision production and facilities scheduling volunteer
and student recruitment
and training Additional responsibility for hosting local
portons of ALL THINGS
CONSIDERED For full
consideration send resume audition tape
names and phone numbers
of references by May 6th to
Operation Search, WKMSFM E3oa 2018 University
Station Murray, Ky 42071
MSU is an equal
opportunity - affirmative action employer

AGREE Carports 12x21
Reg $1295 on sale for
$756 20x21 reg $1795 on
sale for $1156 Call Mayfield 247-7831

KIRBY Vacuum Cleaners
sales and service Call
Jerry Adams Mayfield
days 247-4704, nights
247-6663

370

Mobk
Hosea For Boat

Nhoollansaus

xt1LLIONAIRES MIL• FABRIC•FabrIc•Fabric
LIONAIRES PANG' Spring fancies arnving daily.
BURN'S CANDY IS BACK Bridal tool! Country Re
IN MURRAY. Charlie's mnanu Hwy 68/4841 Draffen
vtlle, Ky next to Bonanza
Safe-T Pharmacy

Real
Estate

RENT or rent to own 2br
mobile home in Pirates
Cove Recreational Development near Aurora. Ky
Recreational facilities
available to renters or owners For information call
753-2613

YOUNG registered polled
hereford bulls From wean wig to service age Call
437-4667 Ed Mize

BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266

SHADY Oaks

2 COCKATIELS male/
emale with cage
474-0116

•

2 or 3br

Marshall County, 10arn Sprn electric or gas Walking dm
tance to college 753-5209
Mon-Saz

ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tube
115 S 13th St

KILN dried hardwood, Hall
hardwood kiln Benton Ky
527-1097

PROM dresses 759-4503
SUNTAN booth 753-3488

LAWN chairs of unusual
wooden design Also snake
bone earrings 759-4401 to
order

ZENITH VM 7000 video
camera with all attachments 474-0116

LUMBER windows and
doors from house at 802 N
16th 753-1390

430
Livestock
& Supplies

AKC Chocolate Lab Female 9wks shots and
wormed 354-8914

290
Heating
And Cooing

AKC registered yellow La
brador puppies 527-2072

C serviced and cleaned
Spnng special 436-2904

HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12y rs 436-28.58

300
&aims
Rentals

COMMERCIAL building
2800sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and Ut
terback Rd 753-0521 or
436 2165 after 5pm
DOWNTOWN Pans commercial building with studio
apartment upstairs
2200sq ft , aft/a, nicely de
corated Moody Realty•
Company, 414 Tyson Ave
P ar s
Tenn
1-800-642-5093 Bill or
Tern
GOOD business invest
merit or a family/corporate
compound Fully operating
resort features 7 cottages,
owneecaretaker home, 32
slip boat dock and 6 2 acres
of prime lakefront MLS
2967 Contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222

Peg's Dog Grooming
MOWER blades Over 400 4 CAR shop with office Cal
753-2915
S1206 in stock Snapper 30" 753-4509
GE upright freezer
blade. $6 99 Snapper
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN753-9693
UKC Registered Walker
drrve disc $4 49, Snapper WAREHOUSE space for
INGS NEED a fob") A
puppies 6wks old $100
rent on Industrial Road
"68' belt $599 Wallin HardGED/ Hope for the future/
Size 50x50 with 13' high for females $125 for
ware Downtown Paris. Tn
You may qualify if 'You do
males Hillbilly Mac blood- KOPPERUD REALTY ofdoor Call 753-5976
PART
Time
tempora
ry
help
not have your GED- or high
line 502-437-3016
fers a complete range of
OUTSI
needed
DE
wood
for
insuran
furnace
ce
of
school diploma 'You are
Real Estate services with a
now being used with
310
between the ages of 16 & fice Experience preferred
GREEN extra long sofa electric central HA
amo
wide selection of quality
Want
May be
21 We are an E C E This Mao resume to PO Box good condition Ideal
for seen while in operation
homes, all prices
Pubic
To Real
proect is funded Cy the 13.10., Murray Ky 42071
newly marred couple or 753-9523
753-1222, toll free
Sal.
Western- Kentucky - Private PART time checker college student $50 Call
MOVING to Murray in July
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
Industry Coumii
PATIO stones 2"x8x16- Clean Christian family
MOVING Sale sofa, love- 711L
7P A
needed Apply in person 753-4668 after 5pm
Call
gray
J7
seat,
P
.Out
or
A
chair,
would
red
5:Pool
baby
69c ea Also
like 3-4 bedroom
on:y Owens Food Market
crib.
.TRINA'S ACTION WEAR
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
2'x12" square or hexagonal house to rent or lease Exhouse plants, misc house- NICE house on 6 aces S
165
Tights - Shoes
PLAST
ERER
Needed
for
8a m -11 30a m
patio stones gray or red Just cellent references Ability to hold items Call 753-8969 4th St Murray Unlimited
• So'^g Peorrnarice
temporary summer work
Established 1891
potential $79,500 Terms
$1 69ea We have red pay debts on time without
Antiques
NEEDED energetic vied -or- May through August 1991
753-4647
759-1922 owner
octagon -square paving problem 2 children 2
100 Years of Service
Fami
ganized Person vete aoove Apply at Personnel Ser
ly
ATTN Antique Dealers
stones for 55c ea and 18' adults
to Murray and CalloCall collect
average typing secretar a vices Sparks Hall Murray
Garage Sale
Spaces to rent now avail- square brickfaced patio 314-471-7448 early morn
way County
3BR 1 .6 bath on Broad 2br
skills Position is witrl local State University. Murray
able Hazel Ky Call
Mon.,
ing
April 15 or
nights
stones
100 North 5th Street
mobile home in Pine Bluff
$369 Coast to
company and sta•ts as KY 420[7' Phone i502[ 492-8
175, nights Coast
Fri., April 19th
050
Just off
Hardware 753-8604
ie Court
Shores 3br central HA
part-time secretary Sena 762 440€ or 762-4291
PROFESSIONAL couple
901-24
7-5518
Lost
Square ac ass from
1706 Holiday
near lake 2br on Ash St
resume to PO Box '3400 EOE MP
PINE Bark Mulch or Nug- moving to Murray would
And Found
First
Murray, Ky 42071
Christian
$8,000 Commercial prop
like to rent or lease home
Large
variet
of
y
gets
2cu
ft bag only $2 59
AL;TO MECHAN[C, H gChurch
erty in city Wilson Real
_OST black Doberman NEED help v. sales part
crafts. afghans.
ea Top soil 40Ib bag rust 9 0 1 - 5 8 7 4 8 9 4
scrool graduate or equiva
Estate 302 S
502
4627
12th
762
Pincher near Palmer and time full-time Excel[e
50 Years In
$1 79ea Potting soil 40Ib
pillows, houseet 1e-trec,-,[red F-.-e years of
753-3263
This Location
Penny Rd area Call oPPorlu
bag
only
$1-99
ea
Also
n[ty for 'advance
expeeence
wares, all sizes
n,tomotrve FERGUSON 30 tractor Ex
489-2484 Reward
lgal
meet Uniirr[teo pay free repar 53P5 or c.
SL3 cellent condition New Rub- Azaleassize Shrubs or
clothi
ng. baskets
are
training
Just
$2 99 ea
Must be neat in
reouired
-OST smail black dog in
ber 489 2741
wicker curtains
8.30-5:X Mon.-Fri.
Coast to Coast Hardware
'Hamlin area No collar Cal, appearance_ For interview
ranged
drapes
send name 8. pncne s to
240 MASSEY Ferguson 753-8604
810-12:00 Noon' Sat.
•
436-2203
ence
1 ROOM furnished apart
P 0 Box 2-52 Murray
diesel tractor with box CHRIS
be reo-J[red
TOPHER'S COINS ment with refrigerator Pn
4207'
2BR 1 bath Country home
grader blade new 6ft
^terance a- -ie-..-i •
is still at Ox-Yoke Antiques vete bath Available Ape
060
on
bushho
1 acre 5 miles south o
g
$9000
Kabocla
a
utom
Db.
ies
MATHIS
•
(Hazel
) Treasure House 10 $100 Also 2br turn
Kelp
-"
NOW hiring ir
Murray 759-1934
diesel tractor 140hrs new and Book Rack
rr-a-zn-nery a -TRANSMISSION
Wanted
ing department ki4,..s*.
(Murray) shed apartment Close to
5ft bushhog box grader Also
co.., omen! in
Specializing
in
•
mail-order service
campus Water pad Avail3BR 2 bath brick Large
AVON represeetat ves in person at Shone.s —
blade $9000
At" standard ;,-..- , •
Call Send for free price lust and able May
front wheel drive,
Irvingroom with dining area
12
$210m
o
No
needed
Up
to
50%
753-29
com- ONE of the nato-s 4- oest •.-e trade Saar.
05
overdrive, foreign
'Collection A " 15 different pets 753-5980
7 :-• •
Large kitchen with white
mission Door to door un
mortgage lenders s ^
& domestic. 12
AOoly at.
U S cans, 'Collections B
4000
panted cabinets, Genn-Air
FORD
tractor
2
stage
,necessary Delayed btlhng of a loan officer 'or
1
or
2
bedroo
m
apartm
months or 12.xxx
Sparks
ent
des
21 different foreign cans.
clutch Good Condition
stove 20x28 family room
for out Free gifts Assist
753-4109
Marsh,aii and
mile Warranty.
•a. State Un,ver.s.•.,
$695 each, $1295 both
492-8622
with woodstove. lots of
Mgr
'-800866-22
43
counties Know[eoge
•av Y 42071 EC:-:
624 N. 4th
Post-pad. 2-wk satisfac- 2BR apartme
built-ins Shutters, wallnt
1326
Diu5800 Case backhoe per- tion guaranteed Free
Murray. Ky.
BOOKKEEPER needed nancie and saes
gift guid Rd W'D hook-up,dispaper and ceiling fans Nice
T
a.3 n- •
4ect cord lion $17500
ence reoi[rea
753-6374
e-•
with every inquiry Chnsto- hwasher, garbag
Mon-Fri for local business
tile patio Energy efficient
•e dissi".
de- ta
753-29
05
comoen
sat
pher's Coins 1605 West posal $275mo plus
Must have experience in
Walking distance to shop
depomanual payroll
ping Quiet street Reaso
BROWN:NG BPS com- Main Murray Kentucky sit Available May 1st Call
324 T
AS SEEN ON T V edger Computand general er'SeS
42071 We buy coins and 753-0504 759-4557 after
nably priced
er at your
posite staaer 37:
Cal'
'12ga
appraise estates
,LEARN TO DRIVE, disposal Benefits avail- Corp PO Boo
5pm
753-2206
Call 759-1891
c.ah
Ky
57,
753-41
61
ITRACTOR-TRAILERS able Please send resume
100
IH 2350 loader 84" bucket
28R energy efficient dualong with references to
TOPSOIL - pickup or we plex New paint, extra
Krouse disk model 1404
..F,E0E7
Business
• r -PO Ikx 970 Murray, Ky
Secretary Recepdeliver 753-0277 or clean Central H/A.
Opportunity
21h 753-5596 759-9928
ap42071
759-1090 Welch Sand and pliances Available
,
,,k,r1')I4 MAUR TRAANG
tionist position
7._•‘•• 41
now
-OVE
based
Gravel
L0illANOK T
business
Hwy 841N Almo
f 'CLASSICAL announcer
Coleman RE 753-9898
available May 1st.
E,ropear skir care No de
Ky
Producer for WKMS-FM
Position requires
eni
A
BRAND new bock dutory $98 to
Murray Half-time position
WOODEN storage build- plex 2br, a/c gas heat
above
average
,nformaoor cal'
all
Program and host afterings
816
starts
at
$1095
appliances No pets
-6 '834
secretarial skills
noon classics Additoria
10x16 $142450, 12x24 753-7688 or 759-47
DECORATOR'S TOUCH THROUGHOUT!
03
nroduction responsibility
Experience with
Spotless, like new home in Martin Heights Feature
$2395 Other sizes avail- nights
s
For full consideration send
LOU.
sandwi
cuoti
,rn drapes, fireplace and quality that can
ch 8 yocomputers preable Aaee Portable Build •esurne programming
throughout. Three bedrooms, 2 baths, living be seen
BRICK
gurt
lb(
furnish
busines
rigs
502-24
ed
or
s.
7-7831
Exc
room
ferred
plus
.
Salary
sample and audition tape
family room and utility Reduced to $95,000
unfurnished Carport storbusiness opportunity
commensurate _
oy May 1st to Announcer
age patio no pets
with experience
Search WKMS-FM Boo
$25.5mo 753-6931
2018 University Star
Send resume to
711 Main
FURNISHED apartments
753Murray Ky 42071 MS _
676-524.33438•
All Brand.
,
P.0 Box 1040M.
Par 3 Golf Course
efficien
cy
1&2
bedroo
m
an Equal Opportu,
SHARP copiers AuthorMurray
Ky.
A 44 rrrat.ve Act
ized dealer for sales ser- and sleeping rooms Also
Golf Carts
DON'T YOU THINK IT'S TIME YOU
42071
vice supplies parts and renting for May ZimmerEARNE
D AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?
man
Apts S 16th St
Lighted
rental units Local comwomen do it+ You car as a reocesentaiive sitting insurance and other
753-66
09
'EARN EXTRA INCOME'
pany
Call 1-800-248-4319
Driving Range
financial service products tor The Prudent* Your beefier.;tor one
Loca
FEMALE needs roommate Earn $2004500 weekly
tha Ito DeS: Cervantes to ses tor • roil pet SOed Training stale of theNEAR University Large
--eeds someonr 'ANT•0,ES cy the oir-Jee
mailing
1991
Miniatu
Travel
re Golf
e: share flouse for room
taro
arl sucipor a corrprensnsive cormenewor
270
2-bedroom apt Has large
package art 0000rturey
coliections Car 75.3
saes exper
chutes For more informa- A
ooard 753-7129
lor Mended earircel growth
Irving room Large kitchen Mobilo
after
5prr
Softbal
it-wed
l
ge
tion send a stamped
ror more reormatior call me today
Rol
Mann
3551 Pant Plaza Rd
Homo for Sala
dining area and ample
,-c-ng a-a bui-ding rThd
e"..ME TE 995 weed trim - addressed envelope to A-'
Baseball
Paducah Ky 42031 1,900-254-0950
CASe
closet space Range reme,$89 99 -reas Lumber Travel
'Ts
107
best
Conweis
1244
to
raWO
Sd
MOBILE
0 0 Box "e'
kaftan
home
and
to
Batting
be
Cages
tires $
•
v.-frigerator, dishwasher disatelshal tr. Jar Mar C Sae rc Nor Cr• 95Thy PhiC uld Grow
;• 5
7'
•'
moved Good starter or reremove
TREAS Lumber new Satur- 430780-131 South Miami
527-29
32
Lessons
By
posal
and washer-dryer
753 645: '
Be a part of The Rock.*
ntal $1995 474-8042
day riours 6 4pm We re FL 33143
Appointment
hookup Fully carpeted
£r esa ccealtrer ardor.
JUNK cars 4:37 4^.i8'
Pieceptnr
open 7 days a week to EXPERIENCED painter SERE12x50 pa/tally furnished
Electric heat and air Well
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
•• 7.4"..0 'ned.:a
oetter serve you
LOCAL resident wishes to
2yrs preferred 753-9382
insulated
Air, w d stove refrigerator
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
$275 rrio
o".c.e. a
purchase irnmed[ate[y
after 5pm References o" or,
1275dep 759-1301. Mon
Set up on rented lot
Velvet Jones
t'AC "No P•rxissis Perim Canary 31 America
acreage (30-'00, in CalloMei Fn 9am-4pm
required
759-9847 after 5pm
753-11
52
way arid Marshall Co ConMURRAY. KY
EXPERIENCED grill cook
14x70 1986 BREEZEW• NICE 1 2,3br apartment
tact by mailing name ad•Aanted Pays S5 (r, per hour
Furnished new campus
'
7...
. dress arid teiedhone tc PO
OOD 2br 2 bath 2 decks
fur qualified person Apply in 42
satellite dish nicely land- Also 1-3br house. 1-4br
Box 970 Mu•fay Ky
.."tirr.d burley ,1 :aoie
person Majestic Royale at the
42°7'
scaped on Lakeview lot in house WO hook-up Day
['lipase Call 492-8566
-eve
ifoliday Inn
9-5 753-6111, night
Panorama Shores
to 5'i 00a
after 5 pm.
SMALL pop up camper n
Applications arc being accepted by the
753-0606
436-2672 after 6prn
FINANCIAL- Councelors
Ove. 45C
1584
good cond[ton 762 2628
EZ-GO electric golf
Murra
y-Calloway County Parks' Dert. for
male/female Due to rapid
NOW
availab
le 1 br apartcart Call after 3 30pm, 14x70 2br 2 full baths
days 759 1454 after 5pm
expansion we have six distributors NOW 'La
ment with paid utilities No lifeguards & concession
489-254.6
Good condition Furnished
CANCER
workers. ApplicaUSED arid antique furni
openings for part-time arnaz
rec.orded
Day 498-8911 evenings pets Lease deposit re- (ions
INSURANCE
may be picked up at the:
ture glass tools oJi[ts
GOLF cart, good condition. 492-8297
quired near downtown
counc.elors Hours 5pm to sage -73-€4 ''20 E
No age lime to apply [4
901-642 6290
$450 753-3966 after 6pm.
9pm Monday-Thursday Ad
436-2755
Park Office 10th & Payne St.
your present policy is
1470 EXCELLENT condi
and 8 00am 01 noon SaturUSED
twin
GOLF
box
spengs
clubs
TAKIN
(rnens and wo- t
and
Over 10 years old i•
G applications for
i
0
day Excellent salary and WANTED Exper e-cel mattress 753.3041
n
Deadline April 20th.
mens) Mens Palmer Ax- 753-2429
may not cover some of
section 8 rent subsidized
opportunity to advance An printing personnel In-c..[a
iom [roris (sw 3 iron) 1 yr
apartme
the newer treatments
nts
1
tive
2
Printing
8
3
and
bedGrape
-_-.
USED window air condi
EOE Apply in person
Phone 753-7640
oid also women s Power- 14x80 3br central HA real rooms Apply Hilldaie Acts
such as chemother
WTCB 1410 Industrial 1623 Hwy '2 By Paboners 436 2755
apY For free inforrna
Hardin
bill countess irons (PW 3 good condition $14 300
Ky or call
Par* Pd Paris TN
iron, For more information 759-9501
WANT to buy burley po-nd
502-437-4113 D-40
lion call
call Tim at 753-8355 during
age 753-1287
GENERAL office work
Jerry McConnell
1988 2BEDRM 2bath
UNIVERSITY view condo
day or 753-5904 at night
Tues-Sat 9am-6prn Send
14x70 Cathedral ceiling
Insurance
style apartment 2br. cen
resume to PO Box 1040K
Jacuzzi Country blue & Val H/A appliances micro753-4199
WILL keep and care for a
Murray Ky 42071
mauve custom design
wave $400/mo 753-8096
7a
,
• SAKI•Je.
ady or husband arid vie`e If you are under age 65 and
$500 down take over pay
753-2633
HOUSEKEEPER 3 or 4 my home in Hazel
Ex:,4,
'
mts of $2201mo includes
qualify for Medicare due to disdays a week Permanent ienced and good refer
'988 MONARCH pontoon
insurance 753-4260
position Own transporta
ability we offer an excellent Mediences 492-8510
A FIREWOOD for sale
boat 351ip Mercury motor
bon Mail resume to PO
1991
14x50
care
2br
Supplement Policy. It pays the
1
bath
Time For Stocking
LAWNS mowed Ouaiity trolling motor depth finder 437 4667
Box 1040N Murray Ky
Total electric W'D hookup
$628
Part-A deductible as well as
tape
work
deck
for
trailer
lowest possible
42071
$5200 WOOD for
underpinned Located RN'
'.wA104E. SAT5644
sale 753-9745
2 BATHROOM 4 bedroom
1986 Yamaha 4 wheeler
price
References
100
0
/0
of Medicare's Part B coctt.uE GILL room irennews
era Cts Lot 7 389-0141
LAWN maintenance care 753-6986
1623 Loch Lomond
Moto-4 $1100 1985 Lin
,ares Mout am &ace Crao
paym
ent
amount. This benefit is
help
needed
$500/mo plus depossat ColExperience a
,.d ',aced Grass C.aroIa
coln Town car 58xxx miles
24h PERRY travel trailer
Pre awe Lana, Thre Here
base
plus Retirees welcome To POSITION wanted. Loper
d
on
eman
20% of the Medicare
RE
753-98
98
Price negotiable Parmal
self-co
ntained
skirted
inPeuer.31•0 Wite WINO,Ot 2
ienced medical secretary with cub tractor
apply call 436-5805
Allow
able
with mower
sulated.underpinned Ex
Char
ge. We also pay
IC 76 aaJah
2BR
bnck
in
country
10yrs of hospital/medical
Cen
deck $2000 Farmall trac- UPRIGHT piano Great cellent condition bnck pa20% ofthe $100 Part-B deductible.
tral H/A appliances very
LOVING energetic crea- dental office expenence, in
Osinen Val B.
tor with plow disk bush
tio, privacy fence See at nice $400/rno Colema
condition $175 345-2270
tve person to care for 1 and ducting computers. desire,
Freer eye 26
Part-B benefits are paid in or out of
n
hog mower deck Pond
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
Al nil Forolong
RE 753-9898
5yr old boys 35hrs per full time employment 1..sLel
.ocasion
the hospital. The 1991 rate is
scoop lot more Price ne
Souther, Setae Co-op
week LNe in preferred 1yr
lent references 492 8311 at gotiabie 753-6842
DOUBLEWIDE, 2br 2 bath
38R 1 bath, 2 story Lease/
larney. Kr
$58.75 per month.
contract starting June % ter
central H/A. appliances
.....
deposit
002, MS 423
No pets 1991
-For more information
Must be willing to
1 TON yak) chain fall $100
Well taken care of Must 753-0932, 753-5898
rate 401B CO pat
WILL do house cleaning or 5 side
relocat
e
to
Rhode
Island
move
winder
$9000
bushho
642-26
g
5
23
nur local sue tarts rcur
near beaches and univer- se with elderly Call after HICO bushhog 753-0657 LANDSCAPE Lava Rock
order a cal
310
tcu ft bag only $1 50 ea
sity A retired homemaker 7pm 753-1016
too Free I11004416s39
?AO
386 TOWER Computer
Livestock
Black
roc*
50Ib
or young adult preferred
bag
$1
50
WILL wash and wax mobile 25MHZ
Mobilo
11 Supplies
80meg hard drive ea We also have sanitized
Fish Wagon. Inc
Child care or parental qua
homes
Hanna For Rom
Call Starks EGA color monitor 1 2 meg
play sand 501b bap only
rficabons required Reply Brothers Mobile Home
CUTTING horses trained
5e 'drive has software on $2 19 and Lawn Lime 404b 3BR 2 bath, double
to PO Box 322 Benton, Ky
wide on
and sold at Cooper Ranch
Parts and Supplies
hard
drive
Hopkinaville Federal Savings Building
$1995
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to Hwy 280 Close to school
42025
and Arena in McKenzie Tn
753-2922 753 2753
354 6600
Coast Hardware 753-8604 753-8231
"Flee local claim service"
901-352-9524
Stephen Bynum arn no
,:,•nger responsible for any
sews other than my own

LUCUS
SHOE
REPAIR

Now Open

Your Ad
Could Be
Here

Call
753-1916

ALLIANCE

VCR Service

Kopperud Realty

Cvltact VIlec ate

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

ThePrudential*

WAN TED
TO BUY
• ,ark

Lifeguards & Concession
Workers Needed

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

4°K
)41
, Fish Day
,irs

2BR wi
manten.;
sity $26

3BR bra
east 13
acre rvoi
and se
436-274,

APPRO)
and °net
house ;
new se;
AC,
492-8511

CONDO
floor unit

cessable
753-329:

HILLTOP
3bedrm
garage,
Fruit tre.
1/, acres
able 50:

HOUSE I
acres 3b
tral gas/ti
or first
489-2362

NEW Er
home wit
and 3 fu
flooring ;
geous sti
Ceiling f
place, t
throughot
kitchen wi

$124.50
Phone ;
perud Re

READY F
OCCUPA
for the yc
nicely d
maintain,
home La
back yarc
storage a
the quad
reduced
2652 PI
Kopperud

THREE
1-', bath
condition [
city Cent
room dinir
utility roon
paved dri
detached
shop ter
Lots of
753-1893

3237
Und
New 4 B
family
krtchenid
lion. ut
baths, k
double g
double
sidewalk
parquet
dishwasl
cieot, lei
41
Night.
WATERFI
subdivisic
covered c

1982 BIG
1984 20(
drive $89
conditic
753-5463
250 R 3 in
condition
2 SUZUKI
for parts
88 SW
750cc wi
drive 01
753-2568
HONDA C
$1000 fir
YAMAHA
new $45

CAR sec
ena3 in
You can'
Installati
(Factory
World of'
753-586f.
NEW an
Auto PA
753-550(
RONTIA1
only 70C
Motor is
All for $
PUNCH

niversar)
Blvd. I
Rockford
dealer
Chestnut

McConnell
Insurance Agency

753-4199
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SSIFIEDS
460

Estate
isals
3 1651
Jilding
D golf
Ind Ut
521 or

440
Used
Cars

Used
Cart

2BR with carport Low
maintenance Near University $28,000 753-3293

1989 HONDA Civic
owner since new 5 speed
42mpg No damage his
tory Taxed and licensed
until 3/92 $8900 firm
759-4619

1984 CORVETTE silver
dark silver bottom 14,600
actual miles Leather seats,
glass top never smoked in,
never wrecked, all service
records, garage kept coy
ered, show room new
753-5763 after 5pm

1990, 17'4 ft WINNER
Intrigue, 140hp Mercruiser
I/O, low hours Built-in coolers mooring cover, ski
equipment trailer Excellent condition $8900
753-1404 days or
762-4051 after 4 30pm

1984 MERCURY Topaz
GS 4 door, auto, air, AM/
FM, excellent condition inside and out $1695 See at
Ruth* s BP Station 16th &
Chestnut Call 753-2079 or
759-1559 anytime

1990 STARCRAFT 2411
pontoon, deluxe, 1990 Mercury .180H P with tilt-trim.
20gal gas tank, water pressure gauge, trailer, Minn
Kota trolling motor, 4016
thrust 12/24 foot control 2
deluxe fold down fishing
seats, privacy room with
porta potty, stainless steel
grill, mounting,transducer
and power cable for Hummingbird depth finder, cassette player with AM,FM MPX radio, table, rear sun
deck, front and rear sofas
with storage, 3 batteries
Bought new 9/89 new condition (only 3 tanks gas on
engine) $12,200
436-5684

3BR brick 5 miles southeast 1360sq ft 1 bath 1
acre wooded lot new well
and septic Mid $40's
436-2742

corn
MAIO

fairs
ely de
Realty
n Ave
enn
3111 or
nvest
porate
grating
ttages,
ne. 32
?acres
MLS
iperud
ry of
Ige of
with a
quality
ices
free
Ext
S
imited
"erms

2br
I Bluff
I HiA
Sh St
propReal
1 2t h

home
uth of

Large
area
white
in-Air
room
ts of
wall
Nice
cient
shop
ease
Ca 14

=NMI

Or

a-

530

Honies
FIN Sale

1966 THUNDERBIRD Restored to near show condition 428cu in., ps/pb
seats windows, air $9200
443-4621

APPFiOX 26 acres-woods
and tillable SW area new
house partially finished
new septic, central heat/
AC, outbuildings
492-8519

1972 FORD
LTD
grandma's car 58.000
miles $650 345-2270

CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities, wheel chair ac
cessable For sale or lease
753-3293

1976 CHRYSLER Cordoba Good body, motor,
transmission 98xxxx actual miles 1976 Cheverolet
350 van 753-9673

HILLTOP Home Must sell
3bedrm, lbath attached
garage, 4 out buildings
Fruit trees On Hale Rd
acres $25,000 negot
able 502-436-2010
HOUSE in country on
acres 3bedrm lbath, central gas/heat & air $28.500
or first reasonable offer
489-2362
NEW England Salt Box
home with 3 or 4 bedrooms
and 3 full baths Parquet
flooring and carpet, gorgeous staircase and foyer
Ceiling fans, lovely fireplace, beautiful decor
throughout Large roomy
kitchen with white cabinets
$124,500 MLS 2909
Phone 753-1222 Kop
perud Realty
READY FOR IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCYI And ideal
for the young family Very
nicely decorated well
maintained 3 bedroom
home Large deck, fenced
back yard and workshop
storage area are some of
the quality features Just
reduced Low $60S MLS
2652 Phone 753-1222
Kopperud Realty
THREE
bedroom,
1 4 bath, brick, excellent
condition on quiet street in
city. Central gas heat, living
room dining room. kitchen/
utility room, large sunroom,
paved driveway carport,
detached garage or workshop, fenced backyard
Lots of extras Call
753-1893, Chuck Foster

3237 Sq. Ft.

Under Roof
New 4 BR home Large
family
room,
LR,
kitchen/dining combination, utility room, 3
baths, lots of closets,
double garage, concrete
oouble driveway. Patio,
sidewalks, carpet, oak
parquet floors, range &
dishwasher, energy efficient, large wooded lot.
489-2126
Nights 489-2387
WATERFRONT, Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath
covered deck 354-6006
470
Motorcycles
1982 BIG Red Honda $995
1984 200E Yamaha shaft
drive $895 Both excellent
condition 753-0144
753-5463
250 R 3 wheeler Excellent
condition 753-7485
2 SUZUKI 185 motorcycles
for parts 489-2484
88 SUZUKI Entruder,
750cc water cooled shaft
drive Only 3000 miles
753-2568 after 5pm
HONDA GL 500 Interstate
$1000 firm 489-2125
YAMAHA Enturo 100 Like
new $450 345-2270
480
AiAo
Services

•ML

CAR stereos 30yrs exper
since in sales and service
You can't beat our prices
Installation and service
(Factory stereo repair)
World of Sound 222 S 12th
753-5865
NEW and used Ores Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500
PONTIAC 400 small block
only 700 miles on motor
Motor is in a 77 Gran Prix
All for $500 489-2117
PUNCH 45 $225 15th Anniversary Special! Sunset
Blvd. Music Murray's
Rockford-Fosgate atalionzed
dealer. Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
165
Aube
pins
2 DUALLY LWB Chevrolet
truckbeds White $800
each 753-2905
NEW end used parts for
Datsuns and Toyotas
474-0116

1984 RENAULT Encore
good condition $1200
436-2903 after 3pm
1984 TOYOTA Supra,
loaded good condition,
new tires $4500 753-8500
days 436 5371 after 5pm

1979 VOLVO 242DL 4
speed, blue runs great
436 2174 evenings

1984 VOLVO 760 GLE
loaded 64xxx miles
$5900 753-1362 days or
753-2585 after 5pm Ask
for Bill

1980 CHEVROLET Caprice Clean well maintained PB/PS/PW/AC
88xxx miles $1500 OBO
759-1337

1985 CUTLASS Calais
loaded blue good condition Call 759-4808 after
6pm

1980 TOYOTA Celica 5
speed
ps/pb
a/c
474-0116

1986 BUICK Skyhawk LimLow miles Extra
clean 753-3785 after 5pm

1981 CHEVY Citation
33xxx actual miles V-6
auto ps/pb, ac 753-3742

ited

1986 CHEVROLET Caprice Classic Brougham.
excellent condition. clean
Michelin tires fully loaded
753-7903 after 5pm

1983 98 OLDS 4 door Extra clean Excellent condition Fully loaded, tape, 1
owner Gillard Ross 1608
Locust 753-1948

1987 DODGE Dakota V6
auto Nice and excellent
condition 120,000 miles
$2575
753-6215,
753-2548

1983 OLDS 98 broughm
$3950 or $600 & take up
notes 489-2446

1989 CHEVY Cavalier
white, blue interior $7000
753-9911

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
Tr:t F:4-11 If5 pare:
t2S'12: $214.06 mo.•
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Pus Tax. Tine 8 license
08 Xio Closed End Lease

1990 GRAND AM, 2dr One
owner, white, 18xxx miles
Auto, tilt, cruise, AM/FM
cassette, sport wheels
Would consider trade
753-6015 or 753-864.8
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist. Dixieland
Center. I block from MSU
dorms

CARS
10 Toyota Canty
10 Toyota Cao........11,987
19 Prec Grand Am.._ 1.487
19 Pont. Grand Prg LE .1,387
19 Toyota Ca ..........$87
19 Toyota Cellica GT..... '10187
19 Cressida
14 Toyota Caolg
33 Hada487
11 Nita
BLici Pit Aye,......._11,937
11 Toyota Cressida.........13,417
18 Chery
'11 Toyota
'18 Pt. Bane.
17 BPI
17 Toyota Corala,....,........15187
17 1alif115
r/.487
17 Toyota Cary DX
15 Toy. Caolla
'85 Ford Esatt_...,....._1487
15 gerc, Nay
15 Cerf
15 Buck Pi
Eitila Regal
14 Torg
12 Cheri Norte
'2,987
12 Toyot Corolla
79 Volkswagen
TRUCKS
10 Chery
19 Toyota lArdmiser....15.987
19 Fad Conyerson Vr'16.487
19 Toyog X-Cab
11 Fad Ranger XIT.....17,787
19 Chevy
11 Fad P•150 Van ....__"1,717
11 Toyc4J 4 rime__ 11,417
11 Rtrouth Voyner 1l 4.87
17 Fad Range
lily. 515 4 Runner...10187
17Naga414______1,387
'6,487
17 iviota 1
16 Fad F191 XII 44..27,987
Aubrey Hatcher
2 Calvet • Greg Bradshaw
To'^ Tfle,^an
Ch•s 8.1.d,- Bas Mgr.
C.`
Gen Mr

TOYOTA

FAMILY has outgrown
1988 Corsica LT Excellent
condition. 47,500 miles
$5000 759-4545 anytime

Vans
1985 GMC Safari van good
condition Clean PS/PB
PW
AC AM/FM 77xxx
miles $5700 Days
492-8138
nights
753-0081
'77 FORD cube van Good
work vehicle 492-8158

1974 DODGE 4x4 LWB
85 model police entercepbye motor Like new Ores
Good condition 492-8903
1977 GMC
ton pickup
350 V-8, air, PS/PB, LWB
with truck toolbox $1900
753-4832
1965 FORD Ranger 4 cylinder, 5 speed, one owner
$1600 1983 Ford LTD
Crown Victoria White, 4
door, 302 engine, $2650
489-2690 after 5pm
510

Campers
1971 CHEVY LWB pickup
auto $600 LWB toppe
$50 4 radial ores $100
753-7925. leave message
1972 21ft
SELF contained Dual axle refrigerator, A/C Reduced to
$975, or OBO 753-9827
after 6pm
1973 DODGE motor home
2411 self-contained, air
$4800 Phone 436-2743
1975 pop up trailer Good
condition Plus two new
700x20 Ores $100 each
Call 753-2316
1984 COACHMEN motor
home Less than 10xxx
miles $16,500 247-6699
2 CAMPERS '76 Nomad,
76 Wildcat Excellent
shape
Must sell'
492-8158
CAMPER top for small
LWB pickup Fiberglass
Sliding front window $275
OBO 753-4359
TRUCK camper
436-2571

.

A D Lawn Service mowing.
planting. pruning
753-0672 leave message
CARPENTRY, commercial
and residential work Remodeling, additions, decks,
fences Fast quality service Call 759-1424 after
5pm

MOWING, rimming weedealing City or county No
job to large or to small Call
759-9708 day or night or
759-9505

BREAKING and disking
gardens Yard landscaping
and bushhogging
436-5430

•

PAINTING, remodeling
deck and landscape construction Free estimate
436-2744

BUILDER, new -homes,
garages, additions, remodeling, framing, decks, pa
Dos. solar green houses
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753-0563 after 5pm

PAINTING-Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844

BULLDOZING and back
hoe work Call after 4pm
354-8161
Financing
available

PLUMBING
Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

•,

•

•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

753-5341 or 753-1270

•Drop by & see our showroom
409 SJNBURY MURRAY (Benind Bunny Bread
753-5940

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

CUSTOM garden tilling
with Troy Bill reartine tiller
Small size garden $40 and
up 436-2003
DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re-roofs Written guar
antee Local references
753-5812
LICENSED for electric
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free est
mates 753-7203

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season." we
want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are ap.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
Murray

classified department

Ledger & Times

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paint
ing, wallpaper carpentry
floor covering No job too
small 753-4251

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Commercial
and
Fteaidential

Poison Control
753-7588
Murray -Calloway County Hospital
762-1100

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service
Ht. It, Box 1075
Murray. KY 42071

DESIGN SYSTEMS GROUP

753-6952

(502) 759-1487

RANDY NEALE

Travis Trucking
Gravel 'Sand •Whiterock 'Topsoil Dirt
Rt. 3, Box 344-H, Murray, Ky. 42071

Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks
& Sewers

502-759-1039

489-2470

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

ALPHA BUILDERS

Septic Tanks & Sewers
Call l'a An)time

Remodeling, garages. decks, porches, concrete
A-ork, chain link fences. Home maintenance.

489-2303

759-4685

McKINNEY Bookkeeping
service now taking new
clients 759-4173

Mitchell Paving

call:

HP Year. Expe•n•ore

To place your ad

E11111.0•141

(502) 753-1537 or 753-1221

MOWING, landscaping
arid tree work AN odd jobs.
Big or small Free estimates Good rates Have
references 753-4254,
753-2889.
MOWING, R070-T1LLING
in-sown only Will take limited number of small to
medium size yards for '91
season 753-0611

•

•
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753-1916

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Hauling 'Dirt Gravel •Whge rock 'Excavating 'Seal Coating
Rt. 4 Bx 257, Ri 8 Bx. 515, Marra)
Fret

Phone
(502)759-1835

Calloway County Fire b Rescue Squad

'Custom Home Plans
'New Home Construction
'Custom Remodeling

L&L Lawn Service Commercial or Residential
Free estimates 753-4001

• •

•,

4:
1•Ty

•All Repairs Are Guaranteed

MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668

•

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
ROGER Hudson rock haul- Service Center, cleaninging gravel, sand, dirt, drrve- servicing $15, most repairs
way rock 753-4545. $35. all brands 3rd Street,
753-6763, 759-1823
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri , 9 2pm Sat
SEWING machine repair
753-0530
Kenneth Barnhill
QUALITY sewing and alter- 753-2674
WILL do general light haulations Reasonable price
ing, mowing yards paint
SUREWAY
Tree
&
Stump mg,
References For more in
other odd jobs
formation call 753-5980 Removal Insured with full 759-9636
line of equipment including,
days 753 5467 nights
6011 aerial trucks and brush WILL do plumbing All guar
RILEY'S HOME IM- chipper To assure a safer anteed 435-4169
PROVEMENTS Back from operation at a lower corn
WILL do yard work and odd
Hurricane Hugo Roofing our petitive cost Free esti
jobs of any kind No job too
specialty 10% discount to mates without obligation
small 759-4401
senior citizens Phone Day or nite, 753-5484
489-2693
T C Dinh Repair and Main- WILL mow lawns and do
tenance
Plumbing and other lawn work 436-2528
ROCKY COLSON Home
Electrical Repair Roofing, siding
Cleaning WILL mow yards Reasonpainting, plumbing con- Sewer 1210/1212 Main able rates Free estimates
crete Free estimates Call Street 753-6111 office
No job to large or to small
753-0606 after 5pm
474-2307
474-2300
PROFESSIONAL lawn
care Mowing, trimming
hauling, landscaping Reasonable rates Satisfaction
guaranteed Free estimates 759 4440

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown

G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting, vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

David Palmer
Steer Loader
Service

502-489-2181
or
502-753-4181

TOTAL lawn service Free
estimate 436-2744

APPLIANCE REPAIR

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
HARDIN Paiiiting Resi
Whirlpool 30 years expert
ence Bobby Hopper, dental or commercial Re
ferences on request For
436-5848
free estimate call 437-4221
AUTHORIZED Murray ser- or 354-8985 20 years
vice dealer warranty parts, experience
service Doesn't matter
where purchased, bring 're- HAULING yard work tree
ceipt and we'll fix it Ed's removal mowing Free es
Small Engine Rt 1 Box 84A tmates 759-1683
Almo, Ky., 753-0657
HERMAN'S Janitor Service
Floor Cleaning '24 Hours
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, opera- A Day Business offices
private homes, churches
tor 30 years experience
Septic system, drve-ways, Weekly, monthly, one time
hauling foundations, etc job Call 474-2358
759-4664
INSULATION Blown In By
BLOCK. brick, concrete fin- Sears TVA approved
ishing Basements foot- Save on those high heating
ings, garages, drives. and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
KITCHEN CABINET RE753-5476 Charles Barnett
MODELING with wood
BOAT DOCKS Over 20 grain formica all colors
years of satisfied customers in Free estimates Wulff's Rethe building and repair of boat covery Murray 436-5560
decks, reds and lifts. All work LAWNMOWI
NG. Dependapproved by TVA or Corps of
able person, 753-7027
Engineers Former owner of
Twin Lakes Mooring. Call A LICENSED electrical
Mark (Tony) Krimm at contractor. JAMES C GAL354-8695 before Beni or after LIMORE ELECTRIC Com5pm for free estimates.
meraal and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service 759-1835

Can Accommodate
Jobs In Tight
Places

PLUMBING repairman with REMODELING and consame day service Call crete work Experience and
436-5255
references 759-9254

Service on all brands: window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves- dishwashers -gas & electric ranges

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

•

„ .

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels residential commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254

BUDS WELDING SER
VICE EXPERIENCED
7am-6pm
Mon -Sat
492-8419

7---•—r.vgasouswav,,r--""'
.•

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

GRAVEL, dirt sand, white
rock and all type hauling
Call Kenney Travis
759-1039

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

20 Yrs Experience

Services
Meted
,

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing tree work
436-2642

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry. remodeling, porches,
roofing concrete, driveways, painting maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

Boats
kkAors

•

E3OGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots Over 20yrs
experience Free estimates 753-9552 or
437-4391

Services
Offered

GENERAL office and
house cleaning. Refer
ences supplied 753-4897

520

15tt BASS boat 50hp Evinrude HD drive on tilt trailer
Depth finder, Evinrude trolling motor Water ready
Used 15 times Locally
owned $3425 Call
901 247 5567 leave
message

Services
Offered

FENCE , sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

Call

1711 MARK Twain 305 V-8
Extra nice Only $4900
759 1882 after 5pm

'3.4461

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816 753-0495

ANY remodeling building
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435-4632

OF MURRAY

5
Murray, KY

A lA T ENTERPRISE Excavating Dozer, backhoe,
trucks Levies, roads driveways, parking lots, septic
tanks, foundations, basements, gravel, dirt, ponds
753-0577

530

Services
Offered

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Profes
3111 BURNS Craft house- sional service Glen Bobber
boat Completely self- 759-1247, leave message
contained with full
CHIM Chlm Chimney
bath separate
Sweeps has 10% senior citishower,stove refrig A/C
zen discounts, We sell chimnewly redecorated Chrysney caps and screens
ler 225 V-8 marine with
435-4191
Mercury outdrive Moored
at Cypress Springs Manna C & L Landscaping, bush
$16,500 753-8500days hogging, grading clearing
436-5371 after 5pm
tree removal, top soil and
river rock 492-8254
9 hp EVINRUDE $375
443-4621
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service ComOUTFITTED 1711 Stryker
plete service on all central
75hp Stinger, extra nice
cooling, all makes and
436-2463 after 6pm
models Call Gary at
759-4754

YARD Work Mowing, trimming. odd jobs of any kind
Free estimates 753-8463
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Math team

OBITUARIES
John Edd

Relda B. Watson

Lovett
John Edd Lovett, 73, Rt. 1,
died Saturday at 5:45 p.m.
Murray -Calloway County
k retired employee of Tennessee
.- alley Authority, he was a member
Hardin Church of Christ.
His wife, Mrs. Mary Magdaline
vett, and one brother, Glen Dale
I vett. preceded him in death.
Survivors include a niece. Janice
usey of Hardin; a nephew. Larry
3vett. Mayfield; an uncle, Joe
)vett: three great-nieces. Rebecca
...)vett and Krista Lovett, Mayfield,
-id Amanda Causey, Hardin.
The funeral will be today at 3:30
m. in the chapel of Filbeck and
'ann Funeral Home. John Hicks
officiate.
Burial will follow in Horn
umeter.y

Relda B. Watson, 75, of Rt. 7,
Mayfield. Coldwater community.
died Sunday at 7:05 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a retired farmer and also
was retired from Murray State University. He was a member of Coldwater Church of Christ.
One daughter, Bobbie Watson
Baker, died Dec. 28, 1972, and one
grandson, Steve Baker, died Sept.
6, 1981. He also was preceded in
death by four brothers, Russell.
Rex, Robert and Raymond Watson.
Born May 31, 1915. in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Robert H. Watson and Neva Story
Watson.
Mr. Watson is survived by his

Armed bandits baffle police

AMSTERDAM. Netherlands
(AP) — Two armed bandits inexplicably abandoned 20 carefully
chosen van Gogh paintings worth
"hundreds of millions" after penetrating one of the Netherlands most
secure museums. police say.
The paintings — some of them
Funeral rites for Mrs. Charlie
tom
and scratched — were found
elena Tiller were Wednesday.
at a train station about 1% miles
\pril 10, in the chapel of Gray.
uneral Home, Wood River, Ill. from the Van Gogh Museum at 5
he Rev. John Stalls and the Rev. a.m. Sunday. about 30 minutes
after robbers left the museum in a
avid ,Malone officiated.
car
belonging to a guard.
Burial was in Rose Lawn MemPolice
were baffled as to why
. n, Gardens in Bethalto. Ill.
the paintings were abandoned. and
'Memorials mav be made to the
ymnal fund of 'Bethel Free Will said today they have made no
:.)aptist Church. South Roxana. Ill.. arrests in the case.
"If you look at the way it was
-.here she was a member.
done,
you would presume it was
Nirs. Tiller, 77, South Roxana,
well planned. but if you look at the
!led Sunday, April 7. at Alton
outcome. it looks .like pure .amaklemorial Hospital there.
teurism
." police spokesman Foeko
Born Sept. 2, 1913, in Marshall
V•'agenaar said.
'ounty. Ky.. she was the daughter
A source close to the investigathe late Jeff Stalls and Minnie
tion said the robbers may have
lorinson Stalls.
She was married July 23. 1930.- panicked, thinking police were on
n Henry County, Tenn.. to Curtis their trail.
But "you woLidn't expect them
tr:er who died 'Sept. 2, 1984. One
to
leave all of the paintings
.ghter. Jean Blasioli, one grand behind
." said the source. who
:'o sisters and four brothers
spoke on condition of anonymitv..
7%;:eded her in death.
The stolen. paintings included..te
NIrs. Tiller is survived by one
final
version of "The .Potato
aaaghter. Mrs. Beverly Hodge.
Eaters." the 19th century impress-South Roxana; two sons. Glenn
ionises famed portrayal of rural
Gltie - Rifler, South Roxana. and
poverty. and "Still Life With
Phillip Lynn Tiller. Worden. Ill.:
Irises"
and "Still Life With Sunone sister. Mrs: Sybil Gregory.
flowers
."
Versions of the latter
Murray.': - one brother. Ernest Stalls.
Madisonville: nine grandchildren: two paintings have commande.d
c.ght great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Charlie

Velena Tiller

of

record prices in recent years.
Museum Director 'Ronald van
Leeuwen said the robbers ripped
three paintings seriously. most likely as they were being stacked and
packed into expandable garment
bags. Most of the others had minor
tears and scratches, he said.
The seriously damaged paintings
included the vivid, hauntings
"Wheatfield With Crows," which
van Gogh painted in the French
town of Auvers-sur-Oise the month
before he committed suicide July
29. 1890.
The two other works sericyasly
damaged in the theft were "Still
Life with Bible." painted in 1885.
and "Still Life With Lemons.
Pears and Grapes." painted in
1887.
Van Leeuwen said it would take
several months to reTair the bad.‘
torn works.
Police spok,.,:-;a:-.
valued the pr.:..e'
of millions of
The two masked - ganr.-ler.
no
spoke in American-accented
struck at 3 a.m.
• :AO guards hostage 4. h„e :earthe paintings off the wa:ls.
0-n-e of the bandits is belic\--2c. to
hidden 'inside the 7.-.,.earni
it closed at 5 p.m. Saturday
That robber, • armed with
gan.
tit-en ordered a guard to :urn
Inc
a7m: system and open an emp
ae entrance for the
7,
enter. Wagenaar said.

Reagan lacked 'intellect' but remains popular

Stock Market
Report
Prices as

wife, Mrs. Kathleen Bazzell Watson, to whom he was married on
Dec. 11, 1937; one granddaughter,
Mrs. Julie Baker Stone and husband, Tim, 1718 Oakhill Dr., Murray; his mother-in-law, Mrs. Pearl
Bazzell, Mayfield; a sister-in-law,
Mrs. Carlene Watson, Coldwater;
two local cousins, Brooks Watson;
Kirksey, and Donald Watson,
Mayfield.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Charlie Arnett will
officiate.
Burial Will- follow in Coldwater
Church of Christ Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

9:00 AM
7N,

I>
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Ronald Reagan lacked the intellect
for the presidency, but he ranked
ahead of nine of his predecessors in
the White House. a survey of historians concluded.
Of 481 historians asked about
the performance of the U.S. presidents, more than 90 percent said
Reagan lacked the proper intellect
for the job. Sixty-eight percent
agreed the Reagan administration
had a "significant and negative"
impact on the nation's values.
The survey results were presented Saturday at the annual conference of the Organization of
American Historians. The historians answered 118 questions by
researcher Tim Blessing of Pennsylvania State University.
Reagan ranked 28th among 3"
presidents who were rated. and ih
the "below -average category''
alongside Presidents Fillmore. Pier-

cc and Tyler. Below him, in the
"failure category." were ; Richard
Nixon, Andrew Johnson and Ulys,
ses S. Grant.
.
The historians norninatus;
presidential "greats* Ahraham
Lincoln. George Washington. Thomas Jefferson and Franklin D.
Roosevelt.

HOG MARKET
Federa, cats Market %elm Sr
,
ite pr I 15. 1941
kenWra! Pinch's, k
ling %Bract 'O.n.o.". Inrtude, 3
Buying •LatIons Racetpu. act'2',Ed.445 Rarrrwi (,
toady 25 hither, Soo. sun dy _41 nigh..
LS 1-2 7311.2.5. bs
S 1-2 210.234 lbs
_ ... 545
IS 2-3 236-26.In
IS 3-4 As-r.r

sow,
IS 1-2 27.150
IS 1-3 3116-4011
IS 1-3 446-525 In
LS 1-3 525 and up-IS 2,3 301.51141 In
boars 635.41634_50

The Murray High math team placed second in over-all team compet
ition at Murray State University out of
29 schools. Graves County placed first with a score of 292. Murray
's score was 288. The Ken-Lake Council of Teachers of Mathematics sponsored the contest. First place
trophies went to the Algebra 11 and
geometry teams. Individual awards were: Phillip Brown, third place
in geometry, Carolyn Jackson, first
place in geometry, David Chu, second place in Algebra II and Sam
Green, first place in Algebra II. Team
members. front row,(from left) are Dusty Wilson, Brad McClai
n, Phillip Brown, Carolyn Jackson; back
row !From left) are Mrs. Brenda Maddox, coach, Melissa Muscio,
Sam Green, David Chu, Shawn Kellie,
Leigh Ann Carter, Suelene Chu, Nicole McCarthy, Tory Holton,
Sara Klaus, Scott Krieb and Jane Blakenship, coach. Not pictured were Andy Vaughan, John Dailey
and Joel Atchison, coach.

RSI issued $132,080 fine, company's fate unknown
A Calvert City corporation, Rail
Services Inc. (RSI) was issued a
S:32,080 for failing to correct
workplace hazards after an explo5ion killed a worker. according to a
published report.
The corporation, owned by Charles Johnson ..;eceived the fine.
assessed tty— the state Labor
Cabinet's occupational safety and
heh compliance division, said in
the report to -be the largest fine
ever issued by the division.
Examinations "of RSI were
prompted when an employee was
in a Feb. 23 explosion, while
,.earitrig a rail tanker that had contained liquid propane.
Fanctions of the corporation
leaning, maintaining.
Tainting and lining rail cars, in
addition to recovering solvents and
)..aste treatments.
The cabinet said a follow-up
,in‘estigation - April 5, resulted in
s- x citations for failure to comply
wit: regulations and eliminate the
v.nich resulted in the larger
In ianc report said- the company
toi
•CEeck rail car interiors for
flammable, explosive or toxic
adents before workers enter.
• )..•%elop a rescue plan, with
cc,:ipment and training.
• - -pect emergency respirators
y and after each use.
eiiave seven cleaning 'technician. medically certified to work in
conned spaces while wearing
respirators.
'
Have side railings on floors or
platforms 4 feet and higher from
groand.
*Suitably train an employee in
the 'i ,tations of 'respirators before
he, entered a tanker containing an
"ani•nown atmosphere."
Environmental Protecbon Agency officials ordered RSI
to close March 4 because of envir-
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A Best Wagon
Buffet
Mon.-Fri.
II a.m.-2 p.m.
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Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

Ask Us About

Blalock-Coleman

NOTICE
KM< STUMP REMOVAL

713 South Fourth St.

753-680y
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Charles Jenkins
A
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One Meat, Six Vegetable!,
.
045
Cobblers, Corn Bread Sticks,
9
.m
All Prepared Daily Country Style!

A
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Senior Citizens Only
Fashions I Modeb From
Ths Susie 0 Shoppn

ikourinti

641 S., Murray, Ny•Ph. 753-15011
MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE
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Glendale at WhItnall
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

We Accept Reservatiess Fer Mal w Large Parties, baptism, Crap Meetings.
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"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow
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Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilitie
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Funeral Home, Inc.

Mechanically Removed
24- Deep Free Estimates
435-4343 Bob Kemp

eati`A.4$444.4t EttePIL YOU
0ur

Thursday Fashion Show
12 Noon

Forethought® Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

•

Full Salad Bar Plus
Desert Bar

0

Se
,
I

Lindy T. Suiter

Mon.-Fri. 2 Eggs, Sausage Or Bacon,lige
6 a.m.-I1 a.m. Biscuits 6 Gra7 Toast

HIWARD
LYONS

York. Arroncan and M.dwi.
Exchanfas and SI PC

211 S. 12th St.

THROUGHOUT APRIL

A

4 Mao-) ST
Murray, Ky
753-3366

best investment
is you

753-3415

MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE

(Before the Need Arises. . .

.4

\OX

*Medicare Supplement
*Nursing Home-or
*Health Insurance
Holton, Melugin &
Haverstock Insurance

American Heart
Association
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after laying off more than half its
48 workers and telling EPA officials it had corrected problems
found in previous inspections.
Then Tuesday and Wednesday.
EPA inspectors revisited the company and found more violations.
According to the report. the fate of
RSI is unknown.

Call me about...

We're Fighting For Your Lite.

Avadable
Request

e.„...
;

onmental violations. Reasoning
stated by the agency was "EPA has
determined that present and past ..
handling, storage, treatment and
disposal of solid and hazardous
waste at the facility present an
imminent and substantial danger to
human health or the environment."
Once again, the agency reopened
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To the Kentucky Insurance Consumer:
We are pleased to make available, by this
newspaper publication. the Consumers Guide
as it applies to Automobile and Homeowner4s'
premiums. Kentucky being a competitive
rating state, insurance premiums vary by insurance company. You are reminded that the
premium comparisons shown are examples
and to be used only as a guide.
When purchasing insurance, we caution
you to compare coverages as well as
premiums — lower premiums are not
necessarily an indication of the best buy in
insurance.
Our Insurance Department stands ready
to serve you.
GOVERNOR WALLACE G. WILKINSON

COMMISSIONER ELIZABETH P. WRIGHT
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The following benefits. up to a total of $10,000 per person.
will. be paid regardless of fault:

The insurance industry is a major force in
the economy of the state. Latest report
shows that the insurance companies
licensed to do business in the state wrote
annual premiums of $5.305.542.909.

—medical and rehabilitation expenses.
—up to $200 per week for loss of income.
replacement services, or benefits for your survivors.
—$1.000 for funeral and burial expenses.
The no-fault law is also a compulsory insurance law. Owners
of motor vehicles must have liability insurance. Motor vehicle liability insurance policies must provide S25.000/$50,000
limits of liability for bodily injuries and $10,000 for property
damage ligbility. An alternative to this -split limit" arrlange-- ment is to pur
se a "single limit- policy wlch has a limit
of liability of
least $60.000. All motor vehicle liability insurance polici s must provide a minimum of $10.000 no-fault
personal ilaju -y coverage.

KENTUCKY CONSUMERS
GUIDE TO AUTO INSURANCE
There are several parts to a car insurance policy Each has
a separate -purpose. a separlate price, and may be bought in
different amourils

Failure to carry Irsurance rs a criminal offense. The penalties
include fines, loss of license plates. and loss of operator's
license.
Owners of motorcycles are required to maintain liability insurance, but not no-fault personal injury coverage Further.
operators of and passengers on motorcycles are not entitled
to no-fault personal injury benefits unless purchased as an
option for an additional premium

REQUIRED AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
Kentucky's No-Fault Law
All motor vehicles registered or operated in Kentucky must
be covered by liability insurance and basic no-fault personal
injury insurance All motor vehicle liability insurance policies
which indicate that they provide security covering a motor
vehicle are considered to provide the minimum liability and
no-fault personal injury coverages required by law The liability
coverages provide protection for damage to persons or properly No-fault coverage pays up to $10.000 for medical expenses lost wages. and similar out of pocket" costs if one
is injured in an automobile accident regardless of who may
have been at fault Higher limits of coverage may be
purchased

Uninsured Motorist Law
Uninsured motorist coverage will be included in an
automobile liability policy delivered in Kentucky unless you
reject the coverage in writing to the company. This is done
at the time you make application for a policy.
The minimum uninsured motorist coverage is $25,000 for bodily injury coverage per person and $50.000 per accident or
$60.000 combined single limit. You. as the insured, or a member
of your family will be paid for an injury caused by a hit-and-run
driver or an at-fault driver withoyt liability insurance. Uninsured
motorist coverage does not applrfor damage to your vehicle.
It pays only for bodily injury. Uninsured motorist coverage also
provides for The difference between the amount of insurance
required by our state and the amounts carried by the other person. up to the limits of youri'coverage.

To get no-fault personal injury coverage, your right to sue will
be limited in case of a minor injury. The rights of other persons
to sue you will be limited in a similar manner. However, if you
do not want these limitations on your right to sue or be sued.
you have the option to reject no-fault personal injury coverage
and the limitations on your right to sue or be sued.
If you decide to reject no-fault personal injury coverage and
limitations on your right to sue or be sued, your rejection must
be in writing on a special form established by the Kentucky
, Department of Insurance. You may obtain this form from your
insurance agent, insurance company. or the Kentucky Department of Insurance.

Proof of Insurance
Each insurer providing automobile liability insurance is required ann a ly to issue written proof that the insured has
in effect anf,surance contract providing coverage in conformity with KR Chapter 304.39. One
copy of the written
proof of mot vehicle insurance must be given to the county clerk for regi tration renewal and the other copy must be
kept in the vehi e it relates to and shown to peace officers
on request.

Kentucky's no-fault motor vehicle liability insurance law does
not affect property damage liability or damage to your
automobile. Payments for damage to motor vehicles or other
property are handled in accordance with Kentucky law.

4'▪
•

'• • 41

Persons injured in traffic accidents who are entitled to nofault personal injury benefits will receive immediate payments
of their out-of-pocket losses up to $10.000. Benefits will be
paid by the company insuring the motor vehicle in which they
are riding regardless of who was to blame for the accident.
It will no longer be necessary to await the results of a lengthy
investigation to determine liability -before payments can
begin.
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Contact your agent and/or company if you need additional information or have not received notification of
such proof of insurance. If an automobile liability
policy is terminated, the insurer is required to notify
the Department of Vehicle Regulation of its
termination/cancellation.
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ADDITIONAL COVERAGE YOU
MAY WISH TO PURCHASE

Coverages available through the Plan are limited to that required by law: Bodily Injury and Property Damage Liability.
Personal Injury Protection and Uninsured Motorist. However,
amounts higher than the legal minimum for Bodily Injury and
Property Damage may be purchased. Underinsured Motorist
Coverage may be purchased upon your request. No comprehensive or collision coverage is written through the Plan.
Application to the Plan must be made through a licensed insurance agent. No coverage exists until you are notified that
coverage is in effect.

Underinsured Motorist Coverage
Insurance companies are required to make this coverage
available upon request by the policyholder.
If you have this coverage, your insurance company will pay
you, within the limits of your coverage, for injuries to you from
an automobile accident that exceeds the limits of the responsible driver's policy. Underinsured motorist coverage does not
paylor damage to your vehicle. It only pays -for bodily injury.

What To Do If Involved
In An Automobile Accident

••it •
Collision Coverage

Get the other driver's name,address, phone number, driver's
license number, auto license number, insurance company,
and policy number whenever possible. Also, get the names
and telephone numbers of witnesses to the accident. Jot
down, if possible, the location of cars, weather conditions,
traffic signals or anything you feel is relevant to the accident.
If the police are called, make a note of the reporting officer's
name and badge number. Report the accident to your insurance agent or company as soon as possible, regardless
of who is at fault. Of course, if someone is injured, summon
aid immediately.

Collision insurance covers damage to your vehicle caused by
collision or upset, regardless of who is to blame for the accident, less your deductible.
A deductible is that portion of the damage you pay. Deductibles usually range from $50 to $500.

Comprehensive Coverage
(Other Than Collision)
Comprehensive insurance covers damage to your vehicle from
losses otner than by collision or upset. Comprehensive losses
result from fire, theft, vandalism, flood, falling objects, colliding with a bird or animal, etc. Glass breakage is included
under comprehensive coverage. If this coverage is purchased with a deductible, that deductible cannot apply to glass
breakage in the windshield, doors, and windows and the glass
or other materials used in the lights required on a automobile.

Filing A Claim
If your car is involved in an accident; is damaged by fire, flood
or vandalism; or is stolen, put your insurance to work for you
by following these steps in filing your claim:
— Phone your insurance agent or a local company
representative.
Do it as soon as possible even if you're far from home
and even if someone else caused the accident. Ask
your agent how to proceed and what forms or
documents will be needed to support your claim. Your
company may require a "proof of loss" form, as well
as documents relating to your claim, such as medical
and auto repair bills and a copy of the police report.

Cancellation and Nonrenewal
A policyholder must be mailed written notice when their
automobile policy is being cancelled or nonrenewed. A policy
that has been in effect for less than 60 days may be cancelled for any reason by giving 10 days notice to you. A policy
that has been in effect more than 60 days may be cancelled
only for the reason of nonpayment of premium or suspension
or revocation of driver's license. Twenty days notice must be
given for the reason of suspension or revocation of driver's
license, but for nonpayment of premium, policy may be
cancelled by giving 14 days notice.

—Supply the information your insurer needs.
Cooperate with your insurance company in its investigation, settlement or defense of any claim, and
turn over to the company immediately copies of any
legal papers you receive in connection with your loss.
Your liability insurer will represent you if a claim is
brought against you and defend you if you are sued.

The reason for cancellation or nonrenewal must be stated to
you. Age, sex, religion, and national origin are not acceptable
reasons. Yotg policy may be nonrenewed at the expiration of
a policy term by mailing you notice of nonrenewal at least
75 days before the nonrenewal date.

— Keep records of your expenses.

•• •

Expenses you incur as a result of an automobile accident may be reimbursed under your policy.
Remember, for example, that your no-fault insurer
usually will pay your medical and hospital expenses,
and possibly such other costs as lost wages and at
least part of your costs if you have to hire a temporary
housekeeper.

Kentucky Automobile Insurance Plan
rir

If you have difficulty obtaining automobile insurance, you may
apply for insurance coverage through the Kentucky
Automobile Insurance Plan by contacting your local agent.
If you have a valid driver's license and have been unable to
obtain insurance, you will probably be eligible for coverage
through the Plan.
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— Keep copies of your paper work.

••
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Store copies of all paper work in your own files. You
may need to refer to it later.
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Factors Which Determine The
Cost Of Auto Insurance

Possible Premium Discounts

Comparison shopping for car insurance is worth it Premiums
are based on a number of factors and may vary from one company tc another for the same policy Companies take into account 'actors which affect the chances of your having an accicert The higher the risk, the higher the crerri u m

Generally. the prernIums are tas,ec

or

The amounts and types of coverage you buy. The higher
limits and the broader the coverage the more you
will pay

!he

Your driving record. Persons with
lions will usually pay less

no

accidents or v

c
Your
ro u age. sex. and marital status. For example. young.
single male drivers generally pay more than any other

There are a variety of,discounts offered by different companies For example. some companies offer discounts to certain individuals who have completed driver education courses.
for cars equipped with anti-lock brakes, for cars equipped
'with air bags. and good student discounts All companies
must offer a discount for drivers 55 and oVer 'who have completed a driver education course approved by the Transportation Cabinet. Some companies also offer substantial discounts if you have more than one car insured with them.
If your car is equipped with certain types of anti-theft devices.
your comprehensive coverage premium may be discounted
15' or 20' depending on the type of device. Examples
of devices that may qualify for such discount are: window
identification system. certain internally operated alarm
systems: fuel cutoff devices, or ignition cutoff devices. See
your local agent or company for more information and
necessary application form for such discount.

Where you live. The state is di ilded into territories for
rating purposes Generaq. people in metropolitan areas
pay more than those in less congested places There are
laws and regulations that will also affect rates
How you use your car. For example carpooling or the
number of miles you drive to and from work and the
number of miles you driie annually
The type of car you drive. It costs more tip repair some
cars than others and companies charge accordingly

•

Your automobile insurance premium will also include applicable state surcharges and local government premium
taxes. if any. which must be collected by, the insurance
?company
Other factors which affect your insurance rates are
medical costs. legal costs. replacement costs and repair
cost.
You may lower your premium if you
DRIVE SAFELY. IT AFFECTS YOUR CAR INSURANCE
RATES SUBSTANTIALLY. Every time you have an accident. you risk having your premium raised. If you
have accidents or convictions of certain violations.
you may also be charged more for insurance

There are several types of insurance policies a person can
purchase to protect their home and possessions. In this
report, we are concerned with homeowners policies. The
homeowners policy is a "package- policy providing coverage
for the home, personal possessions, additional living expenses. theft. glass breakage and liability

The types of coverage and coverage limits referred to in this
report are found in the standard homeowners policy. Increased coverage and coverage limits are available for an additional premium charge.

Once you determine the insurance premium factors that
apply. you can shop for the company that will make a firm
commitment to insure you. Always remember. you want adequate coverage and efficient policyholder service. IMPORTANT: A low premium rate is not the only factor to consider.
The insurer should have adequate claims service in your community. Friends and neighbors may tell you about companies
that serve them well. You may be better off paying a few more
premium dollars for better service from an insurance agent
or company representative of your choice.

„

Types of Coverage

A renter or a condominium owner can purchase a
homeowners policy. Those package policies do not include
coverage for the dwelling

Be a Comparison Shopper

.

KENTUCKY CONSUMERS
GUIDE TO
HOMEOWNERS INSURANCE

I. Property Coverages
Pay for losses or damages to the building, its contents, or
related (appurtenant) structures from "open perils" or
"named perils"(refer to the policy), up to the following limits:

Other alternatives to consider are:
Damaged Properly

'
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Coverage Limit
House
Up to the policy amount
Garage/Other Buftefirtigs--Up- to 10%* of-the policy amount
Contents
Up to 50010 • of the policy amount

Deductibles. The higher deductible you have. the
____Io_w_e.r_lhe._pleMium_. For example. going Io a $250
deductible from a $100 deductible on -collision
should result in a good amount of savings on your
total premium.

Refer to the chart on the back page to determine the
perils
covered by the various homeoWners policies.

-

"•

Reduce or eliminate collision and/or comprehensive coverage on an old car.

•Th ,s oercentacje may vary by company
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II. Additional Living Expenses Coverage

For example, assume a house has a replacement value of
$50,000. To get a full replacement coverage, it must be insured
for at least $40,000 (80%). However, if it is only insured for
$30,000 and a $4,000 coVered loss occurs, the insurance company will pay 3/4($30,000 - $40,000)of the $4,000 loss($3,000)
or the actual cash value, whichever is larger.

Pays your necessary increase in living expenses(such as food
or lodging) if you cannot live in your house because it was
damaged by a peril covered by the policy. Coverage is usually up to 10% or 20% of the policy amount.

Actual cash value is the replacement cost less depreciation.
Under the standard homeowners policies, all payments for
loss to contents will be made on the basis of actual cash
value.

III. Liability Coverage
Type of Coverage
Personal Liability
Medical Payments to Others
Damage to Property of Others

Coverage Limit
minimum $25000 per accident
minimum $500 per accident
up to $250 per accident

Nonrenewal and Cancellation
A policyholder must be mailed written notice when their
homeowners policy is being cancelled or nonrenewed. A
policy that has been in effect for less than 60 days may be
cancelled by mailing the insured notice of cancellation at
least 14 days prior to the effective date of the cancellation.
After the policy has been in effect more than 60 days, then
notice of cancellation must be mailed at least 75 days prior
to the effective date of cancellation except for nonpayment
of premium. The reason for cancellation or nonrenewal must
be given in the notice. Age, sex, religion, nationality, marital
status, occupation. and being previously refused insurance
are not acceptable reasons for refusal to insure. Policies may
be cancelled during term only for certain reasons.

Personal liability coverage pays the cost(including legal and
defense costs) associated with liability you incur because of
bodily injury or property damage that you cause.
.4

Medical payments coverage pays medical expenses for injuries to other people that occur on your property or
elsewhere, if the injury was caused by you, your pet, or a family member. Payment is made regardless of fault.
Coverage is provided for accidental damage to another person's property, regardless of fault.
Read your policy for a complete listing of coverages and
coverage limits.

Mine Subsidence Coverage
Policies providing fire insurance covering a structure permanently affixed to realty must include mine subsidence
coverage if the structure is located in any of the following
counties: Bell, Boyd, Breathitt, Butler, Carter, Christian, Clay.
Daviess, Edmonson, Elliott, Floyd, Greenup, Hancock, Harlan,
Henderson, Hopkins, Jackson, Johnson, Knott, Knox,
Lawrence, Lee, Leslie, McCreary, McLean, Martin, Morgan,
Muhlenberg, Ohio, Perry, Union, Webster, Whitley and Wolfe.

Loss Settlement
Payments for a loss cannot exceed the limits of coverage
under your policy.
A deductible on your homeowners coverage applies to the
loss, not the amount of coverage, as demonstrated below:
EXAMPLE 1
$30,000
32,000
100
30,000

coverage
loss
deductible
payment

EXAMPLE 2
$30,000
2,500
100
2,400

The amount of coverage provided is the same amount of fire
insurance, but not more than $50,000 per structure.
The insured may waive/reject coverage by signing a waiver
form. Mine subsidence coverage cannot be provided on
mobile homes. For more information, see your local agent or
company.

The deductible does not apply to all of the coverages under
the homeowners policy. To determine which coverages the
deductible applies to, refer to the declarations section of the
policy.

Kentucky Property Insurance
Placement Facility (FAIR Plan)

Payment for a loss is calculated according to replacement
cost, actual cash value or a percentage.

,

The Kentucky Property Insurance Placement Facility is a
residual market mechanism originally formulated by the insurance industry under the direction of the commissioner of
insurance for the purpose of making basic property insurance
available to responsible applicants who are unable to secure
such insurance in the normal insurance market. Since its inception in September 1968, it was amended in 1985 to write
habitational risks in 9th and 10th protection classes, to write
homeowners coverage, to extend commercial lines to 9th and
10th protection class, to include coverage for farm-type dwelling and permanent outbuildings necessary to the operation
of the premises as a farm. Term payment plans of 3 or 6
months as well as 12 months terms are offered. All agents
are required to offer the FAIR plan if an individual's qualified
property cannot be placed in the regular martet.

Replacement cost is the amount required to repair or replace
property with materials of like kind and quality, up to policy
limits. There is no deduction for depreciation. Replacement
cost applies to buildings and not to contents under the standard homeowners policies.
To be paid for a loss on your dwelling or Other structure on
the basis of replacement cost, you must insure your home
for at least an% of its replacement value 4.cost -to rebuild). If
you do not insure your home for 80% of the replacement
value, payment will be calculated in one of two possible ways.
You will receive the actual cash value(replacement cost less
depreciation)or a percentage of the loss, whichever is larger.
The percentage is the relationship between the actual amount
of coverage and 80% of the replacement value.
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Is Your Home Insurance
Coverage Adequate?

KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT
OF INSURANCE

Your home probably is adequately insured if your insurance
protection is keyed to current costs. Estimate how much it
- would cost to rebuild or repair your house at current prices if it
were destroyed or damaged by fire or some other insured peril.
An insurance representative or professional appraiser can help
you to review the amount of coverage on your home each year
to make sure your coverage keeps pace with current prices.
An up-to-date inventory of your household furnishings and
personal belongings can help determine their value and your
insurance needs The inventory also establishes the purchase
dates and costs of major items. In case of a loss, this mfor.
mation can help in settling four insurance claim quickly and
efficiently Keep the inventory in a safe place away from your
home.
Standard homeowners insurance policies may provide only
— limited coverage for furs. jewelry. silver and other valuables
It may be necessary to insure these valuables with a special
addition to your homeowners policy, such as a personal property floater or a separate policy.

The Kentucky Insurance Department was established over
one hundred. years ago as the regulatory authority for the
business of insurance within the Commonwealth. It exists to
protect you. the consumer, in several ways. Our first and most
important duty is to make certain that every insurance company permitted to write business in Kentucky is in sound
financial condition and worthy of your trust. We accomplish
this goal through many programs administered by the
department.

— Annually (and more often. if needed) we review the
financial strength of each insurer to make certain
each one continues to meet the solvency requirements of Kentucky law.
—We examine and qualify every person who seeks
to represent authorized insurers as an agent or adjuster. as well as those persons seeking to qualify
as insurance consultants.
—We approve and monitdr all continuing education
programs to which newly licensed agents are subject by law

What To Do If You Have A
Fire or Theft in Your Home
Report the loss to your insurance agent or company as soon
as possible. Make temporary repairs to prevent further
damage or to secure your home Keep a record of the Cost
of these repairs. Your insurance company will probably reimburse 'you for them. A household inventory: will be very
valuable at this time in helping you compile a list of
damaged or stolen items. In case of a theft, a police report
should be made.

Insurance Premium Surcharge
Insurance companies are also responsible for. collecting insurance premium surcharges. The funds from the surcharges
are for programs for police officers and firefighters This is
a separately stated charge on your bill and is not included
in the premium quoted in this report.

Local Government Premium Tax
Cities and counties in Kentucky can impose a tax on insurance
premiums. There is no statutory limit on the amount of tax that
can be levied. The highest tax in effect on homeowners insur.
ance is 16% of the premium. Local government premium tax is
not included in the premium quoted in this report.

— We investigate and determine the propriety of an
insurer's actions when a complaint is registered by
a citizen under either Kentucky's Unfair Trade Practices Act or the Unfair Claims Settlement Act. If a
pattern of unfair consumer treatment is suspected.
we subject the offending company to a full-scale
. market conduct examination.
— We constantly monitor the availability and affordability of all lines of insurance in every section of the
Commonwealth and supervise the administration
of all residual market mechanisms which provide
coverage in distressed market areas.
— We examine and approve insurance policy forms offered for sale by every company

These are but a few of our efforts to make certain
that all insurance transactions with you, the consumer, are fair and equitable. If you believe you
have been dealt with unfairly by any insurance company. its agent or claims adjuster. please register
your complaint in writing with the Kentucky Department of Insurance.. P.O. Box 517. Frankfort, Kentucky 40602. For general information, you may
telephone the department at 502/564-3630.

UNDERSTANDING THE EXAMPLES OF PREMIUM CHARGES
Rating Territories and Fire Protection Classifications
Insurance companies divide the state into rating territories.
Where you live affects the premium you are charged.. For our
examples, we have used seven counties to show the difference in rates in each section of the state. On every example, we have shown the protection class premium for that
county's largest city (e.g., Boyd County, Ashland in Class 4)

and the highest class usually found in that county.
Each city and locality in Kentucky is given a fire protection
classification ranging from 1 to 10, depending On the amount
of fire protection in the area. The best fire protection rating
is class 1; the worst is class 10.
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Prudential Prop. & Cas.
Allstate Indemnity Co.
Government Employees Ins. Co
State Auto Property & Casualty
Aetna Casualty & Surety Co.
Safeco Ins. Co. of America
Hartford Underwriters Ins. Co
American Economy Ins. Co
The Phoenix Ins. Co..

1438
1450
1009
1620
2295
1221
1484
1381
1119

1198
1235
1296

1172
1049
1549

835
750
494
521

618
503
871
591
570
548

N,A

596
577
772
563
560

472

532
778
608
481
561
942
635
681
662
441
560

575
477
810
658
495

NIA

1075 1166
968 1204

NA

639
522
544

1302 2030 1082
891 964 673
N/A
1082 454
1040 1446 640
935 1083 527

1335
1456 1134
953 961
878 962

1335
1178
1008
1096
2185
1224

787 1082
907 994
994 1431
1004 1324
985 1076
1284 1264

COVINGTON
(1) (2) (3)

837
860
807
1273
1413
1021
996

Car 2
33 years old
Female
Married
Over 15 years
Pleasure
7,000 mi. annually

N/A

982 1061
778 1024

NIA

808 886
1194 1782
822 889
N/A
1054
792 1108
752 915

852 1158
758 891
973 890
1331 2071
909 1053
842 1331
1197 939
861 869

725 990
853 941
917 1309
869 1133
871 957
1254 1202
770 1221

486
439
619
476
456

618
444

520
944

396

560
570
547

887

586
421
447

508
716

556
437

528
449
743

LEXINGTON
(1) (2) (3)

NA
N/A
1127 1198
1040 1282
741
543
580

986 1042 482
1262 1234 514
879 1406 824
966 1294 666
894 1019 484
1187 1039 533
1459 2216 957
1044 1185 618
1103 1458 758
1696 1269 749
974 946 437
898 992 584
1464 2300 1220
928 988 697
N•A 1064 444
1118 1458 644
966 1101 540

MAYFIELD
(1) (2) (3)
865 1197 638
932 1003 483
1094 1582 899
1081 1424 718

1989 Toyota Camry LE
1988 Dodge Caravan SE
Sedan 4-door
Sedan 4-door
JT2SV22ENK
I B4FK4 1 KNJ
100/300.000
50,000
50,000
100/300,000
No deductible
$100 deductible

Car 1
35 years old
Male
Married
Over 18 years
Commutes 19 mi. one
way - 20,000 annually

EXAMPLE 2

•:.001‘

•

N/A

1312 1361
1572 1812

N/A

.84400
.
404;nr.t....404.,••,..—
• ....••••• ...."4411415.1644.

810
615
838

1327 625
1096 561
2462 1060
1411
757
1851 957
1587 955
1108 512
663 818
2538 1340
986 1025 721
NA 1180 494
1642 2002 890
1177 1290 633

1205
1273
1658
1272
1416
2238
1155
1372
1624

1332 716
1103 530
1262 1757 1008
1090 1418 697
1169 1222 565
1432 1364 572
1075 1720 1010
1204 1488 766

991
1051

NA

995 1067
870 1092

N A

635
479
494

794 1087 576
864 951 455
1004 1436 811
853 1132 556
855 931 427
1298 1208 506
795 1259 736
986 1308 668
828 952 449
994 907 456
1348 2091 897
868 982 528
988 1314 669
1475 1139 665
844 846 386
922 950 570
1258 1970 1066
810 873 606
N•A 1048 438
834 1174 512
1006 1160 563

ASHLAND
(1) (2) (3)
533
435
752
660
468
474
716
582
431
451

858 1138
786 913
980 895
1291 2008 859
927 1082 578
921 1231 627
1362 1063 619
945 919 424
828 888 522
1252 1932 1020
833 906 628
NA
994 412
916 1206 526
836 990 481
607
N/A
N•A
997 1081 483
834 1044 476

1006
912
1330
1334
1012
1170 1132
770 1235

733
825
925
1036
957

OWENSBORO
(1) (2) (3)

1990 Chev. Caprice Classic
Sedan 4-door
IGIBN54ENL
100/300,000
50,000
30,000
100/300,000
No deductible
$250 deductible

65 years old
Male
Married
45 years
Pleasure
15,000 mi annually

EXAMPLE 3

HARLAN
(1) (2) (3)

ALL COMPANIES SUBMITTING A QUOTE ON THIS EXAM
PLE ARE NOT SHOWN ABOVE
THESE FIGURES REPRESENT THE PREMIUM CHARGE
FOR ONE (1) YEAR
THESE RATES DO NOT INCLUDE KY SURCHARG
ES OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT PREMIUM TAXES
ANY ACCIDENTS OR VIOLATIONS WOULD AFFECT YOUR
RATES

1153 1260
962 1230

N/A

N/A

1122
966 1354
988 1181

987
658
748
804
516
794 868 504
1418 2238 1198
953 1037 723

1072
1105
1765
1103

Capital Enterprise Ins. Co. .........
Kentucky Central Ins. Co
Motorists Mutual Ins. Co
American Fire & Casualty Co.

,
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890
1040
881
1133
1466

844
944
1066
902
1117
1342

Grange Mutual Casualty Co. .......
Mendian Mutual Ins. Co
Liberty Mutual Fire Ins. Co...
The FB Insurance Co.

State Auto Mutual Ins. Co
Shelter Mutual Ins. Co

State Farm Mutual Auto Ins. Co.
Ky. Farm Bureau Mutual Ins. Co. .
State Farm Fire & Casualty Co
Nationwide Mutual Ins. Co. .
West American Ins. Co.

AUTOMOBILE PREMIUMS

LOUISVILLE
(1) (2) (3)

1989 Ford Escort
Hatchback 2-dr. LX
1FAPP919E4K
25/50,000
10,000
10,000
25/50,000
No deductible
$100 deductible

Vehicle

VIN
81
PD
PIP
UM
ACV Comprehensive
Collision

21 years old
Female
Single
5 years
Commutes 9 mi one way
to work 15,000 annually

Age
Sex
Marital Status
Years Driving Exp.
Car Usage

EXAMPLE 1
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214
181
175
273
273

Kentucky Central Ins. Co.
Motorists Mutual Insurance Co.
Hartford Ins. Company of the Midwest
The Cincinnati Insurance Company
Agway Insurance Company

472
357
405
630
525

497
479
455
731
419

.609
.300
.599
.478
N/A

.421
_469
.525
442
.524

.375
.368
363
438
474

214
164
175
246
244

228
245
294
279
189

254
194
255
293
318 .

240
227
246 .
252
235 .

182
174
173
205
223 .

472
328
405
528
470

414
401
491
664
390

.549
.468
.544
.483
. N/A

431
434
477
428
465

34(
327
289"
397
.412

Owensboro/
Daviess Co
(10)
131

277
278
236
246
244

286
275
314
279
221 .

318
209 .
357
282
370 .

258
318
290
283 .
261

254
204
211
241 .
283 .

1181
611
827
648
1019

922
1030
942
779
853

947
.542
1330
.654
. N/A

N/A
.553
778
N/A
883

442
556
706
N/A
.698

Mayfield/
Graves Co.
(3)
(10)

259
278
343
254
383

330
275
357
279
221

310 .
229
357
286
269 .

287
301
260
295
307

241
194
213
216
270

1032
611
1203
756
1779

.1066
1030
1073
779
.853

.970
597
1330
..665
_ N/A

N/A
526
697
N/A
1040

421
529
714
N/A
.667

Ashland/
Boyd Co.
(4)
(10)

(20", of

(50", of

214
137
160
228
244

217
209
238
279
189

229
160
224
235
196 .

214
213
235
232
223

170
155
173
196
221

450
278
370
554
470

_ 396
282
395
..664
390

.532
.309
476
377
N/A

383
_ 379
455
384
444

303
. 303
.289
.379
410

Lexington/
Fayette Co.
(2)
(9)

319
278.
379
289
388

407
369
476
279
248

346 _
340
380
317.
438

402 .
337
290
360 .
307

269
232
389
241
300

1229
611
1203
756
1779

1066
.1242
1168
779
853

. 982
. 657
1330
.665
N/A

N/A
.606
778
N/A
1040

485
.556
1029
N/A
650

Harlan/
Harlan Co.
(10)
(7)

$ 100,000
Dwelling) $ 50,000
Dwelling) $ 20,000
$ 100,000
$ 1,000

ALL COMPANIES SUBMITTING A QUOTE ON THIS EXAMPLE ARE NOT SHOWN
ABOVE
THE FIGURES REPRESENT THE PREMIUM CHARGE FOR ONE (1) YEAR

272
265
274
321
204

260 ..
197
281
292
354

Shelter Mutual Ins. Company
Prudential Property & Casualty
SAFECO Insurance Company of America
Westfield Insurance Company
The Standard Fire Insurance Company

Liberty Mutual Fire Ins. Co.
Continental Insurance Co.
Capital Enterprise Insurance Co.
Hamilton Mutual Ins. Co.
Meridian Mutual Ins. Co.

235
242
271
248
264

194
179
242
226
257

State Auto Mutual Ins. Co.
State Farm General Company
Ohio Casualty Insurance Company
State Auto Prop. and Casualty Ins. Co.
Grange Mutual Casualty Company

State Farm Fire Comparwl
Kentucky Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Co
Allstate Insurance Company
West American Insurance Company-Nationwide Mutual Fire

. r•

Louisville/
Jefferson Co.
(2)
(9)

COVERAGE:
Dwelling
Contents
Additional Living Expense
Comprehensive Liability
Medical Payment

$250 Deductible

Homeowners Open Perils Form 3

Construction: Masonry/Brick/Veneer/1989

EXAMPLE A

•

214
137
151
243
244

217
210
294
335
181

217 .
168
223
235
264

211
216
223
238
231

173
147
171
186
233

450
278
348
534
470

.396
.383
491
574
374

.512
317
474
377
. N/A

379
388
..434
.433
.458

431

287

:2
3
)6810
82

Covington/
Kenton Co.
(3)
(9)
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238
216
206
331
302

Kentucky Central Ins. Co.
Motorists Mutual Insurance Co.
Hartford Ins. Company of the Midwest
The Cincinnati Insurance Company
Agway Insurance Company

•

321
297
308
345
242

Liberty Mutual Fire Ins. Co.
Continental Insurance Co.
Capital Enterprise Insurance Co.
Hamilton Mutual Ins. Co.
Meridian Mutual Ins. Co.

.•

317
219
299
339
407

Shelter Mutual Ins. Company
Prudential Property & Casualty
SAFECO Insurance Company of America
Westfield Insurance Company
The Standard Fire Insurance Company

•—
—

274
301
339
298
293

State Auto Mutual Ins. Co.
State Farm General Company
Ohio Casualty Insurance Company
State Auto Prop. and Casualty Ins. Co.
Grange Mutual Casualty Company

636
500
474
674
640

593
566
568
837
647

660
360
658
679
N/A

506
516
625
515
688

413
394
444
521
526

238
198
206
276
271

267
274
332
314
223

288
231
272
326
365

280
264
308
287
260

211
203
190
257
254

636
458
474
617
573

494
479
612
779
602

638
535
599
683
N/A

518
513
570
538
611

411
394
354
475
456

Owensboro/
Daviess Co.
(10)
(3)

308
330
278
276
271

335
308
353
314
263
.

370
246
380 ..
313
426

299
368
362
324
289

294
237
232
302
322

1572
1049
972
802
1188

1070
1276
1178
994
1141

1154
664
1540
857
N/A

N/A
657
1013
_1/A
1121

525
665
923
N/A
861

Mayfield/
Graves Co.
(3)
(10)

287
330
404
287
426

388
308 .
403314
263

357
271
380
317
309

335
347
324
336
340

278
226
234
270 . ,
308

1373
1049
1413
933
1986

1237
1276
1342
994
1141

1183
732
1540
845
N/A

N/A
621
909
N/A
1321

496
633
933
N/A
824

Ashland/
Boyd Co.
(4)
(10)

(20% of

(50% of

238
166
189
259
271

255
236
267
314
223

267
190
238
259
226

248
247
293
264
247

197
180
190
244
252

.....,.......11964.14,-.44e-.4•-.4.9.1111119.•--41hit

-ve4:,04';',;(„L4,6e-

--qmooloPeaulluelloWilerlorw --
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,

615
353
524
534
N/A

607
389
434
652
573

.472
312
493
779
602

•

311
267
446
302
334

354
330
444
316
441

447
416
536
314
316

360
369
468
364
457

1636
1049
1413
933
1986

1237
1536
1460
994
1141

1218
805
1540
845
N/A

N/A
719
1013
N/A
1321

575
665
.1346
N/A
803

Harlan/
Harlan Co.
(10)
(7)

460
451
449
389
543
362
476 - 385
580
340

360
356
354
453
454

Lexington/
Fayette Co.
(2)
(9)

$ 100,000
Dwelling) $ 50,000
Dwelling) $ 20,000
$ 100,000
$ 1,000

ALL COMPANIES SUBMITTING A QUOTE ON THIS EXAMPLE ARE NOT SHOWN
ABOVE
THE FIGURES REPRESENT THE PREMIUM CHARGE FOR ONE (1) YEAR

241
220
291
282
293

State Farm Fire Company
Kentucky Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Co.
Allstate Insurance Company
West American Insurance Company
Nationwide Mutual Fire

Louisville/
Jefferson Co.
(2)
(9)

COVERAGE:
Dwelling
Contents
Additional Living Expense
Comprehensive Liability
Medical Payment

$250 Deductible

Homeowners Open Perils Form 3

Construction: Frame/1989

EXAMPLE A

455
465
517
512
601

372
338
351
431
477

238
166
177
275
271

255
237
332
375
215..
607
389
408
628
573

472
451
612
662
576

257 .....596
194
. 364
237
521
259
534
304
N/A

246
255
280
267
256 .

204
171 .
189
233
266

Covington/
Kenton Co.
(3)
(9)
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120
101
92
106
N/A

Kentucky Central Ins. Co.
Motorists Mutual Insurance Co.
Hartford Ins. Company of the Midwest
The Cincinnati Insurance Company
Agway, Insurance Company

216
146
173
208
263

110
341
183
262
233

171
137
158
130
N/A

135
190
140
N/A
193

152
162
133
119
153

120
92
84
106
N/A

107
127
93
132
126

84
72
84
83
N/A

84
96
75
N/A
109

77
84
79
64
80

4

216
132
158
208
236

199
319
168
246
217

163
130
158
121
N/A

122
182
129
N/A
179

145
152
120
110
139

Owensboro/
Daviess Co.
(10)
(3)

120
92
84
106
N/A

107
127
93
132
145

84
72
84
83
"N/A

84
—96
75
N/A
115

77
84
79
64
80

216
154
158
208
236

199
432
168
246
324

163
155
158
139
N/A

N/A
182
129
N/A
217

145
152
144
N/A
149

Mayfield/
Graves Co.
(3)
(10)

106
92
84
112
N/A

107
152
93
132
145

84
72
84
83
N/A

84
96
75
N/A115

.77
84
79
64
80

190
154
158
209
236

199
516
168
' 246
324

163
155
158
139
N/A

N/A
182
129
N/A
217

145
152
144
N/A
149

Ashland/
Boyd Co.
(4)
(10)

120
92
84
106
N/A

107
127
93
132
126

84
72
84
83
N/A

84
96
75
N/A
109

77
84
79
64
80

216
132
158
208
236

199
166
168
246
217

163
130
158
121
N/A

122
182
429
-N/A
179

145
152
120
110
139

Lexington/
Fayette Co.
(2)
(9)

129
92
88
119
N/A

113
152
93
132
161

84
72
93
83
N/A

84
96
75
N/A
115

77
91
87
64
86

216
154
158
209
236

199
516
168
246
324

163
155
158
139
N/A

N/A
182
129
N/A
217

145
152
144
N/A
149

Harlan/
Harlan Co.
(10)
(7)

$ 20,000
4,000
$ 100,000
$ 1,000

(20'1,, of Dwelling) $

ALL COMPANIES SUBMITTING A QUOTE ON THIS EXAMPLE ARE
NOT SHOWN ABOVE
THE FIGURES REPRESENT THE PREMIUM CHARGE FOR ONE (1) YEAR

110
134
102
146
135

90
79
84
90
N/A

Shelter Mutual Ins. Company
Prudential Property & Casualty
SAFECO Insurance Company of America
Westfield Insurance Company
The Standard Fire Insurance Company

Liberty Mutual Fire Ins. Co.
Continental Insurance Co.
Capital Enterprise Insurance Co.
Hamilton Mutual Ins. Co.
Meridian Mutual Ins. Co.

93
103
81
N/A
120

82
92
90
69
88

State Auto Mutual Ins. Co
State Farm General Company
Ohio Casualty Insurance Company
State Auto Prop. and Casualty Ins. Co
Grange Mutual Casualty Company

State Farm Fire Company
Kentucky Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Co
Allstate Insurance Company
West American Insurance Company
Nationwide Mutual Fire

Louisville/
Jefferson Co.
(2)
191

COVERAGE:
Contents
Additional Living Expense
Comprehensive Liability
Medical Payment
Apartment in 1-4 Family Building

$250 Deductible

Homeowners Tenant's Form 4 (H0-4)

Construction: Masonry/Brick/Veneer/1989

EXAMPLE B

120
92
84
106
N/A

107
152
93
132
121

84
72
84
83
N/A

84
96
75
N/A
107

77
84
71
64
80

216
132
158
208
263

199
384
168
246
209

163
130
158
121
N/A

122
182
129
N/A
. 175

145
152
107
110
139

Covington/
Kenton Co.
(3)
(9)

4

„.;

/

•;

•

•

•••,

•• I

110
134
102
148
135

120
113
92
79
N/A

Liberty Mutual Fire Ins. Co.
Continental Insurance Co.
Capital Enterprise Insurance Co.
Hamilton Mutual Ins. Co.
Meridian Mutual Ins. Co.

Kentucky Central Ins. Co.
Motorists Mutual Insurance Co.
Hartford Ins. Company of the Midwest
The Cincinnati Insurance Company
Agway Insurance Company

•

90
171
79
137
84
158
100
145
N/A . . N/A

Shelter Mutual Ins. Company
Prudential Property & Casualty
SAFECO Insurance Company of America
Westfield Insurance Company
The Standard Fire Insurance Company

120
102
84
79
N/A

107
127
93
134
126

84
72
84
93
N/A

94
96
83
N/A
109

77
84
79
71
80

216
148
158
156
236

199
319
168
246
217

163
130
158
135
N/A

136
182
163
N/A
179

145
152
120
139
139

Owensboro/
Daviess Co.
(10)
(3)

120
102
84
79
N/A

107
127
93
134
145

84
72
84
93
N/A

94
96
83
N/A
115

77
84
79
71
80

.

216
184
158
156
236

199
432
168
246
324

163
155
158
167
N/A

N/A
182
163
N/A
217

145
152
144
N/A
149

Mayfield/
Graves Co.
(10)
(3)

106
102
84
84
N/A

107
152
93
134
145

84
72
84
93
N/A

94
96
83
N/A
115

77
84
79
71
80

190
184
158
157
236

199
516
168
246
324

163
155
158
167
N/A

N/A
182
163
N/A
217

145
152
144
N/A
149

Ashland/
Boyd Co.
(4)
(10)

120
102
84
79
N/A

107
127
93
134
126

84
72
84
93
N/A

94
96
83
N/A
109

77
84
79
71
80

•

'
••4•:

•

,•

•
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216
148
158
156
236

199
166
168
246
217

163
130
158
135
N/A

136
182
163
. N/A
179

145
152
120
139
139

Lexington/
Fayette Co.
(2)
(9)

129
102
88
90
N/A

113
152
93
134
161

84
72
93
93
N/A

94
96
83
N/A
115

77
91
87 .1
71
86

.

216
184
158
157
236

199
516
168
246
324

163
155
158
167
N/A

N/A
182
163
N/A
217

145
152
144
N/A
149

Harlan/
Harlan Co.
(10)
(7)

$ 20,000
4,000
$ 100,000
$ 1,000

(20% of Contents)$

ALL COMPANIES SUBMITTING A QUOTE ON THIS EXAMPLE ARE NOT SHOWN
ABOVE
THE FIGURES REPRESENT THE PREMIUM CHARGE FOR ONE (1) YEAR

216
163
173
156
263

110
341
183
262
233

150
190
176
N/A
193

103
103
90
N/A
120

State Auto Mutual Ins. Co.
State Farm General Company
Ohio Casualty Insurance Company
State Auto Prop. and Casualty Ins. Co.
Grange Mutual Casualty Company

152
162
133
150
153

82
92
90
77
88

State Farm Fire Company
Kentucky Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Co.
Allstate Insurance Company
West American Insurance Company
Nationwide Mutual Fire

Louisville/
Jefferson Co.
(2)
(9)

COVERAGE:
Contents
Additional Living Expense
Comprehensive Liability
Medical Payment
Apartment in 1-4 Family Building

$250 Deductible

Homeowners Tenant's Form 4(HO-4)

Construction: Frame/1989

EXAMPLE B

120
102
84
79
N/A

107
152
93
134
121

84
72
84 ..;
93
N/A

94
96
83
N/A
107

77
84
71
71
80

216
148
158
156
263

199
384
168
246
209

163
130
158
135
N/A

136
182
163
N/A
175

145
152
107
139
139

Covington/
Kenton Co.
(3)
(9)
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Property Coverages
Type of Policy

Your house. garage and other structures on your property —
such as a tool shed — all are covered. Your personal property is covered.

-..
Ith
;
2
3
HO-1 HO2
,..

A homeowners policy generally covers furniture, clothing and
most other personal belongings for their actual cash value
(their original cost minus an amount subtracted for wear and
tear — depreciation) at the time of loss. Another kind of
poficy, now available in most states. provides "replacement
cost coverage- (what it would cost to replace the lost items
without subtracting anything for depreciation) for personal
property. Note that both kinds of policies provide only limited
coverage for furs. jewelry, silver and other valuables, including
small boats. You may wish to protect your investments in
such valuables with a special addition to your homeowners
policy or with a separate policy.

-;-..
-x.
u,
H0.3

Kinds of Losses Covered

ComprehensIre

•

•

r

1. Fire or lightning
2. Loss of property removed from premises
endangered by fire or other perils
3. Windstorm or hail
4. Explosion
5. Riot or civil commotion
6. Aircraft
7. Vehicles
8. Smoke

When you purchase a homeowners policy, your property Is
insured against many causes of loss or damage — called
perils — depending on which policy you choose.

9. Vandalism and malicious mischief
10. Theft
11 Breakage of glass constituting a
part of the building

The Basic Forin insures your home against events like fire
and theft, as shown in the chart

t
12. Falling objects
13 Weight of ice, snow. sleet

The Broad Form covers all 18 items listed in the chart

14 Collapse of buildings( or any part thereof

A Special Policy is available to homeowners who want the
broadest insurance coverage available for their house and
other structures on their Cot. but do not want to pay for this
extensive coverage on their belongings

:.;

The Comprehensive Form covers all 18 perils listed, and many
more. It is sometimes referred to as an "all-r,sks- policy.
although it does not cover damage from every possible kind
of event.

t.

15. Sudden and accidental tearing apart.
cracking. burning, or bulging of a steam or
hot water heating system or of appliances
for heating water

i
•

Consumers with special or unusual needs should talk with
an insurance representative to find out about policies designed for them. •

Some of the information found in this insert was furnished
by the Insurance Information Institute of New York. and the
Alliance of American Insurers. Schaumburg. Illinois

Post Office Box 517
Frankfort, Kentucky 40602
(502) 564-3630
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17. Freezing of plumbing. heating and air.
conditioning systems & domestic appliances
18. Sudden and accidental injury from
artifically generated currents to electrical
appliances, devices, fixtures and wiring
(TV and radio tubes not included)
All perils except flood, earthquake, war,
nuclear accident and others specified in
your policy. Check your policy for a
complete listing of perils excluded

,
Dwelling

Kentucky Department of Insurance

16. Accidental discharge. leakage or overflow of water or steam from within a
plumbing. heating or airconditioning
system or domestic appliance

Contents
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